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In the past six years, the shoreline of the Southern
Basin of Lake Wínnipeg has been receding at an alarming
rate, causing property loss to local dwellers and cottage
owners. It is the objectíve of this study to eval.uate
the mechanism causing t,his sudden recession of shoreline.

A quick beach survey was conducted during the summer

of'1970. It records the beach profiles and sand sizes of
beaches in the Southern Basin. A resurvey of the lines
previousfy surveyed by Veldman at Vüinnipeg Beach in 1968

showed that the quantity of sand loss from the area \^¡as

not significant.

The wave spectrum approach was used to compute wave

energy. The combination of Ëiley's atmospheric pressure
spectrum, Miles-Phillips' r¡/ave generatíon mechanism, and

a wave refraction model yields a wave generation model-

which can be suitably applied to the Southern Basin
lrÏave energy distribution along the shoreline of Southern
Basín was then comput.ed for the year 1968 for wind data
recorded at Gimli Meteorological Station. (Plates If
and. IV) .

The underlying cause of the sudden recession'of shore-
line is not the 10 percent increase of wave energy due to
the increase in lake d.epth by about 5 feet, rather the fact
that the waves can no\,ü attack areas of the bluff which were

not reactrecl by the waves before lake stage increase. The

tendency of the beach to return to the equílibrium beach
acity of the Iit.-

toral current to transport sediment, efficiently disperse
the materíaI eroded from the bluff and allow the waves to'
continue eroding inland. The pïocess continues until an

equilibrium beach profile is again establíshed. '. The extent
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of erosion is inversely proportional to the slope of the
equilibrium beach profile. Using the values of beach
slope measured in the survey, estimates were made on the
limit of shoreline recession. ït is felt that shoreline
recession can be predict.ed in qualitaÈive terms íf these
estimates, in conjunction with the estimates of beach
erosion calculated from t,he rates of longshore transport,
were used wíth caution, provided that all the physical
characteristícs of the beaches are taken into consider-
ation.
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1.1 GENERAL

Lake Winnipeg is'located in the middle of southern
Manitoba. ft is roughly bounded by Longitude 96" W and
Longitude 98o I,f, Latitude 50.5o N an'd f,atitude 54" N. It
is composed of a north basin and a south basin intercon-
nected by the Narrows. Throughout this thesis these
basins will be referred to as the Northern Basin and the
Southern Basin respectively. The lakes are unique in
that for lakes,of their size, they are extremely shallow.
(See Fig. 1-1)'.

The present study concerns only the Southern Basin.
This basin measures .a,bout thirtv-,five to f,orty miles in
the north-south direct.ion and twenty miles wide. The Red

R.iver drains into the lake f rom the south, and the lrlinnipeg
River from the east. For convenience, the rvest coast of
the basin between Drunken Point in the north and San Souci
in the south will be denoted as,the West Coast in this
thesis. Similarly, the coastline between Victoria Beach
and Patricia Beach in the east will be denoted as the East
Coast. The present study investigates only the coastal
processes along these two reaches of coast

The Southern Basin is presently used mainly for re-
creation. Rural- settlements such as the towns of Matlock,
Winnipeg Beach and Gimli are located along the West Coast
of the lake. One of the chief industries in this area'is
tourism. Summer cottages cror,vd along both the East Coast
and Vfest Coast, concentrating at ]-ocations such as Matlock,
Ponemah, Winnipeg Beach, Balsam Bay, Grand Maraís and

CHAPTER Ï
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Victoria Beach. Attractive bathing beaches include Grand

Beach, beaches at Victoria Beach, Patricia Beach, Winnipeg

Beach and Loni Beach. The majority of cottage owners and

bathers come from the City of Vlinnipeg about forty miles
south of the 1ake.

L.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

. since 1965, the shoreline of southern Basin started
to recede very rapidly. In the summer of Ig7O, during
casual surveys, local property owners around the lake re-
ported land los,ses varying from 20 feet to over 100 feet
of beach front. Losses of 50 feet to 70 feet were not
uncommon. A number of. cottages have already collapsed
into the water, 1vith many others presently being serious-
ly threatened by more recession of the shoreline in the
coming years. Furthermore, the phenomenon of property
loss to the lake is not a ]ocalízed one that is, erosion
is reported all along the coast; there are, as Yet, few

or no reporLs, verbal or written, of widespread and "sig-
nificant" beach front increases due to sand accumulation.
Tf there is, in fact, añy noticable accretion, it is smaIl

in magnitude compared r,vith the erosion taking place at' ad-
jacent beaches

Evidence of erosion such as f100d.ed. tree areas and

chewed-out bluffs are well documented. in Veldman's thesis
(1968). It does not appear that the rate of erosion has

decreased for the last few years. A lar:ge number of cot-
tage o\^/netîs have undertaken individual efforts to construct
beach protection structures along the shore-

Coincidental with the drastic recession of shoreline
is the rise of lake leveI. From a historic mean elevatíon
of 713 feet above sea ]eve], it reached about 717 feet above

sea level in irgl}. There is the possibility that this in-
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ing cause of the
crease in mean lake levet 'is the underly

observed phenomenon of shore eroslon'

This thesis sets out to investigate this erosion

phenomenon. The study is particularly relevant to the

LakeWinnipegRegulationProg::amrohichisahydro-electric
power .generation scheme presently being seriously consider-

ed by the authorities concerned'

1.3

The foflowing three questions form the basís of

this studY:

(i) What witl be the extent of erosion or

shorelíne recession?

(ii) What, roughly' is the pattern of sand

movement in Southern Basin? And rel-

atively, what is the rate of transport?

(ii'i)AtpresenÈ,whatshouldbethephilosophy
of beach protection (while the lake level

ís still high) ?

Asfaraspossible,thefindingsofthestud'ywillbe
presented in quantit'ative terms '

SCOPE OF STUDY

1.4 APPROACH

1.4.1 Possible Causes of Shoreline Recessron

There are two major coastal processes res-

ponsible for shoreline recession'

(A)Erosio-nmechanismsassociatedwithlong-
shore sand' transport due to waves' Longshore trans-

port, oï littoral transport' as it ís called' i¡ well

knor,vn to stuclents of coastal process ' It is the

common erosional process causing shoreline reces-

sion, particularly on the sea coasts' Studies

OF STUDY
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investigating longshore transport are too nlrmerous
to mentíon. The Bibliography lists some of these
(especially F.eference No. 135). Coastal engineers
studying Lake Winnipeg in the past have also indi-
cated longshore transporL as the culprit of land
loss

(B) Effects of increase in lake level.
The effects of longshore sand transport and lake
level rise on the geomorphology of Sóuthern Basin
shoreline rvill be studíed in detail.

The following sectíons briefly review some
of the past studies and the methodology of studying
these two mechanisms.

I.4.2 L_ongshore Transport - previous Ï{orks

The number of studies conducted on longshore
transport is high; only those in connection with
studies on Lake !{innipeg are mentioned here.

(Í) Veldman (1968) evaluated v¡ave energy at
different coastal locatÍons of the Sou.thern Basin.
He also constructed a laboratory model of Winnipeg
Beach. By set.ting u.p the proper Ìvave condit,íons.
he studied the modes of longshore movement of beach
sand in the area

(Íi) Prior to 1970, parks Branch had dumped
the following quantit,ies of sand,at WinnÍ.peg Beach,
about 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet off-shore of the break-
water:

1968 June
1968 Sept..
1969 March

From beach
covered in detail

704 cu.
1r 000 cu.
6 ,490 cu.

survey results,,which will be
in Section 3.3, it is apparent

yd:
yd.
yd.
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that the sand was quickly dispersed from the d.ump

area

It can be concluded that there has been no

in-depth stud.y on longshore transport in Southern
Basin.

1.4.3 Methods of Evaluating Longshore Transport

Longshore movement of sand could be evaluated
usíng one or more of the approaches belolv.

(i) Fie1d survey - by checking the beach
profile of a beach location eonstantly. A change

in profile will indicate the volume of sand eroded
or accumulated during the time lapse. Although the
extent of erosion or accretion may not be directly
correlated to longshore transport, it is an index
of either change in sand Èransport capacity (for a

period of time or between updrift and downdrift
beaches) or change in availabil-íty of sand supply.
It is a reliable method of keeping track of beach
history. Survey of beaches \^7as started during the
sur¡mer of 1970 and wiII 1ike1y be kept up in future
years

(ii) Model studies can be used to simulate
sand transport. One difficulty here is relating
transport in the model scale to prototype scale
because the model time scale of sand movement can-
not be evaluated, (Savage, 1962) . Nevertheless,
using results of studies conducted elsewhere, such
as at, Santa Barbara (after Trliegel , 1964) , this ob-
stacle may be overcome. In any case, qualitative
and comparative results are always guaranteed. Mode1

study was also initiated for this study, but was toi
completed due to time límitations. The results are
not reported.
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(iií) Using. tracer sand to study beach
sand movement ís a relatívely new technique in North
America. ft is documented by Ingle (1966). Des-
pite Inglers emphasis on the economy of tracer sand
technique, it is doubtful'that this approach is prac-
tical for the present study. To evaluate the amount
of sand moved. in one year, not one, but a large rtumber
of tests have to be conducted, under all weather con-
ditions.

(iv) The installation of a wave recording
gauge is another pra.ctical but. comparatively expen-
sive means of quantitatívely studying coastal proces-
ses. If wave properties can be recorded, establíshed
relationships (Inman and Komar, 1968) are available
for evaluating longshore transport. Because of
shortage of f unds, a \4/ave gauge was not available.

(v) Theoretical Approach Tn using a
theoretical approach the wave energy is first evalu-
ated. For this study the wave spectrum approach
(rather than significant wave approach) wi1l be used.
There are certain advantages in using the v¡ave spec-
trum and they will be discussed in the appropriate
sect,íons. i,iave energy is then used to calculate
"theoretical sand transport capacities" using long-
shore sand transport formulae. The results are for
qualiùative comparisons only and are rervarding to
the investigation.even for this purpose. Theoretical
evaluation of longshore transport forms a large part
of the rvork of this thesis.

I.4.4 Effect of Lalce Level Increase

Per Bruun (1962) derived a formula for evalu-
atíng shore erosion due to sea level increase. Ap-
plícation of this formula to lake Winnípeg yields
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erosion values which are much too high compared to
actual reported values. ,per Bruun's model is ap-
plicable only to sea coasts under long term sea level
rise. It appears that the mechanism due to sudden
water l-evel increase in a lake would be rather dif-
ferent. Particular attention is paid to this point
in the present study.

1.5 AgcuRAcY

In adopting the spectrum approach of wave generat-
ing it is expected. that errors may arise from a number of
sources. They may be due to assumptions and limitations
in the use of certain hydrometeorological or hydrodynamic
formulae. They will be noted ro¡here they occur in the
dev"elopment of the study. The objective is to ariive
at answers which yield values by no more than half an
order of magnitude and preferably less than d factor of
2. As long as the errors are consistent, the results
computed v¡ilI at least give a good comparative picture,
provided the answers are derived from valid consider-
ations of theories.

1.6

The characterist,ic physical and rimnological features
of southern Basin and its coasts, including a brief review
of Pleistocene geomorphology, are discussed in chapter rr.
This chapter provides a general background knowledge of the
rake from a physical point of view. chapt,er rrr describes
the beach survey for southern Basin, conducted ín the summer
of 1970. chapter rv brings in the theory of wave generation
and describes how it is adapted for generating shalrow water
uraves for Lake winnipeg. lr7ind data is then modified before
being used as input data to the wave generation model as
described in chapter v. chapter vr gives a detaired

OUTLTNE OF THTS REPORT
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account on horu the theoretical- model is used to calculate
wave energy for the year 1968 for various locations of
southern Basin. chapters vïï and vïïï aïe the two impor-
tant chapters. chapter vïr describes horv, using the wave
energy'calculated, one can derive the longshore transport
rate, along the coast, an4 where to expect erosion or ac-
cretion of beach. However, it particularly hiarns against
placing too much confidence in these theoretical resurts.
chapter vrrr is devoted to explaíning the mechanísm of the
equilibrium beach restoring tendency of a rísing lake
(-- not longshore transport) is the actual cause of abrupt
shoreline recession and shore erosion. Estimates of shore-
line recession are also made. chapter rx is reserved for
miscerlaneous topics that need to be reported: modef
studies and existing beach protection structures enioun-
tered in the southean Basin àre reported. Finally, chap-
ter x summarizes and concludes the study with some thoughts
on further studies that are urgently needed.

This reporè is set up with diagrams attached to the
end of the chapter or Appendix to which they are referred.
Appendices are included. to provide a background reference
for explaining some of the topics mentioned or the con-
cepts used in the main context: Five larger plates are
to precede the bibriography which precedes the Appendices.
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2.T TNTRODUCTTON

studies of coastal processes necessarily involve
examination of the behaviour not only of the water phase
of the lake itself but also of the land (or coastal) phase.
rt is the interaction of the sculpturíng power of the waves
and the reéistance of the coast that deterinines the forms
and. sizes of coas'tal features. ïn this chapter the physi-
ca1 characteristics of the coast.al zones of the southern
Basin of Lake Inlinnipeg will fi::st be discussed. The geo-
morphic development and the coastal geology of southern
Basín will be described, to be followed by a brief discus-
sion on some limnological aspects of the Lake.

gOME CHARACTERTSTTCS OF THE

CHAPTER IT

EðlrN oF LAKE wïmrrirpee

2-r

2.2 UNDERLYTNG BEDROCKS

The present Lake winnipeg lies in the centre qf the
former glacíal Lake Ag.assiz. rt has been modified by
direct ice actíon for a long period of time (at least
during the Pl_eistocene Epoch). Therefore, the surface
deposits of the areas around Lake wÍnnipeg are character-
istíc of continental glaciation. rrre ¡eárocL ror*raion
of this area r,¡i1l first be discussed.

The bedrock boundaríes underJ-1ring surface depo.sits
of southern Basin and its surroundÍng areas n.rr.".ì-r" run
in the north-south d.irection. (See Figure 2-I). Three
types of bedrocks are distinguished: precambrian rock,
winnipeg Formation and Red River Formation. These latter
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two formatíons were formed in the earlier periods of the
ordovícian Epoch. The (igneous) precambrian bedrock ex-
tends the area east of the winnipeg River Delta. west

' of, the delta is a narror/ü band of bedrock of the I,rrinnipeg
Formation whose rvesterly limit does not extend into ,."in_
ern Basin except at Victoria Beach and Elk Island. Other_
wise, the bedrock underlying most of the shores 

", ,""an];"
Basí.n is the Red River Formation.

As will be explained in the paragraphs to fo110w,
the bedrocks in this region seldom outcrop above the sur-face glacial deposits. The Winnipeg Formation, which ischiefly sandstoner. outcrops at Elk fsland and also on theeast shore of victoría Beach. on the East coast the RedRiver Formation bedrock (mainly of dolomite and li-mestone)
outcrops subaquaceously (that is, below water) offshore of
Grand Beach as werr as about a.mire north of it, (sorohr:b,
1968). outcroppings of these bedrocks are not common
along the coasts of Southern Beach, (at least not in the
regions covered ín this study) and therefore have little
direct ínfluence on the general coastal processes and the
morphological developments of the coastar features.

However, the glacial deposits, which were derived
from bedrocks, no\¡r form most of the coasts of the lake
and indirectly affect the coastar processes. For in-
stance, large síze rocks and boulders, whose parent rock
is probabllr the ígneous precambrian rock to the east of
the lakelihave been transported to Southern Basin by glac_
iers. A lot of them can now be found at rreaarands arong
the coast, with'their presence serving as r4rave energy dis-
sipatorsr protecting the headrands behind them from under_
going rapid erosion

Alsor on the East Coast, south of Elk lsland, the
surface deposits being derived from the lriinnipeg Formation
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bedrock are mainly sand.y and silty moraines. Because
of the presence of these sandy soil materials there is
an abundance of sand being transported along the East
Coast (as compared to the West.Coast) in the littoral
zones. As a consequence, clean sandy beaches are o-ften
found where this sand movement slows down, resulting in
deposition. ExE¡nples are the: A1bert Beach area, patricia
Beach and Grand Beach. In order to be able to appreci-
ate the ínfluence of these physical features on coastal
processes, it is rrecessary to briefly review the recent
history (the last 10,000 yeaqs 'or so) of the Lake Winnipeg
area

2.3 BRIFF REVTEW OF.PLETST9CENE EVENTS

During the last ice â9ê, continental glaciers
extended into the Lake Winnipeg area from two pri.ncipal
directions: the Keev¡atÍn Centre from northeast and the
Patricia Centre from northr,uest, in the respectÍve t,ime
sequence. The tracks of the PatrÍcia glaciers are stí1l
left on the topography of the areas around the laker âs
flutings running in northwest-southeast direction. On

the East Coast, ti11s of calcareous orígin are conmon

and. are likeIy derived from the Ordovícian formations to
the west

The location of the Lake as it now lies may have
been an area of lower elevation in pre-Pleistocene times.
The topography ís that of a trough runníng in the general
direction of north-south. Thus the glacier spreading
over Vüestern Canada from a predominantly northern di-
rection found this trough a convenient entrance to the
south and gouged the area to a more notable d.epression.
(From lecture notes: Dr. R. Newbury, University of :

Manitoba) .



During the later stages of glaciation, Lake ïrinnipeg
was part of the Lake Agassiz v¡hen ice fronts receded to
the north and the area came under water. Abandoned beaches
of sand and gravel lying along the gO0-foot contour of both
the I¡Iest coast and the East coast marked the coastline at
one time (see Figs . 2-2 and Z-3) ¡ the water level was in
the proximity of this erevation (disregarding post-glacial
uplift effect) for a relatively long time. The areas above
this' elevation are no\,ü composed mainly of glacial till de-
posits, but below it, glacial lacustrine (lake) deposits
appear to have subdued the till terrain.

> the next subsection, ít is to
be noted thar ure purpose of rhe presenr rh"";; ;; ;". ro

. analyze and question the origín of interesting physical
features of the area, but to point out their existence so
that their ínfluence on the coastal processes of the region
may be more fu1ly apprecia.ted.

2.4.I Physiolog!¡ of the T^iest Coast-

The coastal regiori adjacent to the west shore
of the lake is relatívely lor,v and gently sloped or
flat. The 800-foot contour is usualry far inland
from the present water-line. As described above,
the belt of coastal zone bound by thi.s contour and.
the water-rine ís composed of glacial t.ilr subdued
by lacustrÍne deposits of c1ay. This belt is rather
gentle and wide, except for the rounded spur north
of the town of Gimli. ït is arso to be noticed
that the 72í-f.ooE contour encroaches very closely to
the shorerine both at this spur and in the neighbour-
hood of sandy Hook, north of winnipeg Beach and south
of wirl0w point. consequently, the bluffs are high-
er in these reaches than along other parts of tlre
üiest coast. The significance of rrigh bluffs is
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that they tend to slol down shorelíne recession as
will be further discussed later.

.Another interesting point is the location of
large boulders along the coast. Naturally occurring
boulders aïe likely derived from sub-layers of glacial
ti1ls. occurring subaquaceously or semi-subaquaceous-
ly, these boulders (some of them in the order of five
to ten feet in diameter) appear to be concentrated
at the headlands or protruding points or the shoreline.
rhis pattern of distribution appears to, provi.de some
degree of protection to the headland behind them.
At the same time man-deposited boulders are grossly
abundant along the shorelines of both the East- coast
and T¡lest coast due to a recent ',a11 out" effort to
protect the shorelines. No doubt these boulders
also fulfil the role of shore protection to some
extent. Their significance on the evol_ut,ion of,
shorelíne will be mentioned elsewhere.

2.4.2 Physiologv of the East Coast

The region of study on the east shore of the
lake, that is, from patricia Beach in the south to
Vict.oria Beach in the north, ,including the west shore
of Traverse Bay, is totally different from the west
coast in terms of soil properties and land topography.
In fact, the terrain betrveen the water's edge and
about eight miles inshore is a complex of glacial
tíI1 (morainic), fluvial and lacustrine deposits
rt is part of the line Lhat derimits the advance
and stagnation of an ancient glacial robe at one tíme.
The massive till deposits that produce the high 1ocal
relief are mainly of end-morainic origin. As men-,
tioned earlier, the tills are much more sandy and
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silty than those on the hlest Coastr âs we1l as
possessing more stones and large boulders. Near
the 800-foot contour (and usually also above it)
the occurrence of sand and gravel marks the ele-
vation of the ancient lake stage. Be1ow this
elevation, the tirl is muffled by a surface layer
of lacustrine or fluvial deposits, varying from
sand. and gravel to clay and peat, in varying thick-
ness.

From south to north, the general descripti_on
of coastal bluf f s for East coast ar,e as .;follows.
The jut-land at the south-western end of patricia
Beach is part of a large till deposit located in-
land. From Beaconia to the township of Balsam
Buy; the bluff varying from 12 to 15rfeet is mainly
glacial tiIl overlain wÍth sandy outrvash. The till
is gene:rally si1ty, a-nd becomes somewhat stoney at
certain locations between the two poínts. North of
Balsam Bay the soil tends to be more clayev and ston-
ey. At Grand Marais, the bluffs are generally
stratified deposits of sandy till. The bluffs vary
ín heíght from about eight to ten feet at Grand
Marais to the greater height of Grand Marais point.
For the reach between no:ith of Grand Beach and the
headland no-rth of Tron wood point, perusal of air-
photos indicates that it is similar to the Beaconia-
Barsam Bay reach. The bluffs on victoria Beach are
of a clean sandy-silt deposit, in the order of 15 to
20 feet high on the west side and 50 to 60 feet high
on the east side of the island,. This high cliff is
the outcropping of the ordovician sand.stone of the
Winnipeg Formation.

As mentioned earlier, ât Grand Beach, patricia
Beach, Hillside Beach and Albert Beach, heavy sand
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'' 'accurnulations have occurredr so that sand bars or
beaches extend far out into the raater, sometimes
enclosing lagoons behind them. sandy bluffs are
usually found on these beaches and they may be quite

Beach and patricia Beach

2.5 SQÏL GRAÏN SÏZES

No detailed survey of bluff soils has yet been con-
ducted- The information supplied by the Irfanitoba soil
Survey (Pratt, €t al, 1961 and Smithret alr,L96h Ref. Nos.
104 and' r24) only concerns the top few feet of soil of the
coastal- areas and does not provide a complete picture of
the soil properties of the bluffs. Nevertheress, the
breakdor'vn of soil types gÍven by this source will at r-east
indicate the relative distribution of bruff soil sizes. As
will become apparent later, bluff soil size and bluff height
are important considerations in evaluating shoreline reces-
sions.

The soil size analysis of the "C,, horizon (generally
about 3 to 4 feet berow ground surface) as given by Ref.
Nos. 104 and 124, are indicated ín Fig. z-4. ïn this
figure, the values given by Ve1clman (196g) have been re_
vised

2.6 CHARACTERÏSTÏC LÏMNOLOGÏCA], FEATURES OF SOUTHERNBASIN

Lake Iiiinnipeg is to be distinguished from other rakes
of íts size by its shalrowness. with a normal trake leve1
of 7L3 feet above sea lever, the deepest part of southern
Basin is no more than 40 feet deep. Moreover, the lake
bottom is also verv flat and even. unlike other lakes,
such as tJ,e Great Lakes, whích continue to increase in
depth towards some cent,ral part of the lake, a cross-
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section of Southern .Basin ,is rather like a shallow even
bottom basin. (See Fíg. 2-S). It can be noticed that
the increase in depth is abrupt onry near the shore, with
the exceptíon of the south shore. ït is suspected that
the gentle lake bottom gradient ín the southern end of the
basin is due to accumulation of sediment derived from the
Red River Basin as welr as from the erosional processes
of the lake which have been going on slowly but steadily
since the last continental glacíer dísappeared.

Because of its shalrowness, certain unique proper-
ties are expected to folIow. Heat energy storage capacity
per unit of surface area is lower in southern Basin than in
most other l-akes. ConsequenÈly, ít responds to climatic
temperature changes very quickly. ïn winter it is com-
pletely ice covered. summer thermal stratifÍcation prob-
al:ly is not well estabrished when compared to deeper lakes.
ïn this regard, the lake is probably more readily subject
to wind mixing during certain times of the year, especially
in spring and early summer, as well as in the fa11.

Alsor'values of eddy viscosity and diffusivity are
likeIy quite different from vafues for other lakes. rn
all likelihood, the lake is wel-l mixed. For this ïeason,
the probabilÍty of finding dissolved oxygen et ietera in
all parts of the laker âs compared to other lakes, is high_
er. ThÍs, along wÍth other factors, has significant
ínfruence on the water chemistry and bio-lifeforms of the
lake

The shaIlor.¡ness of the lake also influences its cir-
culation pattern. Because of the small area of the lake,
it is doubtful that Ekman's elementary current system (or
modificatíons of it) will become well established. , In
studies conducted Ín the Great Lakes, it is evident that
this current system ís much reduced in lakes, when compared
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to evidence found in the oceans. ,ì tir. southern Basin
of Lake 

'finnipeg, 
the Ekman current system would be evenless dominant- so far there is little known of circu-

lation patterns in Lake vüinnipeg. ït would be ,.r.r*rrn
toconductSomemathematica1rnode1ingonLake!rIinnipeg
using existing techniques currentl; ;" use, (Ligget.t , rg7o,r'eq and Liggett, rgTo) . seiches in Lake lrlinnipeg have
been rvell documented by Einarsson and Lowe, (196g). rtís found that the periou o, seich i.r*.." East coast and
I¡trest coast is about rí7 hours, but that in the,."n-urr.._
tíon of the lar<e it is about five no;t". Furthermore,
there is resonance between the seich, of the Northern
Basin 'and that of the southern Basin. wind set-up inthe southern Basin ís found to be in the order of I meter.

:

. B'ecause of the size of Southern Basin, swells (or
decaying \¡7aves passing out': of the wave generation area
and receiving no more eneïgy from wind) are relatively
unimportant. Only "seas" of \,raves (waves that are stillreceiving energy from wind) are of concern in this study.
The presence of swells in the summer and on1y,,seas,,in
the winter are known to produce summer and winter profiles
on the beaches on certain sea coasts. Due tq the weak
influence of swells on Lake winnipeg and the fact thatthe lake is ice covered in winter, there is no dífferen-
tíation of sunmer and v¡inter beach n=oiir"= ;; ;;a;-;;;
recognized in sea coast studies. ,, an.r. is any sig-níficalt difference in beach profiles around the year itis due to ice effects: for ínstance, ice thrusting andjacking in the w.inter.

In general, Lake Vüinnipeg, r,ri,th regard to Southern
Basin, is rather unique as a lake mainly because of its
size, its sharlowness and its uniform rake ¡ottom topo-graphy. There is rittre known about many lirnnological
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properties of the lake due to lack of study. rt appears
that this kind of study is urgentry needed. Furthermore,
Ít is felt that paramet,ers that cannot be well defined in
larger or deeper lakes, and in lakes that have been stud.íed
in more:detail, are d,ominant in Lake vlinnipeg and. can there-
fore be defined and studied more easily

With regard to the present study, the shallowness
of the southern,sasin also complicates the simulation of
tvaves for the study of shore ero-sioà. Not much is known
about waves generaÈed in moderately shalrow water bodies
(30-40 feet deep). A good portion of thís study investi-
gates thís aspect of wave generation and will be discussed
in detail in the chapters to folIow.
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3.1 GENERÀL

A series of preliminary beach surveys of the south-
ern Basin of Lake Inlinnipeg was conducted in the summer of
rgTo- The surveys were carried out for the forlovring
purposes:

(i) To estabrish a record of beach profiles
so that future surveys may reveal erosional and deposit-
ional processes along the coastline

(ii) To try to find out from the survey results
some characteristics of the beaches which may be helpful
in evaluating shoreline recession. ït turnecl out that
.sand sizes and beach slopes are the major factors in-
fluencing the d.egree of shoreline recession as a con-
sequence of the ríse of lake level¡ âs will be discussed
in Chapter VIII

(iii) To record photographically features of the
beachesr süch that when this record is compared to a simi-
lar record taken in the future, it would be possible to
discern features of erosion that are not revealed in (i)
above. It may be the recent collapse of trees, or the
failure of a seawall or other evidence.

(iv) To study the different types of existing
protection structures on the coast with regard to their
performance using the photographic record in (iii). ft
is hoped that a study of this nature will lead to better
and more economical designs of coastal structures in the
future.

SURVEE OF BEACHES OF SOUTHERN BASTN

CHAPTER IIT
3-1



3.2 METHOD OF SURVEY

3.2.L personnel and Equipmen!
'--_---_-----

Since the survey h¡as operated on a limited,
budget, it was necessary to derive a quick way of
surveying. A staf f of tw_o members !ìras found to be
ad^equate. Equipment used included: (1) a chest
wader (because it rvas cold in Apríl and May) ¡ (z) a
hand level; (3) a range-finder; .(4) a survey rod

' and other regular accessories, including states and
tapes

3.2.2 Method

A specially designed l0-foot extendable sur-
vey rod was used. Fig. 3-1 shows how ít is used.
The main feature of this rod is that the instrument-
man can read off the elevation (from the ye110w sec-
tion) or the depression (from the red section) dir_
ectly with reference to the ground he is standing on.
If he is standing at the edge of the laker all read_
ings are automatically related to mean l_ake leve1
on the date of survey. Depth beneath water level
can be conveniently read off from a regular scale
on the rod. The distances are either measured with
the rod when they are short or otherwíse read off
with the range finder

Values read off are directly plotted on graph
papers prepared before hand. It is felt that by
eriminating the íntermediate steps of numeri-cal re-
cording, certain'sources of human error are thereby
eliminated- rn particular, the advantage is that
the surveyors can instanÈly realize whether the plot-
ted profile "looks reasonable", so that a line mry be
resurveyed on the spot if necessary

3-2
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Other general information regardíng wind
("strong" or "mild", and. direction), r^raves, break-
ers, and physical features of the beach are also
recorded. These parameters are usually only estí-
mated, subjectively.

At least two píctures are taken:at each beach
locationr onê looking towards the left and the other
towards the right, with reference .to a photographer
directry f acing t,he lake. usually more than trtro
pictures are taken, depending on the features of
interest on the beach. coastal protection struc-
tures are usually photographed in detail.

A samd sample is also taken at each beach
location. It would be ideal of course, if more
samples could be taken at each site since size dis-
tribution varies significantly from one poi-nt of a
beach profile to another; but. this r^¡ould involve
much more work in grain size analysis. The sample
is usually taken near the water''s edgie. ït is hoped
that since a bimodal distribution is anticipated at
this locatíon, if the beach material is composed of
coarse as .wel-l as, fine materials (Ingle , Lg66) , the
sample would at least show not on111 the mean sand
síze, but also the range of sizes one could expect
to find on the beach. Sampling from a different
point may fail to indicate the range,because of the
natural sorting effect of waves. The size of sample
is in the order of 300 grams.

During the months of May, June and July,
weather permitting, the crer^r of I two was covering
the East Coast and the West Coast. Since dif-
ferent parts of the lake were surveyed on different
days it should be recognized that the results do not
represent conditions of different, beaches at, the same
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tíme not synopticr so to speak. The efficiency
of the team was commendable. Discounting travel-
ling time from the City of Winnipeg to the lake,
and the time spent waíting for poor weather to sub-
síde, the average time taken to survey a line was
tvrenty mj-nutes, including. t.ime of travel between
lines

RESULTS OF SURVEY5.3

Altogether¡ seventy rines were surveyed. Their
locations as well as their mean sand sizes and mean fore-
shore-inshore slopes are pïesented as in plate ïïï, (e)
and (f) and Plate V, (e) and (f). The following comments
pertaín to these results.

(i) At some locations the results cl_e¿¡1y indi_
cate a bimodal distribution of sand size. The 'lmean sand
size'l is only used here for the sake of giving at least a
rough idea of the average size of beach sand, although the
two characteristic modal sizes are also plotted in the fig_
ures. The actual effective si-ze of beach sand may be
rather different from the "mean size,' value, which is the
50 percent passing size

(ii) There are locations where two slope values
are detected: one extends from the backshore to some depth
(say two to three feet) below water; the second slope,
which ís more gentle continues ,fr:om-where the first one
stops to the offshore rimit of thre survey line. The
steeper portion is generarly associated with coarser grain
size, material; the more genttre portion, associated with
finer material. where two such slopes occur, they are
both indicated in plates ïII and V.

(iii) rt can be seen from prates ïïr and v that
there is a definite correlation between sand size and heach
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slope; the coarser the sand, the steeper the slope anc.
vice versa. This aspect is further discussed in a later
chapter regarding equilibrium beach and wave energy (Ap-
pendix E and Chapter VIII).

(iv) rt was rather unfortunate that due to short-
age of labour, sieve analysis could not be performed on all
the samples gathered. rnstead,samp,les which were said to
'rfeel" alíke werîe combined and treated as one sample. Be-
cause of this, many of the interesting features of sand size
dístribution along the coastline have been lost.

(v) Because the rod.man was dressed in a chest
wader during the survey, he was limited from advancing into
water deeper than 4 feet. This ís a limitation to the
survey program because the breakline zone in deeper water
is not surveyed

(vi) A special survey of Winnipeg Beach and
stephenrs Point was completed by the parks Branch of !fin-
nipeg. An echo-sounder was used. The lines surveyed
were the same as those used by veldman in 196g. A com-
parison of results is shown in Fig. 3-3

3.4

(i) I.ig. 3-2 ís a reprod.uction of Wiegel's Fig.
L4-I7 (L964) in 1og-1og p1ot. It shows sand size and fore_
shore slope relationship for typical sea beaches. An at-

I

tempt was made to plot data from the present survey onto
this graph. However, it was found that the data did not
conform to the relationshíp established by wiegel.r Fur-
thermore, Lhe scatter of the plot was so large that no
conclusj-ve comments could be drawn except that there ís a
general trend that coarser particle size corresponds to
steeper slope¡ âs mentioned earlier, and that rlor. a cer-
tain size, the coarse grain particles seem to maintain a

ANALYSTS OF DATA
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factors may
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slope than Vüiegel's chart suggests. Four
be responsible for the observed discrepancies.

(.1) The data on Wiegel's graphs are mainly taken
from studies on sea coasts, where beaches are
usually more "ideal": being 1ong, straight
and with relatively uniform sand sizes. S.and
on beaches in the Southern Basin is usually
composed of all sizes, including gravels.

(2) sand samples were taken close to the ro¡a.ter, s
edge during the survey. This is near the
surf zone where the beach material assumes a
bimodal size distribution. It is rather
meaningless and misleadíng to assume the mean
sand síze of the beach (foreshore) equal to
the mean sand size of the sample. In fact,
upon examination of the plotted data (F'ig.
3-2) it is found that, whereas some data do
fall into the region defined by ÍViegel',s
curves, over half of the data cluster in a
different region of the graph representing
much coarser graj_n size" .In view of this
fact, it ís clear that the swash zone.material
is not compat:lbIe with lüiegel's curves, and
this is the main reason for the discrepancy.
For the purpose of plotting sand size against
sloper âs Vüiegel did, foreshore sand size
should be used. This would require the sam-
p1e to be taken on the beach farther away from
the water-line: rt is recommended that future

. surveys should incorporate a more detailed
sampling scheme. Tt would be d,esirable to
have at least three samples taken: one for
the fine particles (foreshore), one for the
coarser particles and one from the swash zone.
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(3) Eeaches on take winnipeg are also different
from those on .the sea coast because of the
absence of tide. The tidal zone also lfor*=
part of the foreshore on the sea coast. The
tidal regime:no doubt has a definite influence
on the distríbution of beach particles.

(4) Wiegel's curves in Fig . 3-2 give only the, re-
. sults of specific casesr all from sea coasts

where waves responsible for forming the beach
m6y be dif,ferent in magnitude and character-
istics ,from \^raves in the lake. For example
waves in Lake vüinnipeg are absent Ín the winter
(freeze-over) months, and swells are also not
important.

(iiÌ It is of,ten felt that beaches of Southern
Basin are relativety steeper than those on the sea coast.
A major reêson for this can be easily realized by compar-
ing gra.in s'izes and slopes. Beach materials are coarser
on beaches of southern Basin and thus tend to establish
steeper slopes. 

,

(iii) ..Examination of Fig. 3-3 índicates that al-
though there are some minor changes in Lhe beach profiles
of winnipeg Beach between 1968 and. 1920, there is no notice-
able accumulation or erosion of sand on the whole. ït does
not show any significant trend of shore erosion anywhere on
the beach notwithstanding reports of severe shoreline reces-
sion in the region. This implies that the,,,rate of erosion
ís slow (at least, not noticeabre for over two years) and
that if there was noticeable shoreline recession d.uring
the two years, ít was not a resurt of beach.sand erosíon.
The relationship between shorerine recession, beaÇh sand
erosion, longshore transport and other factors wírl be
described in Chapters VII .and VIII.



rt should be notíced that the sand dumped by parks
Branch (8'194 cubic yards) in the same period of time would
cover the beach (underwater as well as above water areas)
by a mere thickness of roughly one Ínch or 1ess, if spread
out evenly. Thus it i" ,rot à signifr;";; ;;r;; ;-;;"
analysis and is too small to be measured with confidence
in the survey.

3.5

A number of the survey lines were located on sites
rather atypical of their neighbouring beaches. These in-
clude lines that were run adjacent to beach protection
structures ín the backyards of private côttages. The
choice of site depends on many factors, one of which i.s
that the survey line can be conveniently used as a refer-
ence for evaluation of beach erosi-on or deposition by
future survey.

rt is strongly recommended that these stations ^should
be resurveyed in the future in order to gain better insiqht
into the coastal pïocesses of Lake Vfinnipeg

OTHER COMMENTS
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4.T GENERAL

rt is common knolvledge that wind generates vraves on
a water surfacer'but an exact analysis of the mechanism
involved is by no means simple. ,nr= chapter describes
the adaptation of exísting theo.ries for evaluating wind
hzave characteristics of Lake trfinnipeg.

The "sígnificant wave,, is often used to represent
the state of water hrave generated by winc1. ït 

-.==r*""

that the mean of the highest third of the wave height
population is representative of the sea of waves Ín al-l
the properties of wave motion. A large number of impor-
tant works by outstandinq researchers on this topic are
available in the literature. Among these are standard
texts on oceanographical engineering, such as Ref. No. 29,
56, 91 and 135, and. a number of other papers listed in the
Bibliography. Thís thesis does not emphasi-ze the appli-
cation of significant tvaves

ïn the past decade or so the validity of the sig-
nífícant $/ave approach has been questioned. Two of the
doubts which appear to be obvious are as folrows:

(i) In light of the concept of a wave spec-
trum the significant wave is a rather
poor "approximation" for most practi-cal
applications. (Inman and Komar, 196g).
It is also important to note that a wave
spectrum is a realistíc and measurabfe
phlzsical property.

GENERATION OF hTTND WAVES T:

CHAPTER TV

4-I

THEORY
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(íi) i¡ühen considering r,vave refraction in

proach the coasts from offshore deep
waterr âs in the case of a sea coast,
Lhe significant wave approach fails
bo give the total effect of bathymetry
on v/ave propagatíon. (pierson et a1,
r9ss).

Prediction of a wave generated by wind using the
sigrnii-icant wave approach is usually an empirical or semi-
empi-ricaI process. The most popular method is by the use
of fetch graphs (see Wiegêl, 1964, pp. Ig5-247) which are
derÍved from field. data. rt is difficul-t to derive an
exact, analytical expressíon (or a number of expressions)
which can predict the random and ímegular water surface
caused by lvind when the predicting model- does not take
ínto account the rand-om elements. ït is not here to
discount the virtues of classical wave predíction methods,
(indeed they are very usefuL in many situat.ions), but to
indicate that they are valid only when cond.itions under
which they are applied are similar to condítíons under
which these empirical curves (or expressions) are derived.
For most sea coast applications, this requirement is satis-
fied, because the curves (or expressions) derived for deep
water condítions are applied to deep water conditions.
For shallow water wave generation, however, the situation.
is guite different. Due to the shalrowness and the vari-
ation of lake bottom configuration from lake to lake I
empirical relationships deríved uncler a given set of
conditions are probably not appricable to another lake.
certain frequency components of the wave spectrum may be
excited more than usual because of the shallowness or
because some components may be concentrated at, or dir-
ected away, from the measuring station due to the differ-



ential refraction of wave components.

Moreover, there are only a few documentations of
waves'ín sharlow water. The prirr.iprr corrtoíbution is
due to Bretschnej-der at Lake Okeechobee (1954). ït ís
not' known how well these results wilr apply to Lake vüin-
nipeg since Lake okeechobee is very shallow (four to five
feet deep)

In the absence of reliable relationships, wind
generation of sha110w ruater waves using t¡rre wave spectrum
approach is adopted ín this study. ït is felt that in
comparison with the significant wave approach, the wave
spectrum approach offers a more exact and realistic anary-
sis. rn particula:: the effects of wave refraction can
be accounted for.

4.2

The concept of a spêctrum and its applicatÍon is not
new - it has been a well known tool ín electroni,cs and many
other fierds- rt was pioneered for application to water
wave study by Eckart (rgs2), pierson, Nevmann and James,
(1955) and others in the early fifties. The term ,'\trave
spectrum" generally refers to the variance of deformation
of sea surface about its mean water level, as a function
of a wave property. (This wave property can be wave
number, wave length' wave period or wave frequency; but
v/ave number is generally preferred. ) fhe wave components
referred to are the rouriur .o*ponenrs 

";-t;;';";;;;""""surface' (orr âs one may imagi-ne, that a sea surface isactually the summation of an infínite number of components
of "simple" wave trai-ns, each of which may differ from therest in direction of travel, wave velocity, period, ampli_
tude et cetera). (See Fig. A-l). Appendix A through
Appendix c provides a more detailed, review of the concepts

THE SPECqRUM AppRoAcH O,F ïíAVE GENERÄTïON
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of wave spectrum and the developments of mathematical wave
generation models.

The most rational and tested formuration of wave

' modeI. Ap-..-t-pendix c presents a more det-ailed description of this
mechanism and may be referred to for background material
on the theory involved.

' The Miles-phil1ips' model is as follows:

r, . ìcosl k(Vcosa_ - c)'r J dT
(4-1)

where 0 ís the two-dimensional \,rave spectrum,
k is the v¡ave number: vector quantíty if under-

lined, scalar otherwise,
t is the duratj-on of energy transfer, given byIt = Fetch/cn.

Õ rn,t) - 2 f t:¿cz "F(mt)*l-

r*ro

1úJ

J o 
lT(k,T),

is the atmospheric
"spectral density"
gral tíme scale. T
integration.

TT (k,t) - cos fk<Vcor d, - c) T] d T

2mL
F(mr) =}o.-r

Equation (4-¡) is the modifying
(1960) where

= (t¡z)(xc

(4-2)
pressure spectrum, in which T[ is the
ana lcos k(Vcosoc - c)TJis rhe inte-
being the time interval variable for

(4-3)

factor given by t4iles

(4-4)



in v¡hich Q kc, is the rate
such that

4_5

of energ,y increase per radian

( 4-5)

where þ is a constant.; (after Hino , 1966). þ will be
defined below and all other notations are according Éo
Appendix c and Appendix H. rt is to be noted that the
first term on the right of the equation represents posí-
tive energy transfer from wind to wave and the second and
third terms represent energy loss due to viscous dissipa_
tíon of water ancl air respectively during the process, and
are generally negligible. rn the computations, the second
term has been included

The variable þ in Equation 4-s is given as Ín Fig.
c'2 - The mathematica-l approximation is ar-so given i.n
Appendix C.

The atmospheric pres ure spectrum as per Equation
4-2 was given by phillips in the folloiving form.

- 
[t ., (",. pì(|åiqf *' (q, - þu 

* ?d"Ð(@ff

T(k,o) * 0(k, csecor-U.)
( 4-6)

The first term in this expression is the simurtaneous, t\n/o-
dimensional, atmospheric pressure spectrum and 0 (k, fu-u")is the integral time scale for the moving reference frame.
Phillips gave approximate expressions for both terms, but
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recently, Hino (1966) derived a more appropríate expres-
sion such that

th

J" r( k,^r) . cos [k (vcosfi. -c)'r] a'r = li(k,o)O( k,cseca-- v)

where
^ ¡aJ l_
0 = J;" {lT(k,T) /n\-,,o)J.os [k (L),cosor-c)T]dÌ

ooU"cosq ; Il--==--'.._=. l

The pressure spectrum T[ (t,o) ís
Equat.ion (37) of Lilley's paper (1960
sure spectrum ís given by

,fuJ

T ( k,o) : n-tw,;4;Uàc1rs, I
X {(ke1"@

(4-7 )

notatíons are as'defined j-n Appendix H, and the
approximations (compiled by Li1ley from Grant,
others) are to be applied

where the
following
Laufer and.

( 4- 6a)

approximated by
b). Thus the pres-

^l#
ôo-=

=o.B;

+;

T 5',

U*'

6, L,

= 3,

_l-2

7; b E, =' .31

(4-8)



The wave spectrum at any point in the sea is
fore given by the intersection of Equation 4-r and
spectrum for the equílibrium range (phillips, 1958,
and Kartz', 1961) which is as follows:

Ö (o): ¡-

spectrum and that it is
'The equivalent relaÈion
not presented here, but
1966).

4.3 TNDETERMTNATE TEF}IS

ïn generating wind wavesr on€ thus performs the task
of finding the intersecti.on of Equation 4-L and 4-9, However,
tv¡o terms in these equations must be evaluated by measure-
ment or by other means: ux , .the shear velocityr pêr Equa-
tion (c-zs) and (c-26) , of Appendix c, and 8,, the displace-
ment thicl<ness of the atmospheric boundary layer per Equation
(4-7). The difficulties presented by these two quantities
are described below.

(A) Atmospheri-c mean wind profile can be given by
the well known log-law (Hinze , Lgsg ¡ sutton , rgsz) .

rtz , ¡'5I u-,

. (4-e)

that ö t,+). is a one-dimensional
a function of, radian frequency oniy.
in the ,two-dimensional versÍon is
can be found in Ref. No. 44 (Hino,

4-7

there-
Phillips'
Phillips

or

such that

where k is von

Ue - I t^ z,
u*-E tnE
U=z=-U' zo

U,= Ux K

Karman's constant,

( 4-10 )

(4-11)

usually taken as 0.4,
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zo is a fictitious "\n7a11 roughness thicknessi' of the
ground or sea surface over which the air flowsr and u"
is the mean wind velocity as measured at height z above
the mean ground or sea level. over land , zo is usually
known or can be determined.ernpirically by aci.ual measure-
ment of v¡ind profile- Thus, if u* is known, relation-
ship (4-70) can be used to det,ermíne any ur.. But over
an ever-changing r,uater surface, such is not the case; no
definite measurement of either uo or u* has yet been pos-
sible- (The difficulties to be encountered in taking
such measurements can be imagined: think of the hazard.s
and inaccuracies in taking measurements in a boat on a
stormy sea!) Even if such measurements are possibre, it
must also be remembered that the values of ao and un are
not only functions of wind velocity but .also that of sur-
face rouqhness, í.e. the wave conditions of the sea, which
is the item to be predicted.

Hino, based on his philosophy that Nature prefers the
principle of maximum oï minimumr puts forward the hypothesis
that the total distribution and partition of energy is such
that the atmosphere would adjust itself to transfer the
maximum amount of energy to water with minimar energy loss
within itself. Thus working "backwards,,, using Miles-
Phillips'model, he was able to arrive at values of u* for
various wind speeds and fetches. summarized in graphical
form, these aïe given in Fig. 4-L. since there seems to
be little variation due to different fetches, ilre relatÍon-
ship for a fetch of r0 Km is adopted in the present study.
rt may be debatable whether the validity of this relation-
ship can be justified; yet, to date, there appears to be
none to prove it otherwise. rn mathematical terms it is:

It. - f6U,o-5) * o.B3 /ts.Of + O.rTv*r L )¿ I l).uJ t (J.l I

( 4_L2)



(B)

placement
an elusive
ment layer
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Another atmospheric parameter, ô, , the dis-
thickness of turbulent boundary layer, is also
term to evaluate. By definition, the displace-
is given by

6,==L lt (tt,= UJ Jo (Uou-U*) dz
( 4-13 )

where U" can lce assumed to be given by Equation ( A._irl) ,
Uob i¡ the mean wínd velocity outside the boundary tr_ayer,
and. ò is the boundary layer thickness. Thus, 6, is
def,ined. UV 6 or Uob, assuming that the same log-profile
(viz" Equation (4-r0) ) for mean wind is valid. up to the
limit of the boundary layer. Tn most. experiments where
surface roughness is in the order of millimeters, boun- r'

dary layer thickness is generally in the order of centi--
meters, (Grant, I95B). But over a sea of \,vaves, \nlhere
the wave heights are in the order of meters, (thus rough- /
ness of the same ord.er) the boundary layer must be remar-
kably thicker. Moreover, it is probably a functi.on of
the free stream wind speed. (rt is also a function of
the wind. speed as measured by met,eorological stati_ons at
a height of 10 meters above ground). On the other hanfl, ,

geostrophic wíndr which is by definition the atmospheric
free stream wind, blows at. an altitude of roughly 500 meters
or higher. A calculation of this wind velocity (via the
equation on page Z4g I Sutton , LgSz) yields a geostrophic
wind velocity of roughly 30 m/sec. or higher at this ar-ti-
tude for a recorded rvind speed of l0 meters/sec. at land \.

stations- This value for uoo appears to be unrealistically
hi9h.

There has been no report of the actual thickness of
the boundary layer over Lake winnipeg. However, by adopt-
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'

ing u* mentioned above and Hino's suggested value of ,p
= 4'0 for Equation (4-5), -and by amplifying the pressure
spectrum by four orders of magnitude (104), it wa, found
that Miles-philrips' spectrum yields remarkable agreement
with the data collected by Ï,Ííegel, (]1964) for fetches of
1 Km and longer, for a constant value of 6 = 40 m. (See
Fig. (4-z)).

A number of' the assumptions madê. above have litt,Ie
theoretical background for justification. rt is found
that the value of significant wave heÍght thus computed
is actually very insensítÍve .to the i.ncorporation of 104
in computing spectral d.ensity and arso rather insensítive
to whether 6 is 10, or 40, or 60, or 100 meters. ït is
wise to bear in mind that the objective of this study is
not to prove the validity of a theorem, but to generate
a reasonable wa-ve spectrum and apply it. to evaluate 10nq-
shore transport phenomena.

There was difficulty in using the same moder to fit
wiegrel's collected data for fetches of r0 meters and shor-
ter, which Hino so successfully did. ïn addition, the
frequency of the spectral peaks deviate from Hino,s re-
sult on the dimensionless graph of Fig. (4=3). ThíÉ
second discrepancy partic.ularly ind.ícates that íf Hínors
computations are correct, then the lower wave number waves
(or longer waves) of this model have been over-excited at
Iow wind speed, but under-excited at high wind speed. The
error is likely the consequence of the assumption that the
turbulence boundary ralrer is a constant, equalling 40 '

meters:. Again these dd.screpancies. may not be vital enough
to render the results of this study invalid. As rong as
the trend and the relative quantities of error are con-
sistent, (as they are), a failure to generate a precise
model is in all likelihood not serious

.,ti
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Modifi-cation of the spectrum approach for deep water
wind-wave generation (deep ivater condition) for 

"fruttornlwater condition does not appear to be exceedingly compli-
cated, at least as demonstrate.d by:Wiegel (1966).

rn generating shallow water waves one must be aware
of the follorving four points:

(i) The characteristics of refracted v¡aves
assuming all 0ther quantíties to remain constantr are
functions of depth and frequency (or period). Frequency
(or period) remains approximatery constant throughout the
refraction of a wave ray. ït fo110ws that,wave length,
Lt or the reciprocal quantity, wave number, k, is arso a
function of depth and wave frequency on1y.

(ii) According to Equation c-5, phillips, model
of wave excitation for a given set of meteorological con-
ditions is a function of iuave number and phase velocity
only, which for waves in shallow water, can be adequately
defined, (Equation (4-15 ) beloiv)

(íií) Likewise, according to Equation C_25, I4i1es,
rnodel of wave growth for a given set of meteorologicar- con-
ditíons, depends on vrave number and phase velocity onIy.

(iv) The equilíbrium range one-dimensional wave
spectrum, according to Equation c-28, is a function of
water parti-cle accereratíon and therefore a functÍon of
vrave frequency (or period) .

Thus, since the wave frequency remains constant re-
gardless of depth (approximately), it Ís a useful Þarameter
for defining wave conditions. once frequency (or period)
and rva.ter depth are defíned, all other wave characteristic.s
can be found via the following equations. (See appendix A)

DAPTATTON OF T,IODEL TO SHALTIOTV WATER CONDTTÏON

4-tL



),c)'= gk tonh kd

C
C^)

= --i-
K

z'rT
=- k

By substituting the appropriate expressions into
responding 'terms of Equations (4-1) through (4_g)
desired shallow \,,üave spectrum can be computed.
manner¡.:gênêrêtion of shallow water waves ís not
complicated than that for deep water waves.

= g$ tonh kd:

F = å[", " ##æ] =n

aTz=ä tonh kd

4.5

Thê Southern Basin of T,ake T{innipeg is considerably
shallower than most rakes of its size. The average depth
in the central portion of the rarce is about 37 feet at a
lake level of 7r2 feet. rn applyrng the wave generation
process descríbed above to southern Basin, the foll0wing
procedures are carried out.

(I) Assume a gÍven r,vave period T; thus the
frequency is also known.

(rr¡ From a given startíng position, a h¡ave ray
is consÈructed v¡ith the predominant direction of
travel in the dire.ction of .wind blor,s unt.il it reaches
shore.

(rrr) of course, all wave properties, (wave nurnber,
phase velocÍtyr group velocityr rây width, and re-
fraction function) except wave period itself, change
as the wave proceeds across the lake, but their *.igrr-
ted mean varues are computed for the entire feÈch.

¡A
LK tonh kd ]

4-12

( 3-14 )

(3-1s)

( 3-16 )

(3-17 )

the cor-
, the
ïn this
much more
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These values are to be appJied to the fictítious
fetch Fr such that the total effect is to separate
out an idealized wave generation process over a
straight, flat bottom fetch, rather than tackling
the more com¡rlex problem of solving for refrac-
tion and wave generation simultaneously. The
situation is as illustrated in Fíg , 4-4. ïn thi,s
figure, the actuaf fetch ABC as in Figs. (a) and
(b) is approximated by the fictitious, straight
and uniform fetch AB'Cf.

(IV) For a given wind velocity and direction, the
wave spectrum is computed as discussed in section
4-4 above for fetch F' and the mean values aïe as
calculated in (TII) above. This spectrum would be
approximately identical to the wave spectra at B¡
and at B under actuaL field conditions. The val-
idit'y of this assumption ivill be d.iscussed Later.
(V) The next assumption is that the spectrum as
obtained per (IV) above is already present at loca_
tion B, F'ig. 4-4, and from here it travels to C by
path ABc ¡ over a perfectJ-y calm lake with no wind
blolving and no energy loss of any kind. It, is to
be noticed that ABC is the actual wave ray. At C,
the value of spectral density is approximately the
same as that at B, discussed in (IV), multiplied by
the refraction functionr âs computed from Equations
D-5 and D-6:

[r']=,ff-ff

where (cs)ee ,(b)o"
velocities and ray

; &"). = (t¿.; -
(4_18 )

and (Cs)ae, (b)ou are the group
widths over fetch AB and at C

[t<'J.
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respectivelyr (tt>, and (tt> are the mean
square elevations at B and C respectively, LK]"
is the refraction function at C.

Further discussion on the v¡ave refraction
function LK'J can ue found in Appendíx D

(Vf ¡ The power d.ue to this spectral density at
C is given by

P = Wove Power = trffi * (c3)"= f S(¿*¡(.g).

It should be noted that it is meanÍngless to find
the spectral density at sLation c measurecl at the
water-line (the value is nil), because the depth
there is zero. Ä,s an approximation, the shore-
line, which is generally quite close to the 9-f,oot
contour is assumed to have a depth of 9 feet. The
choice of 9 feet is rather arbj_trary. It is partly
based on the observation that the depth at the break-
line on Lake vtinnipeg beaches is generally of this
order of magnitude.

(VrI) Steps (r) to (vr¡ above are repeated for
selected values of wave frequency to obtaín the
corresponding values of spectral density of mean
square elevation and of wave povrer via Equation
4-lg. This set of values is then summed up (i.e.
integrated to yield the power spectrum for station
c.)
(Vfff) fína11y, the total energy received by C due
to this particular v/ave ray during a storm is the
power obtained per (Vff) above, multiplied by the

_1"
I Fs Hl^u 

"s (4-r9)



duration of storm. , Thus

This relationship is obvious.
can be found in Appendíx A.

(TX) If ít had been desired
shore and normal wave energy
C, steps (T) to (Vrrr) can be
fications to Equation 4-L9 as

ENERGY = P x DURATION OF STORM

Where Cú is the angle the wave
normal of the coastline.

4 .6 REMARKS AND COTflVIENTS

Longshore power
Normal Þower

Two other important factors must also be considered.
Firstly, for the same v/ave period and the same storm, a

poin'b on Lhe coast, C, may receive energy from more than
one single \^/ave ray, due to refraction effect. Thus a

bundle of wave ray.s start.ing from locations close to A must
be examined. Likewise, it is also possíble that none of
a certaín \,rave component would reach point C at all. See

F'ig. 4-5 (a) and (b) .

The second factor is that the refraction of a finite
number of v¡ave rays of a given frequency across a lake gÍves
rise to the situaLion as shovsn in Fig. 4-5 (c) . Assuming
no írregularities in lake bottom configuratíon, it can be
seen that the effects of these \^rave rays are confined in
the shaded areas, leaving a consÍderable sectibn of coast-
line not covered by wave action. This, of course, is not
true in the real situation; the inadequacy arises only be-
cause a finite number of rays could be used for approximation.

Further discussion

to compute the long-
components at Station
repeated with modi-
follows:

4-15

.*-,

(4-20)

= 1t). ggk)." coso-sinot
= <t>. pgk)r* cosz o{

ray makes with the

( 4-19a)
( 4- 1eb)



There would be no
or rays were to be
sible situation.

To by-pass thís difficulty, it. is assumed that thewidth of a \,rave ray may be greater than computed (or
"":t1:r) , such t.hat any locatíon on the coast would r:eceivea full spectrum of wave components unless this rocation issignifícantly far away from the closest point or trle coast
where a '\^rave component would attack. (That is, in Fig.
4-5 (c) r rdâvê condítion, at L due to the particular \^rave com:ponent is assumed to be the same at L,, or L,, whichever íscloser). This approximation has the effect of smoothing
energy distribution along the coastline. Furthermore, itneglects the situation ,,vrren more than one wave ray of the
same frequency attacks the same beach l0cation. ït isfelt that this is one dral.¡back of the model. To analy-tically compute the exact energy distribution function
along a coast-line r,vould be a very laborious task. rt maybe desirable urerefore, to adopt a simplification which
would at worst give a rough indication of the actual en-
ergy distribution. As it turns out, despite this simpli-fication, the finar results to be detailed later are quite
satisfactory and reasonable

The fictitious fetch F' will approximate the actual
fetch (traced by the path) of the refracted wave ray very
closely on most occasions. Thus, d.espite the fact that
the resultant error may not be easily evaluated, it is
expected to be very small

ïn using t,he one-dimensional spectrum, the fetch isnot merely a narrow basin of finite width, smalr compared
to the length, but, an area (an approximate half circle)
that "fans out" from B' in Fig. 5-4(d), with radiar di-men-
sions comparable to the length of the basin itself. so

such discrepancy if an infinite number
used,. but this is of course an impos_
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at B' (see Fig. 5-4 (d) ), the waves received would come
from sources deep inland as wel1. since Èhis is not
possible, it is evident that one-dimensional spectrum
does not strictly apply to this analysis. The exact
analysis would be to use a two-dimensional spectrum with
varying fetches for wave components from airierent direc-
tions. However, the application of one=diroensional spec_
trum in this cas@ v¡ould incur little error because of the
following arguments.

ït is important to notice that although theoretical-
ry, wave components take on directíons of travel from 90o
to the left to 9oo to the right of the mean wind direction,
the actual distributíon of energy is concentrated in a nar-
rorv band of small angular values on both sides of the mean
wind direction.

Because of this, one cân then view the process as a
bundle of wave components traverling in almost simírar
directions. At B' (Fig. e;4(b)) the major portion of
energy recei-ved is from components starting in the c10se
proximity of A. Thus one may expect that this bundle of
waves tendsl t'p undergo quite similar refraction patteïrrs r
and would end up, Íf not at C, very close to it,.

4.7 COMPUTTNG PROGRAMS

rn applying the wave generation model in this study,
two computer programs were v¡ritten for the fBM 360/6s com-
puter in Fortran IV language. They are programs (A) and
(B) as follows

(i) Program (A) This is a wave refraction program.
rt was first designed to compute the refraction
of a singfe i,save-ray when given the initial con-
ditions (viz. starting direction and location
and wave period) and lake bottom contours. The
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program also computes mean values of the char-
acteristÍc properties of the \Árave ray, such as
fetch, depth, \^rave period, phase velocityr group
r¡el0city and so forth- The program is described
in detail in Appendix D. At a later stage in
the study the program \,vas adapte{ for generating
a large number of wave rays over southern Basin.
The core of the program r^tas not changed. Only
certain parts lvere retouched, (mainly the first,
part of the main source and the format of the
input and output).

(Íi) Program (B) This is a rather straight-forward
program for computíng wave energy vafues by the
wave spectrum. method as descríbed in sections
4-4 and 4-s- rnput information includes.wind
and wave crraracteristics. Although the progrîam
is adapted for shallow rvave generation, it is
equally applicable to deep water waves. rnte-
gration is performed by the trapezoid.al method.

' The layout of these t'o programs, and theír reration-
ship is j-llustrated ín Fig. 6-2, with the listings of the
programs given in Appendix F. The use of these programs
will be further described in Chapter VI.
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5.1

For the prirpose of wind vrave simulation for south-
ern Basin, wind information is a necessary input. Two
sets of hourry wind records are avaílabre: one is recor-
ded at the i¡eather station at Gimli, rocated one mile in_
land from the shore; the other is recorded on a dredging
barge in operation at the Red River Delta at the southern
end of Southern Basi.n

Veldman (1969) used the barge data for his compu_
tations whereas the GinrlÍ reco::d has been used in the pre_
sent study. Tt does not appear that one set of wind å.t,
is superior to another. rt is more important to appreci-
a'Le the limitatíons invorved in using a certain set of wind
data. The crroice of a particurar record depends on its
availabílityr r¡rhether it is in readily usa'Ie form and
other factors. The following lists some of the fu.tor"
influencing the choice of the GímIi wind record.

(i) Hourly wind at Gimli station is recorded
consistently all )zear round.

(ii) Ivind at Gimli is recorded at 10 meters
abovegro,und(standarde1evation)where-
as lhe barge data like all ship data is
recorded at 19 meters. The 10 meter
record can be readily utilized for the
computations ínvolved in this study while
the barge record would require necessaïy
corrections.

CHOIçE OF I\7TND RECORDS
%

CHAPTER'V

AI\ÏALYSTS OF WTND DATA

5-1
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(iii) rt is commonly understood that wind blowing
over a valley would likely be modified bv
a "channelling and funnelling effect,,.
This,is probably true of the barge data
at .the Red River Delta, which is part of
a very gently-sloped vaIley. Thus north
and south winds may have been intensified.
It can be expected that funnelling also
somewhat distorts the Gímli wind record
but the distortion v¡il1 be less. This
funnelling effect cannot be readily esti_
mated, but is not expected to be overly
sigrnificant. The error thus incurrecr is
not as serious as one may anticipate be_
cause wind oveï a significant portion of
Southern Basin would also be influenced
by thÍs channelling effect. as would wind
at Gim1i. On the other hand, it rvould be
somer,uhat incorrect to eliminate all chan_
nellíng effects from the Giml-i record.
The important point is that the direction_
al. distortion is not serious, constituting
the piincipal reason that the Gimli data ís
chosen.

5.2

rt is well known that for a given set of meteoro-
logical conditions, wind measurement recorded over a '¡raterbody such as Lake winnipeg is generally higher than that
measured overland. A commonly quoted wind overwater to
wind overland ratio is 1.35; (see Ref. No. L4, Tech.
Report No. 4, 1956). In ttreir study of waves for the
Great Lakes, Richards and phillips (1970) used a ratio
of L-66 for annual average. Hunt (1959, after Richards

OVERI{ATER TO OVERT,AND WTND RÄTTOS
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and Phil1ips, rgTo) used a ratio of 1.35 for spring, but
L.82 for falI. Hence it can be seen that it is rather
difficult to assign any particular value to wind over-
water to wind overrand ratio. The ratio varies accord-
ing to Locale; the folloviing factors are influential in
this regard

(a) Resistance to wind d.ue to land topography
. and vegetation. Clearly a steep and rough

coast and/or rough, luxurious vegetation
would slow down overland wind.

(b) The size of the lake or sea.
(c) Location of land anemometer. A recorder

deep inland v¡ou1d record lower r^¡ind speed.
than one that is located right on the coast.

(d) similarly, for the rocation of an overwater
recording station, wind speed beíng higher
farther away from the coast.

(e) Meteorological conditions includíng the
type of wind. Obviously regional cycloníc
winds would behave differently from winds
due to locaI atmospheric convection.

(f) Wind direction would also likely be in-
fluentíal.

(g) Atmospheric stability is actually the most
important factor in consid.ering wind over-
water to wind overland ratio. ff a warm
wind is blowing off-shore, a colder, rel_
atively calm layer of air would remain over
the lake so that the lake surface is not
extensively affected by wind. This is 

.

known as a stable condition and lake wind
to land ivind ratío would be smaller than
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otherwise. On the other hand, an unstable
situation occurs when air over the lake is
warmer than the air over land. Rodgers
(L964) in his study of Lake Ontario, used the
temperature recorded by a land meteorological
statíon and lake trater temperature as indi-
cators of atmospheric stability, and obt.ained
the "followi_ng relationships :

(1)

(2)

(3)

ifT al-

ifT a1

ifT AI

r 1o-w \- W* = 0.844 W. * 6.97

Tr=o
rr)o

where T air temperature over Idnd, oFAJ

T take water temperature, oF
l^7 ee¡rrlrç ! cl t_ L{..L

w*

W" wind over land, mph

Obviously, Rodgers' formuLatíon, which yields
good correlations for Lake Ontario, cannot be
applied to Lake rrlinnipeg for reasons mentioned
above. Fqrthermore, water temperature of Lake
l{innipeg is not available.
In this study, the barge data would be less
affected on the foregoing account. To use
the Gimli data, ít would, of course, be desir-
able to use some kind of wind correction factor.
However, in the absence of land wínd and. lake
wind studies,on Lake hrínnipeg, and consider_
ing that wínd overland to wind overwater ratio
in the Great Lakes varies from 1.16 in July
to 2.09 in Novernber, (Richards and phil1íps,
J}TO'), it is not easy to decide what value

vü
w

w.:,
w

= 0.594 w^ + 6.97e

= 0.343 W- + 6.g6e
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should be used for the ratio. ït would be
erroneous to apply values from other regions
sj.nce Lake Ïrlinnipeg, which has very different
lake thermal regime, lakewater circulation
patterns, related metqôrological regime and
coasLal topography, is different from other
rakes where intensive studies are conducted.
With no pertinent info::mation available, the
cimli wind data is appJ-i.ed to v/ave simulation
without modÍfica.Lion. rt is not felt that
this approach ís superior to usíng a doubt-
ful set of wínd correction factors, but it
is hoped that when such correction factors
become avairable through future studies,
results from this study can be corrected by
a constant of multiplication or by some simple
mathematical proceduqe. Assuming annual
effecti-ve wind overwater to wind, overrand
Tatio is 1.35. and according to the general
concept that \4rave energy is proportional t.o
the square of wind velocity (after Wiegel,
1964), the computed energy and littorar trans_
port values would have to be corrected by a
value of (1.35)¿ = 2.A. jt must also be
noted that Lake winnipeg is l0cated on a
flatteq terrain and would conceivably have
lo\^rer corresponding ratios compared to other
lakes.

5.3 DATA ANALYSIS

5.3.1 Concept of Desígn T{j_nd

fn his analysis, Veldman (1968) plotted the
frequency curves of annual hourly wind (tfrat is by
extracting maximum hourly wind from each year and
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'

finding its distribution). With this he predicted
r¡/ave heights using a wind verocÍt1r with a given rê:
turn períod. This is an engi-neer,s normal approach
to statistical treatment of raw data, especiriiy ir,
the field of water resources design where annuar peak
value is an important parameter. i¡rhen applied to
wind data, thís approach tends to overlook certain
aspects regårrding random occurrences of high wind

q

speed. For instance several ,r:nusually big storms
occurring in one year are only represented by one
entry. Furthermore it tends to neglect the sig_
nificance of storm duration.

Veldman's approach is useful ín designing
piers and seawalrs et cetera where the maximum \^rave
force exerted per service life is to be estimated.
since the present study i.nvolve,s the examination of
sedíment transport, a process which goes on in more
or less the same manner every year, the wind data
for a typical year is required. To obtain this, it
would be necessary to apply stati.sticaL analysis
(Blackman and Tukey, 1959, Ref. No. I4g) to the wind
record of a number of years for extracting a mean
distribution of wind from the', fregu.ency domain
The process, though apparently straíght_forward,
could be rather tedious. For the present purpose,
no such analysis was attempted. ïnstead, wind data
for 1968 uras used:as though it. were a typical annual
wind record of Lake winnipeg. No detailed study,
except for a'brief and general comparison, \das made
to compare ther.wind record. of 196g with those of
other years. rt does not appear that the 196g wínd
data as'recorded at Gimli station is "atypical" in
any sense.
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5 .3.2
'': rt would be desirable to compute the state

of r^/aves of the lake at the end of each hour of
wind blow by applying the wave generation tech* l

nique, described in Chapter ïV, to every hour of
the year. fn this wây, the exact history of lake
surface disturbance can be traced. However, such
an approaqh would not be'practiôal because the pre-
sent stucry does not demg,nd suòh a hiÇh degree of
accuracy. ït seems the:iefore rewarding to red.uce
the labour of computation by simplifying and re-
ducing the complexity of the wind data to be used
as input to the cornputj-ng model. Averaging is
used to filter out an extensive amount of unneces-
sary detail. A period of wind b1ow, say of four
hours or longer, with hourly rvind velocities from
the same direction and of roughly the same magni-
tude is represented by the number of hours and the
mean (or s1i9ht1y higher) rvind velocity. For
example. Hour I to Hour 10 in the set of data
listed in the next section is represented by 10
hours of steady wind at 23 mph. More will be
said regarding the averaging method in section 5.4.
using this simple method, the wind record of Gimli :

Meteorological station from April 1, 196g to November
1968 inclusive, is analyzed. The resurts are sum-
marized in FÍgures 5_l to 5_B

5.4 FETCH CONSTDERATTONS

Wind velocity seldom remaÍns steady
For example, ín a typical cyclonic storm,
to find wind from the north as fol1ows.

with time.
it ís common



Hour

1

2

3

4

5

" 
'6

7

I
9

10

11

lVind Velocity
mph.

%

22

2T

24

22

28

22
'Ð,

2A

22

22

10

The rvind record indicate,s ,that for the first r0
hours, except for Hour 5, wind stays fairly constant at
about 22 mph. from the norlh. There are tv¡o different
ways in v¡hich one can use this -piece of data.

(1) Generate \,raves for 22 mph. wind for 9 hours,
(Hour I to Hour 4, and Hour 6 to Hour 10) and
generate lvaves for 2g mph. wind for t hour
(Hour 5 ) .

(2) or, smooth out the wind data and assume 10
hours (Hour 1 to Hour 10) of wind at vel_
ocity of approximately 23 mph. (Since \^7ave
grornrth is not a li-near or a simple function
f wind .speed, (see Chapter IV) , there is no

need to take the arithrnetic mean of the ten
wind velocity entries) .

rt is often convenient but somev¡hat misreading to
think of wind wave generati-on on a lake such as Lake
winnipeg as a steady-state process. By this miscon-
ceptionr ât the end of Hour 4t lake 

"trt" wourd switch

S-8
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instantly from a steady-state wave state for 22 *ph. to
a steady-state \,üave state for 28 mph. No doubt, this ísphysically impossible. upon examination of the results
obtained from rthe wave simulation moder, which will be
described in the chapters to fol1ow, it is found that
v/aves carrying the largest portion of ene::gy travels at
a vel0city of approximately 10 mph. with the length of
the lake as 35 miles, under a north wi-nd, these,..]"" willtake about 3 to 4 hours to reach the south shore. This
means that the sea of Ì^raves will not attain a steady-state(referred to in the literature as fetch_limited) level un_
t'íl this period of time has elapsed. Thus between the
first moment of Hour 1 and the end of Hour 3 wave energy
on the south shore cont.inues to increase. ïn the second
half of Hour 4 or thereabout, the steady-state energy for
wind speed of 22 mph. is reached, ana tie .i.rno ,;;a
remai-n at this level if the wind had remained constant
for the balance of the period.

At the beginning of Hour 5, assuming the wínd changed
to 28 mph. abruptly, btrowing over the 22 mph.-steady-state
waves, and adding more energy to it.. Ho\,,/ever, since it
takes another 3-4 hours before steady-state for the new
wind system can be attained, the south shore o, u;; purt
of the lake would never experience a 28 mph.-steady-state
sea.

-A,t the beginning of Hour 6, the v¡ind switches back
to 22 mph. again. , The wave state of thê lake which ispresent1yatahigherenergy1eve1(higher\,Vavesl*irr
gradually change back to *jhe 22 mph.-steady-state. ,n.
transition process may last a further 3-4 hours. ïm_
medíately after 10, the wind drops and remains constant
at 10 mph., but the high energy sea of waves stilr con-
tinues to migrate southward. The south shore would



register a conÈinuous decrease of wave
heighÈs) until the steady-state for 10
reached after another 3--4 hours

5.5 }4OVET{E}TT OF WIND SYSTE}.Î

rn the discussi-ons of section s.4 it was assumed
that wind system, that is, the weather system generating
wind, remains stationary. This is often not the case.
The pressure system v¡ould often tend to ¡nove one \r7ay or
anothe:: across the lake, usually, in the general east-
west direction ín the Lake ï{innipeg r"gi-orr. ïr ti" wind
system is rnoving in the same direction as the direction
of rvind blow, the effect is to íncrease the effective
fetch of rvind-wavesr provided that the duration of wind
'action is not 10ng enough to attain steady-state rv,ave
condition. rn a simple irlustration, consíder that
ín the example of section s.4, the wind system is arso
moving southv¿ard at 10 mph. For the hour (Hour 5) when
t'he wind. velocity is 28 mph., one wourd find that the wind
system stays with the belt of v,¡aves migrating southward
across the 1ake. rn ilre process, energy continues to
be imparted to the energy carrying \,üaves. The result
is that r¡¡aves arrívi-ng at the south shore have an effect-
ive fetch equal to the length of the rake, giving rise to
waves that arie much higher and more powerful. simi-larIy,
Ít follows that the waves wíll be much smaller when the
pressure system travels in the opposite direction.

rnformation on weather system movements is not
read-ily availabre, thus their effects are neglected in
the present study. The error is not deemed to be sig-
nificant on a year round basis

5-10

energy (and wave
mph. wind is

5.6 LOCAT IVTNDS

Because of the difference of thermar character-
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istics (specific heat, for instance) of land. and water,
atmosphere over water and atrnospheÌ1e,;.o.ver land are dif-
ferentially heated.. This induces 1oca1 wínd regimes.
Land and sea breezes are familiar examples.

Local winds are generalry lower verocity winds,
but their directions at different locations of the coast
of, a lake may be different at the same instant. For
instance, lvind at lrlinnipeg Beach may be from the east
while rvind at Balsam Bay may be frd,m northr.vest. ït is
also likely that loca1 wind systems are not as welr de-
veloped over southern Basin as on sea coasts partly because
lake temperature is much more sensiti-ve to átmospheric
temperature changes and partly because of the smarrer
size of the lake itself

The results of computation, to be describ,ed in later
chapters, Fig- (6-4), shovr that along the coast of southern
Basinr r,'/âvê energy delivered by winds of B mph. and lower
is not significant compared to that delivered by iv-inds of
10 mph. and higher, even assuming Èhat the fetch is at
least as long as the v¡idth of the southern Basin. (Local
winds wouLd normally be blorving over a fetch shorter than
half the ividth of the lake, due to the configuration of
convective ce1ls oveï a lake). For this reason, it j_s

felt that even though the effect of local rvind is not
separated from the Gimli wínd record, the error subse-
quently induced cannot be large.
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GENERAT]ON OF.COMPUTI

6.1 TNTRODUCTTON

Tn order to evaruate the existing processes which
are affecting the coastlines of the southern Basin of Lake
winnipeg and to gain some insight into the forces which
shaped the: coastal features into the forms they exist to_
day, it is necessary to obtain some measures of the energy
delivered by the waves to each unit width of shoreline per
unit time (in erg. "*-1 hr.-l¿ or erg,/cm-hr - erg/cm-þr =2'25 x 10-6 foot-pound/foot-hour). The net energy re-
ceived per unit width of shoreline in a year can then be
computed

since energy-carrying v/aves can arrive at the shore-
line from any angre, it is convenient to resorve the energy
vector ínto the perpendicular component and ti¡e paral1e1
componentr T¡¡ith respect to the shoreline. The parallel
component may be positive or negative depending on whether
ít is in the positive x-direction when the y-axis is posi-
tíve towards the rar<e. rn oilrer words, if one stand,s on
the water's edge facing the lake, the parallel energy com-
ponent of a wave is positive if it moves towards the right;
negative if it moves towards the left. Thus on lrlest coast
the general positíve direction is towards the south, where-
as on the East Coast it is towards the north.

The procedure of wave energy computation is somewhat
involved as is described in detail in Appendix G. The
principles are briefly summarized here
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The eight sided frame ABCDEFGHA in Fig. 6-1 is used
to approximate the starting locations for generating \,vaves.
Utilizlnq Computer program (A) of Chapter IV and the bathy_
metric chart of plate r, rvave refraction patterns for se-
lecLed \,vave components were obtained for 220 starting
locations on the frame for each of the eight wind directions:
V\7, SW, S, SE, Er, NE, N and I.lT¡ü. The computed i,nformatÍon
regarding refraation function, fetch et cetera, is stored
on disk.. computer program (B) retrieves the necessaïy
information from this disk and, with input of inforrp.ation
on wind, it caLcuLates the normal and parallel lvave energy
components for any given point on East Coast or lr'est coast.
The total hrave energy is the vector sum of these components.
The florv diagram of the computation tasks is as shorvn in
Fig. 6-2.

6.2 RESULTS OF GENERÀJED WAVE PROPERTTES AND CO}$EI{TS

6.2.1

A typical wave spectrum is plotted in Fig.
6-5 for the northeast wind of 10.0 m/s (approxi_
mately 22-5 mph) for station I¡Io 27, ivhich is slightly
north of the winnípeg Beach Breakwater. At reast
trtro points are to be mentioned regarding this spec_

,'.trum.

(i) The spectral density curve appears to
have a saddle shape having a high peak var-ue around
]ç = .15 m-] and a ress distinguished peak closer to
the y-axis- This chracteristic appears to be typícal
for most of the spectra generated. Two explanations
may be possible for this phenomenon:

(a) The assumption that, the turbur-ent boun-
dary layer remains constant at 40 meters
may tend to excite the low frequency
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components slightly too much for lolver
wind velocities. However, since the
value of 40 meters was arrived at after
fitting computed results to field data,
it is not expected that the error in-
duced in the computed values of wave
height and wave energy will be large I

" although it may tend to distort the com-
puted spectrum. ,Thís error, if it is
significänt, wí1l aIço tend :to remain
consistent for the range of r^¡ind velocity
used

(b) The phenomenon may be due to shallorv
water effecÈ. There is yet no theo_
retical jr:stifi.cation to sr:.pport such a
hypothesis. However, a recent study
(Kuo I 1970) shows that shallorn¡ wave t
spectrum does indeed assume the shape
as shown in Fig. 6-5.

(ii) By inspection, the mean square ele-
vation represented by the spectrum of Fig. (6-5), is)about .10m', giving a significant &rave height of
1.25m or 4.I5 ft.. In comparison, Veldman (1968),
using the sÍgnificant \,rave approach, computed sig-
nificant Ì,rave heights of the order of 6.0 to 8.0
feet for wind velocity of a-bout 40 mph. to 50 mph.
Thus both results', are ín agreement with each other
in order of magnitude, but it is not known which
predict.ion is more reliable untir wave measurements
have been carried out in the IaJ<e. , ' 

,

It should be noted that since wave
heíght predicted by the model is for waves at 9-foot
deep water, the computed \^rave height (4.15 ft,.) is



somev¡hat larger than it should be in deeper water
(say 30 to 40 feet deep). Furthermore, Veldman
used fetch-limited values, whereas a wind of over
40 mph. blowíng steadíly over Lake Winnipeg for
more than 2.5 hours over the shortest fetch (say
20 miles) can be conceived to be an extremely rare
occasion; in this period of tíme, steady wave con-
dition mav not develop. At the same time, certain
previous assumpti-ons in the computer model, such as
neglecting friction and percolation, may over-esti-
mate wave height and v¡ave energy.

6.2.2 Re: Energv-Wind Velocity Curves

The general trend of the Energy-Wind Velocity
curves (fig. 6-3) seems to indicate a steep fast-
rising initial portion f,orlowed by a flatter portion
which appears to assume a straíght line relationship
in the semi-log plot, The slope of this latter
portion appears to be almost constant for all stat-
ions and 'a11 roind directíons whenever a complete
spectrum is generated. vühether this is a character-
ístic of shallow water viave is not known and must
await future investigatíons for explanation.

(Herein, a "complete spectrum,, mear¡s a spec-
trum that has all the wave components contributing
to it. An "incomplete spectrum" means that some
wave components are míssing partly because they are
refracted away from the location).

Not at all tímes¡ however, do the plotted
points c1earl1r delineate a straíght line for the
portion of the graph for wind velocity great.er than
10 mph. Although there ís no reason to presume
this segment should be straight, there are at least
two factors which would induce lorver energy values,
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as compaÍed to sítuations rvhen these factors are
not influential. As a resul_t they may cause the
actual curve to assume a less regular shape., They
are as follows:

(i) lfhen certain wave components aïe
missing from the 

"n."i=r*, the re-
sult is that at the .wind veJ_ocity

o when these components should be
most ::eadil1r eicited, the energy
value rvi1l only rj_se very slowly.

(íi) When certain components have v.ery
Iow refraction functions, their
influence is only slíghtly felt
and the total effect is similar to
(i) above.

6 .2.3 SgIrrcês irf Error
There are two sources of errör whích rnay also

cause the computed values to deviate from actual
field values in the,energy-wind velocity diagram.

(i) A source of error is the assumption
that the turbulent boundary la1zer
remains constant at 40m. As explained
in (i) of Section 6.2.I, the error in-
volved Ís consistent and is quite sma1l
or negligible.
The points generat,ed by the computer
program. ¿¡s plotted in Fig. (6-5) as
crosses (x). Tt can be seen that to
integrate the spectrum by using the
Trapezoidal irlethod may induce some
inaccuracy. In particular, the
value of the peak spectral density

(Íi )
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is not obvious. ,The computedLvsÈ. , ¿l¡E ÍJL

values do not indicate whether it is
I ^2¡^'7 o, .5 m2¡m-1 o= higher.
Because of thís fact, the value given
by Trapezoidal Integration may some_
times yield slight,ly inaccurate values
than will actually be predicted by
theory, had exact integration pro_
cedure been followed. Other inter_
vals of integration were tested, yet
the computed values remained rather
consistent. This indicates that the

, error may not be significant.
A1so, due to the fact that the computj-ng pro_

graih computes the value of mean square deformation
as though the spectral density of each wave component
is due .to only one refracted urave rây, as discussed
in section 4-G, the spectrum calculated is sometimes
a lower estimate of the actual spectrum ín the case
when more than one wave ray of the same k value is
refracted to the sametbeach location; and vice versa.

Ilorvever¡ or the whole, the results generated
appear to be reasonable. As far as the present study
is concerned, it is important to note that the resulLs
are very consistent, ilrus permitting the final re-
sults to clearly depict. the relatíve intensity of
coastal processes between d.ifferent beach locatíons
along the coastline.

6-2-4 fnadequacies Due to scale and DíffractionEffects

Because of the scale of the bathymetric chart
usedr ât least trvo inadequacies arise.
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(i) Small Ioca1 features are neglected
and the u/ave characteristÍcs due to
these cannot be truly represented by
the computed results. For instance,
small angular headland projections
at, Sandy Hook, and Grand Marais
point have been neglected.

(ii) ¡,tan-made coastal features are too
small to be incorporated for the same
reason. These include the breakwaters
at Gimlí, Victoria Beach. Drunken point
and others.

Since the interest of the present study is
the sand movement in the "macro-sca1e", inability to
reproduce the influences of these smaller rocar fea-
tures is not considered a fault of the computer pro-
gram.

Another consideration is that wave diffraction
was not included in the construction of the mathematicar_
model. This effect, again, is significanÈ only in the
study of sand movement in the macro-scale and need not
be considered here.

6.2.5

The annual energy distributions along the west
coast and East coast as computed are shown in plates
rr and rv respect,ively and are tabur-ated in Table 7,r.
rt is seen that East coast receives much higher ener-
gy than west coast mainry because the wind from the
west is more frequent. whereas on west coast the
average normal wave energy component is in the order
of 300 x 1012 erg/cm and the paraUef component is
in the order of Bo x to12 erg/cm, the corresponding
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values for East Coast are 7SO x 1012 erg/cm and
300 x 10" erg/cm respectively. ïn this regard
the important rore of the directional tr.n".;;r-",
wind in distríbuting vüave energy along the shore.of a lake should be noted.

On the [Vest Coast, stations receiving high
energy due to the normal rvave component are ï¡foo2
T^7OO3 (just south of Drunken point); h7O11 _ WO12_
l¡1O13 (at Gimli); !fO2O (r^ri]low point); and the
10ng reach between sandy Hook and sans souci.. ït
can be noticed that a10ng the northern half of west
Coast, say at Drunken poínt, south-facing shores
receive higher energy from the normal wave compon_
ent as compared to north-facing shores. similarly
north-facing shores receive higher \4/ave energy al0ng
the southern half of Ìvest coast. This phenomenon
is expected since these shores are exposed to r4/aves
with much longer fetches than adjacent shores.
Al0ng the reach in the south (between sandy HooI<
and Sans Souci) even east-facing shores receive
high wave energy d,ue to the normal wave component
because the off-shore lake bottom topography in
this region causes the wave rays to be refracted
al0ng the general direction of the normar. to the
shoreLine.

The parallel wave component (plate Iï (d) ) tends
to generate a distinct southward longshore drift, arons
almost' the entire west coast except the coastal area
north of'Drunken point.. This is indicative of the
strong infl-uence of the predominant, north wind in the
Lake lrlinnipeg region. r,ocations which receive high-
er l0ngshore energy than their neighbouring beaches
are: Drunken point, Camp Morton, Gimli, Sandy Hook
and üIinnipeg Beach
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On the East Coast the situation is quite
símilar to that on the west coast. srlores receív-
ing high normal wave energy are north-falirrn ,shóres,
including: patricia Beach, Grand Beach and Grand
Marais, and the reach north of ïronwood point.
Again, the l0ngshore energy ís generally o-it""t"a
southward, except at Hillside Beach and Grand Marais
Point' Locatíons receiving higher longshore energy
than their neighbouring beaches are: the bêach south
of the breakwater on victorÍa Beach, Hillside Beach,
Grand Beach near Grand Marais, Balsam Bay and the
beach south of Grand l4arais

From the foregoing discussíon, it is obvious
that the rocation and orientation of the shore and
the directional distribution of wind are the impor-
tant factors which interolay to determine the magni-
tude of wave energy attacking the shore and the dir-
ection of longshore transport. For East coast and
?üest Coast, which can be considered to be the long
si"des of an approximatery rectangular southern Basi-n,
the longshore transport is predominantly southward
in the southern half of the basin. similarly it
follows that flow is northward in the north half of
the basin. This ís a natural phenomenon in lakes,
as described by zenkovitch (1967) , and it wirl tend
to transform a "1or'ìg" lake into a "round,, lake in
the long run.

Re: Winnj-peg Beach

Fig. (6-6) shows the wave refraction pattern
for the north wind at Winnipeg Beach (not.drawn to
scale) as obtained from the computed results. This
is a most interesting case which is arso crescribed
in Appendix G.
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From the results of wave refraction it is
found that a bundre of wave rays of rn¡ave number k =
.075 arrive at the neighbourhood of stati on r¡ro27
but none arrives at ?rrinnipeg Beach, th"; ;.;;;r,
again south of stephen's point. A number of wave ,

rays of wave number k = .O7S O.I7S, the ïange ín
whích the peak spectral density most trequentty
occurs, arrive at Winnipeg Beach, but none reaches
the shore between Stephenrs poínt and ponemah; they
reappear again south of ponemah.

This means that a bundle of high energy lvaves
arrives at vüinnipeg Beach v¡henever the north wind is
blowing whereas the reach between stephen,s point
and.Ponemah would receive much l0wer energy. south
of Ponemah the wave energy increases abruptly again
and remains relatively constant thereafter. This
phenomenon has a unique rore in shaping the coastline
of this area' as v¡ilr be explained in the pext chapter.
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7.T INTRODUCT]ON

There are two factors causing erosion of coastlines
on Lake v[innipeg. The first one is the driving forces
generated by wind. hTave action and responsible for moving
beach sand- Nature nnust either be able to supply enough
sand to satisfy these driving forces or be able to dissi-pate them through the protection of large size beach mater-
ialsr or boÈh. The second. factor is the effect of increase
in lake'elevation. This chapter examines the movements of
beach sand due to wave forces. Effects due to the second
factor will be examined ín the next chapter

rn generar two modes of beach sand transport can ,be
distinguished: rongshore transport and tran"r"r". trans-port" Longshore,,transport or littoral transport is when
the sand is influenced by littorar current and is moving
in the general direction païa11etr to the shoreline. Trans_
verse movement is when sand moves mainly on-shore or off-
shore along the inshore and foreshore regions of the beach.
The different manners in which sand can be moved by waves
in either the longshore or transverse direction are dis-
cussed in Appendix E and will not be repeated here.

rngre (1966) showed that sand seldom moves off-shore
of the breaker line. This means that sand on beaches of
Lake winnipeg is not rost to deeper waters. Theruror. the
emphasis here is to evaluate only the longshore movements
of beach sand, and show how they relate to shore erosion.

MOVEMENTS OF BEACH SAND TN LAKE WTNNIPEG

CHAPÎER VTT

7-r



7.2 SAND TRÃNSPORT
%

7.2.1 tittoral currçnt Affecting sand Transport
It is important to realize that when a \^rave

strikesthe shoreline at an oblique ang1e, it produces
an energy component parallel to shore. ThÍs energy
component generates a l0ngshore cunrent moving be-
tween the breaker line and the shore.line. Much rike
water movinþ in a river channel, the rongshore cur-
rent transports sand and dissipates its energy by
frict,ion as it moves along. This analogy, despite
its simplicity, is helpful ín understanding some of
the features of longshore transport, in particular:

(i) the current is most efficient when
it does not have to bend and turn
corners. It loses energy in doing
so.

(ii) when the current is c"arrying sufficíent
sand to satisfy its capacity for sand,
transport, it will not pick up (erode)
any more beach material j-n subsequent

, reaches or flow; otherwíse, it wí11.
(íii) particle sj-ze also influences the

transport load. For instance,
boulders are not moved by weaker
'currents.

The modes by which sand is moved on the beach
by waves are actualtr1z quite diffe::ent from those ex-
hibíted by channel flow under gravity, and are more
complicated. (For details see Appendix E). Never-
thelessr'the concept of the existence of littoral
current is important and wirl be frequently referred
to in subsequent discussions.

7-2
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7.2-2 Empirical Formurae for Longshore Transport
of Sand

The relatj_onship that sand transported along
shore in the inshore-foreshore zone is a function of
the paralleL energy component of wave is supported
by manlz investigators, (Johnson, 1952, Savage, Lg62,
Saville, 1950, Ingle, ]'966, fnman and Komar, 196g,
and others)"" Most of these investigators use the
significant r^¡ave approachr so their observations are
not compatible rvith the present study. Only the
recent investigation by Innran and Komar, (196g),
adopted \,,/ave spectral measurements and showed that

where

I, = KEn (Z-1)

tl is the immersed weight of sand trans-
port (dynes,/hour)
En is the longshore wave energy component
per unit shore width per unit time (ergy'cm-hr)
K is a constant, equals 0.7 twice the value
used for signifícant wave.

7 .2.3

(i) In using relationships such as Equation
(7-1) one must be aware of the fact that beaches from
which they are derived. are long and. straíght. This
condition is certaínIy not met by most of the beaches
under the pre,senL'study. rn this case, extra ener.gy
loss will result from bending of flow. Thus sand
transported v¡iIl actually be less than Equation (z-1)
indicates.

(ii), Another condítion for Equation (7-1)
ís that the littoral- current must have completely sat-
urated its capacity for sand transport. This applies
only if the current flowing into the beach area is
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already in a ',saturated," state. Furthermore, long_
shore eneïgy which is received throughout the down_
drift stretch of beach remains constant and equals
the energy dissipated by fríction so that the lons-
shore current remaÍns saturated with sand. It i;
doubtful too whether this ideal situation applies
to beaches of Lake lVinnípeg.

(íii) Inman and Komar stated thaÈ their
equation (Eguation (7-]-) ) holds regardless of sand
sizes. This observation appears to be questionabre.
These researchers rneasured sands of 180 360 micron.
rntuitively it is conceivable that if the beach mater-
ial was large gravelr or, for that matter, boulders,
the rate of sediment transport wour-d have been lower.
ïn other rvords, threshold energy varies with particle
size and density, and is conceivabl_y higher for
gravel than for sand. Ingle (]'966) has demonstrated
that sand transport is most efficient for sizes of
0.14 mm to 1.0 mm. Tt takes more energy to trans_
port the same amount of material for sizes larger
or smaller than this ïange. See Fig. 7-I.

Owing to these limitations Equation (7-1) does
not really apply to most of the beaches under study.
However, to be abre to arrive at some sort of quali-
tative comparisons betr,veen ]:eaches, it is at least
necessaïy to quantify the effects of wave on long_
shore transpor.b. at this stage. For this purpose,
Equation (7-1) is used for cgmputat.ion with the as_
sumption that al1 of the conditions (i), (ii) and
(iii) are satisfied. (That is, long straight beaches
of sand sizes of 190 360 micron with saturated lit-
toral current). The resulting estimates, of course.,
are exaggerations of existing situations. calcu-
lated sand transport, rates (dynes per year) are shown
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in Pl-ates IïT(a) and V(a), for 1968. As will be
explained 1ater, it is most Ímportant to realize
that the values shov¡n do not represent actual trans-
port ::ates in Lake Winnipeg but they are important
Ín that they índicate the potentÍal of waves to erode
a beach or to deposit sand. For this reason the
ordinate values of plates III(a) and V(a) wi1l be
denoted by the term ,,theoretical transport capaci,ty,,,
and the ordinates in plates tTI(b) and V(b) by
"!.heoJetical erosåon or accumul?ti on due to }on
Eihore transport.". The directions of movements of
beach material are arso indicated in the same prates.

7.3

. Referring to plates TII(a) and V(a), (Linear Longshore
Transport Graphs) it is possible to locate areas of deposi-
tion and serious erosion. Before discussing this aspect,
ít is necessary to examine the processes of erosíon and
deposition v¿ith regard to longshore transport.

Fig. 7' 2a shows a long straight sand beach. The
length scale of AF is probably 10 to 20 miles 1ong. The
arrow vector indicates r¡/aves attacking different segments
of the shoreline, ivith the relative lengths of arro\^rs
indicating the relative amount of energy carried by waves.
The case is strictly hypothetical.

Fig. 7-2b shorvs the rate of sand transport, in fulr
lines, wíthin the segments AB, Bc, cD, DE and EF if con-
dition (ii) of section 7.2.3 is satisfied - i.e. when the
littoral current enters a beach reach, its',capacity of sand
transport is already satisfied. (Notation: positive means
moving to the right; negative, to the left). Thus the
sediment load remains constant over the remaining areas
of the reach. The fierd cond.ition, of course, deviates
from the ideal situatíon. The following cases can be

EROSION AND ACCUMULATTON OF BEACH SAND DUE TO
LONGSHORE TRÄNSPORT
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distinguished.

(i) At B, the difference in transport capacity
,is Tb

the theoretÍcar transport rates at A and B relpecti.rSru.
ït is IÍkely that"the rate of increase of the amount
actually tr'ansported is proportional to the deviation
of the realized road from the theoreticar load To; i.e.

3*:k,aJ= l^, (Tb-T)

where C.r is the constant ofI

ln C,

61 v-î1uu ^=(J, T =¿, Cr=

In ( ro

C, (T¡-T) =

where k, is the constant, and T
rate of transport.

-T) : k, x

tt is not known what the value of k. is, butr --'adjusted transport rate is depicted by the dot-dash rine.
obviously.if the transport capacity downdrift of B, T-*bt
is to be satísfied, erosion must occur around the down-
drifÈ neighbourhood of B in order to supply the required
quantity of sand. Tf kt is large (for loose sand), the
area of erosion wirl be very smallr ând the degree of
erosion is severe. ïf kl is smalr (for cohesive material
or large boulders) erosion is less severe, but wilr :extend
over a longer stretch of the coastline.

(To-T) = (l; -T"

integration, thus

e-k'x

;

ì o-k,x (7-3))v
is the instantaneous

(7-2)
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(ii) At c, the situation is the reverse of B:
deposítion lvill occur. Accordingly

(r-T)= ( -". c. .Tb t.) e-K2x e_4)

where k, is the corresponding constant associated with
depositign" (Large k, corresponds to coarse sand and
granular materials; sma1l k, corresponds to fine sand
and suspended materials) .

(iii) At D, two counter-flowing currents meet.
'"This will cause the longshore transport components to
cancel out :each other, and total deposition wilr take
pIace. The transport rate is defined by thg dot-dash
êurve which is the argebraic sum of the tvio deposition
curves (as,'predicted b1z Equation (7-4) at D, and D',¡
(dotted lines) - A rip current may arso form which car-
ries the sand into deeper lrater.

(iv) At E, flow in both the positíve and negative
directions originates. This will cause erosÍon 

""-i"an-the left and right of E.

Although cases (i) to (iv) are strictly hypothetical
aprobab1eandrea1isticsituationivi11beasshowninFig.
7-2c. rn fact, field situations closely fol.Iow the 

"u"u"analyzed above. rn particular, wherever there is an in-
creased supply of paral1el energy there is the tendency
to erode,' wherer,'er there is decrease in energy or where
there aJre counter-flowing currents, deposition occurs.
Assuming both k, and k, approach infj,nity (that is ínstan_
Èaneous erosion and deposition) the quantity of erosion or
deposition for any location is:

K x (updritt longshore energy - Downdrift longshore energy) (7-5)
where K is as defined in Equatíon 7-r. positive varue
means erosion; negative value means deposition.
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ïn this'regard, the estimated guantities of erosion
and deposition due to rongshore transport for rocations
in Lake vrinnipeg'ts southern Basin ur"'u= indicated inPlates III(b) and V(b) and tabulated ín Table 7.1. rtrs important to recall that besides being exaggerations
these figures may not represent the state of a Lake inpseudo-equilibrium, because of the fact that a beach mav
be mantled by a" layer of materials of sizes large .rrornito resist gros's movements induced by vraves (which tend
to move them out of the beach area). This aspect will
be díscussed further'in the following 

"hupt.r. rn thisregard, the deviation of computed. results from field con-dítions constitütes a'major reason why the term ,,Theoret_
içaI eÍosion or accumulation 4!1g lg .I.qlgshore ,rrrr=oora -
Ís used.

7.4

The preceding section po'nted out some concepts help-ful in visualizing processq.s of .ço,q_stJine morphology.
Hovfever, like all 0ther branches of engineering, a good
prediction ís one that ut,ilizes both theory and field. ob_servations' Here, a few coastal areas of particur-är'v
interesting characteristics are,discrssed. Because
veldman (1968) has already described most of the coastal
areas of southern Basin in detail, it is not necessary
to repeat these descriptions once more. The aim is to
emphasize on the finer detaíls or .ou"tal process and to
supplement veldman's observations which uni.r, a" o. u"r-
ived principally from field inspections and air-photo
interpretation.

The winnipeg Beach-stephen' s point-ponemah reach
turns out to be one of the more exciting er-ements of this
study and will be reserved for discussion in a separate

SO¡/IE COASTLTNES
CHARACTERISTTC

OF L7à,KE
FEATURES

WTNNTPEG THAT
9F ¡4ORPHOLOGTC

ÏNDTCATE
PROCESSES



section to follov¡

7.4.I Grand Beach

This is one example in which the annual long_
shore energ.y (plate Itï(a) and rV(a)) as .o*pra"ã,
may be misleäding. According to the graph, the
energy component at station EooT has a positive com-ponent (to"the right) wrrile EooB has a weaker negative
component (to the left.) . Acc.ording to the previous
sectj-on, sand is deposited betrveen these- stations
and no sand is moved out the beach area past Grand
l{arais. Hov¡ever, this may not be the case.

(i) uncler the action of the northrvest wind.,
EOOT índeecl has a positive component and EooB has a
weaker negative component. Thus no sand moves ooaof Grand Beach past Grand Marais. when the north
wind is blowing, hov¡ever, both EooT and_ Eoog have
negative components. ïf the littorar- current issufficiently strong, sand will move past Grand MaraisPoint. stilr under the influence of the north rvínd,the sand is swept to the sand spit south of Grand
Marais where it is sheltered from severe wä.ve actíons
and likely lvilr not move back to Grand Beach again,
even under the action of the strongest southv¡est
wind. The process is similar to pushing a rock
over an incli'ed ledge and droppíng it into a canyon.ït suggests that sand can move out of Grand Beach as
veldman conjectured, but under the influence of aslight.ly different mechanism; however, field measu.re_
ment is needed for confirmation.

(ii) Even under the influence of northwest
rvind, sand may be able to move out of the bay of Grand
Beach past Grand Marais point. This *..h.rri"m may beset up such that the littoral current -i-- -.- *-"-'due to thë nega-
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flor,víng cur'rent due to the positive component at
EOOT such that the former not only nulífies the
effect of the latter, but also haslenough residual
energy to move sand out of the bay. However, it
may not seem that this process is 1ike1y because

the negative energy component at Station EOOS is
not strong, and also because Grand Marais Point
acts as a barrier to the movement

Thus, if sand moves south past Grand l{arais
Point at all, it is due to north wínd. The quan-

tity may or may not be significant, but once past
the point, it seldom moves back into the reach again.

7.4.2 Reach Between Sand-Spit South of Grand
Marais to Balsam BaY

Here Èhe observation is that sand is being
deposited at the sand spit. This ímplies that there
is a lorver value of longshore energiy component (nega-

tive) here than that observed at Ba1sam Bay where

severe erosion occurs as described below. Inter-
preted in this manner. an arbitrarily l-ow value is
assumed for the theoret.ical longshore transport capa-

city. It can be seen that there is a large jump

in longshore negative energy between the end of the

spit and Balsam Bay, therefore resulting in a high
theoretical transport capacity. Thís may lead to
severe erosion at, Balsam BaY

7.4.3 Patricia Beach

7-t0

The pair of mechanísms (i) and (ii) of
tion 7.4.L which ínfluence Grand Beach, also
this bay in a similar manner. It is obvious
considerations of PlaÈe v(a), that sand moves

past the jut-land of Patricia Beach.

'Sec-

influence
from
souÈh



7.4.4 Bay of ALbert Beach to Breakwater of
Victoria Beach

Consideration of energy distribution (plate
V(a) ) indicates that sand does not move south and
v¡est past lronwood Point,out of Albert Beach. Nor
does it move past the barrier of the breakwater on
the north side of the bay. (There is a stronger
negative energy component at station Eo17 to "attempt"
to move sand into the bay past the breakwater). The
movement of sand ínside the bay is Iikely ident.ical
to mechanism (iii) of Section 7.3 (counterflov¡ and
ríp-currenÈ) under west wind¡ It may also under-
go a kind of "see-sa\n/" motion between statj-ons EO16

and 8015, movingi south with northrvest wind and north
with southwest wind. For this reason, the cor-
responding values of "theoretical erosion and ac-
cretion" depict.ed in Plate III (b) must be ínter-
preted in a different 1ight. certainly the realized
erosion and accretion rvill be considerably less than
as indicated. There may even be no noticeable.erosion
or accretion at all.

Under the influence of strong north wind and
other favourable condi-tions, it ís conceivable that
sand moving south from Victoria Beach may by-pass
the bay altogether. Thus from Station EOlg sand
will move straÍght across to Ïronwood point and
proceed southr,vard without entering the bay at all.
This mechanj-sm has been observed by Zenkovitch,
(1968) and other investigators.

7-7I

7.4.5 Drunken Poínt - Station WOO6 Reach

At station WOO6

tíve to the north and
as the'dividing point

wave energy is
positive to the
of northlvard and

generally nega-
south. It acts
southward flow.



Nevertheless, the degree of erosion it encotlnters,
all others being equal, is likely.not as serious as

that of some other locations on the lake because of
the small rate of energy change in this area, (see

Equation 7-5).

Sand that has moved north of Drunken Point will
not likely move soutlr again because of a lack ,of sig-
ní,ficant fetch for the north or northeast wind to
generate a strong southr,vard flowing littoral current.

7.4.6 Gimli - T{íllow Point Beach

According to Plates rrI (a) and (b), the sand

deríved possibly from erosion at Loni Beach is to be

deposited at Gimlí Harbour. An attractive beach

does exist at Gimli, probably due to the barrier
effect of the harbour breakvrater. It is doubtful,
however, that enough material n-as been eroded from
the short reach between Loni Beach and Gimli to cause

significant deposition at Gim1i on an annual basis
(k, value may be too small). There is also a steady

I
flow of sand ín the positive directíon from Gim1i to
Willow Island along the, straight sand bar at Vlillow
Point. On an annual basis, there should be no

severe erosion along this bar. However, similar to
sand moving souÈh past Grand Marais PoinLr ânY sand

moving south past VrÏillow Is1and u¡ill not move back

into the reach again but is accumulated on the bars
south of ít: Cõnsequently, once the sand supply is
cut off at Gimlir or if not enough sand is suppfied,
erosr-on may occur in this reach. But as one may

appreciate, the degree of erosion may not be severe.
(As will be explained in the next chapter, the ap-
parent shore erosion here is probably due to the
rise in lake level alone not to littoral transport
per se. )
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At winnipeg Beach, a very distinct crenulated. bay
(ha1f-heart-shaped) can be noticed. from the topographic
map. This type of coastal feature was noticed by
various investigators in the past (yasso , rg6s I silvester,
1970). Mathematical formulations of its formation have
also been derived, (Silvester, 1970). However, none of
these investigab:rs appears to have correrated the forms
of such bays vrith v¡ave energy characteristics. Grijm
(1968) theorized some hypothetical shoreline shapes under
the influence of wind, but he did not consider the case
of crenulated bays; moreover, his moder Ígnores physical
features such as ïrave refraction and beach material vari-
at.ions

Examínation of the energy distribution curve of
Plate If (d) shows a locaI peak of longshore energy at
vtinnipeg Beach, principally due to the infruence of north
v¡Índ. Referring to thg.previous chapter, the junp in
energy by about 56 x 1,012 Erg. crn., ís not computed analy-
tically, but logically derived frorn valid.sources of infor-
mation. rt represents the additional energy the coast-
IÍne would have received had it been straight insteeid of
being an "indented" crenulated bay: this sítuation cor-
responds to the original state of the coastline r,i¡hen the
lake was fírst formed. Since then, erosion has Laken
p1ace, resulting in the present half-heart-shaped bay,
whích in turn modifies tongshore energy distribution and
smooths off the original energy peak somewhat. (The

seguence of process is as shown by the approximate cur-
ves in Fig. 7-3). The new energy distribution decreases
the rate of 'erosíon from !^linnipeg Beach, rendering a moré
stable condition with regard. to erosíon.

WTNNTPEG BEACH
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t'he 'correlat'ion of half-heart-shaped bays with ab-
rupt increase of longshore energy is observed at other
locations of the Ì{est Coast as well. These are:

(i) between Loni Beach and Gimli Harbour;

(ii) just north of (i) at stations I,rfOlO- VÍoll-
l^1O12-!VO13-I{O14; and the southeast facing
shore of Drunken point betv¡een stations
WOO5 and WOO1

,The half-heart shapes of these bays are not as well
established as the bay at vüinnipeg Beach. The reason may
be that they do not have longshore energy íncrease compar-
able to the sudden energy increase at üÍinnipeg Beach, rt
is also interesting to note that no crenulated bay of
sirnilar scale can be distinguished on the East coast.
'From these observations, the folrowing conclusion can
be drawn

crenulated bays are formed when the following con-
ditions are satisfied:

(i) there ís a marked increase in longshore
energy at the locatíonr preferably due t.o
wind from a predominant direction.

(ii) the coastal bluffs of the area are low.

(iii) there are no obsùructions to the erosi-onaL
processes caused by rtraves. The obstructions
nclude large boulders or other geophysical

or man-made features.
(ív) the coast must be composed of easily erod-

ible materials, and of fairty, homogeneous
composition.

' For the locations indicated above on ïfest coast, .rr
four condit,ions are more or less satisfied. considering
the lack of studies on the subject, these conditions must



be regarded as necessary but not sufficient criterj-a at
the present moment.

The reason that. crenulated. bays are not formed on
East Coast is that unlike the lfest Coast, which is prin-
cipally a lacustrine terrain, this part of the lake is a

morainic and lacustrine complex. As d.escríbed in Chap-

ter II, condition (j.i) , (iii) and. (iv) are' seldom simul-
taneously satisfied although abrupt increase in longshore
énergy along the shoreline occurs at several loca.tions.

Another interesting feature regarding the energy dis-
tríbutíon of the Ïrlinnipeg Beach area is that between
Stephen's Poínt and Ponem.ah there is a sudden drop of long-
shore energy because under the action of north wind, the
\^7ave components carrying most energy have "skipped" this
area¿ âs explained in Chapter V. The result is an accUmu-

lation of the sand that eroded from the beach upclrift at
Winnipeg Beach.

It should also be noticed that due to increase in
lake levelr âs will be explained ín Chapter VIII, the long-
shore energy at lfinnipeg Beach also increases somewhat, in
addition to corresponding increase of turbulence (also due

to lake level increase) due to waves breaking against sea-
walls. This may cau.se the longshore transport of sand from
lfinnipeg Beach to increase somewhat in the past few years.
An exact theoretical estimate of this increment is not
possíble without laborious and profound mathematical man-

ipulations.

On the other handr âs discussed in Section 3.4, with-
in a reasonable degree of accuracy, (and also owing to the
fact that the survey data is stÍll rather scanty for cal-
culating the quantit,y of erosion or accretion) ít is not'
possible to draw any positive conclusion regarding the
amount of erosion or accretion at Winnipeg Beach. The

7-r5



only location where there appears to be some erosion is
at LÍnes A and B in Fig. 3-3, but everywhere else u*..nafor some random variations, the three sets of data ao lotdiffer significantly from one another. ït v¡as also men-tioned that sand dumped by parks Branch wourd be hardly,notíceable from the survey data

The LgTo survey program also includes the surveying
of the shores at stephen's point. (The,results are not
presented herein) . Although it r^¡as apparent from obser-
vatíons during the survey that there was deposition of sandat this: location sometime in the past, it was not crear atall- whether any beach accreti-on took place lvithin the last
ferv years, judging only from one 

".t or data. ït 
""" o.

concluded therefore, despite the theoretical ded.uction
that longshore transport has increased at ï.rinnipeg Beach,
the erosi-on rate, (if erosion does occur) i-,s so slov¡ that
it eannot be detected in beach surveys covering the shortperiod of two years

7 .6 OTHER COVÍ}{ENTS

From Plates ITI(a) and V(a) ít can be seen that the
theoretical longshore sand transport rate in southern Basin
is us.lally in the order of 50,000 cu. yds. per year for
East Coast and 201000 cu. yds. per year for üIest Coast(for 1968). This is much rower than 600 x 103 .r¡i. yards
per two years for Santa Barbara, (after Vüiegel, !964, pp.
47'8), but consideration.must be given to the fact that
Lake winnípeg is ice-covered in winter and is therefore
not subject to v¡ave action. Alsa, \^rave energy i"-i"o.
winnipeg is Iikely less than that at santa Barbara. The
figures, however, compare well with reported values for
the Great Larces (Ref . No. 151), oearing ir, *irra-ai"a-r"
adopting rnman and Komar's formulation, (Equation 7-r)
and using the spectrum approach, the computed values are
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expected to be tv¡ice the values obtained by conventional'::
methods

It is important to stress agaín that the "theoretical
transport capacity" is only theoretical per se. Actua1
sediment transport rate could be quite different from the
theoretical value, due to two major limitations. Firstlyr,
because as per Chapter V, wind overland to rvind overlake
ratio r,r¡as not applíed, the theoretical value is too low.
Taking a mean ratio of 1.40, it is felt that the error
induced.would be in the order of 40 percent to 100 percent.
Secondly, because of the restrictions in Section 7.2.3, the
transport formula (Bquation 7-L) is not totally valid for
beaches in Southern Basin, and a sígnificant reduction
factor should be used. There exists no method of evalu-
atíng this reduction factor, but it is intuitively fett
that the computed theoretical value should be reduced by

at least 50 percent or more.

Sulcjectively, I feel that the second factor. is much

more dominant. The combined effects of these two limita-
tions would therefore lead to a net exaggeration of the
actual transport rate in the field. Tn particular, where

the coast is well protected with large size beach materials
or where the coastlíne becomes extremely irregular, theoret-
ical values may be reduced by one order of magnitude (or
two! ) Nevertheless the values given in Plates tII (a) ,
(b) and V(a), (b) rvill ÍndicaLe the potential capacity
of longshore transport, and will also give a meaningful
comparison between the degrees of influence it exerts on

different beaches.
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ffIEORETICAI, ESTTI,IATNS OF IITTORAI, }RTFT ¡.ND SHORÉ NNOSTOU
DUE TO COMPUTED IO}IGSI{ORE ï/Ar5 EI{ERGY FOR SOU,IÍTERTI ¡AÈrU

WEST COAST

Station Itro.

I
2
5
4
5
6
7
I
I

L0
11
L2
L7
L4
t5
16
L7
18

.20
2L
22
27
24
25
26
27

llpg. Beach
2B

.29
50
7t
32

Sans Souci

longshore
Ðrerry

Erg/cn ("t012)

62
-50
-::59

L2
1l-

0
26
2L
24
54
24
26

+I
5I
5L
5L
"'iT

26
4+
3B
66

76
60

116

. Shore
Erçsion
ttt/ linear ft.

_19

- 158
- 115

L5
5L

-7L
10

-29
473
114 A -110
-29

BO

_15
-194

0
0

158
-29

,T
-1+t

7'9
79
79

-46
202

7r



TÀBT,li 7.L ( continue)

îHE0RETICÂI ISTII'1¿,TDS lIITOR,tl DRIFT Ai'tD
TO COI{PUTED IONGS}TORE Ì/AVE EÌIERGY

E¡.ST CoASq

gle!l-sp-Ue:.

1
2
7
+
5
6
7
B
I

10
11
L2
L5
L4
15
L6
L7
1B
19
20

' Ïrongshore
Ðrergy

We/çn l xroIz)

F,ROSION }IIE

-70_t59
-258
-252
-201

116
_25
-70

-115
-118
-4Lt46
141

-118
-148
-76
-7L
_27

Shgre Erosion
Ft?/tinear ft.

109
228
-18

1001
90

2
2
I

-zIL
-1200

2L
468
_87

-541
-73

-116
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CONSTANT
RATES OF

¿/ sE0lll'IENT. TRANSPORT

GRAIN DIAMETER"--Þ rncn

A hypothetical ènergy-sediment transport envelope for the beach environment. The
results of this study, together r,r'ith previous theoretical, field, and laboratory evidence, suggest
raþidly increasing values of wave energy (i.e., fluid velocity and turbulence) are necessary to
sustain a given rate of transport w'hen graìn diameter is larger rhan 1.00 mm or smallei than
0.200-0.140 mm. Grains smaller ¡han 0.140 mm are principally suspsnsares on mos¡ open coast
beaches. Particle weight shou ld cause slopes of .transport curves to dccrease when parricle d iametér
exceeds 1.00 mm. Consequently, only sand-size sediment r¡ill exhibit ever increasing rates of
bed-load transport with increasinq wave'€nergy. EisÞersive grain.stress.(BAcNoLD, 1956,1963)
may well cause the critical grain diameter of 1,00 mm to be adjusted.upward.

FTGÜRE 7.1

(llter fngle, 1966.)
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SHORELTNE RECESSION DUE TO ]NCREASE ÏN

GENERÄL

One of the objectives of this, study is ¡e ,provide

an explanation to the phenomenon of drastic shoreline
recession of Lake Winnipeg during the past five or six
yearîs. Many acres of land have been lost and lake cot-
tages destroyed. It. is reported that the shoreline has

receded in the order of 2A to 70 feet or more varying
from place to place¡ accordíng to interviews with loca1
people

8.1 MECHANÏSMS CALÏSÏNG RSCENT EROSÏON

CHAPTER VÏÏÏ

Coincidental with shoreline retreat the mean water
level of the lake has also been steadily increasing. It
rises from a mean (sumrner) elevation of 7L2 feet in 1965

to a historical high of 7L7 feet in 1.g7O. It is there-
fore suspected that change in water level may have caused

the shoreline recession phenomenon.

A suggested answer is that the change in lake level
of 5.0 feet (from el-evation 7L2 Lo,7I'l feet.) could have

markedly affected the mechanism discussed in the last chap-

ter, such that much higher"'theoretical transport capacities"
along the coasts of the lake are generated and shore erosion
becomes more severe. Two mechanisms are affected by the
increase in lake depth.(i) 

:: ;:::'ll;,îll"j;i:=:'" ;ï;Ï:i"'::.il:"
component, therefore the theoretical trans-
port capacity, generally increases. (The
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word "generallyl here is necessary, be-

cause in the case when the an91e of attack
¡eI is greaterbefore. increase in lake ler

than 45" , t.he longshore energv component

is actually diminished). This increase'
howeverr RaY not be significant because

for waves with long wave J'engths, the amount

o1, bending of the wave ray from one contour

to another depends more on the ratio of
depth, than the absol-ute dePth

It has been suggested that wave-produced

longshore drift is responsible for the

drastic shoreline recession in the South-

ern Basin, With a lake level increment

of 5.0 feet, the waves generated over

the lake are bigger and carry more energy'

Using the data collected by'Wiegel, (p '23I'
Lg64) , it can be shoivn that for a wind

velocity of, say' 30 mph, a lake 35 feet
deep will have a significant wave such

that, H = 6.35 ft., and H-2 = 40'5 ft"z
'--ss

.For a lãl<e 40 feet deep, H = 6'65 fL' and

H 2 = 44.2 fE.2 Thus trreïe is a I0 per-
s2

cent increase in wave energy, since H"-

is proportional to wave energy' It ís
forrndthat5footincreaseínla]ceelevation
corresponds to approximately 10 percent in-
crease i-n wave energy at other signíficant
wind velocities as well

Upon examination of Plate fII (b) , the aver-

age theoretical, value of shore erosion on
)

East Coast ís in the order of 100 ft'- per

year(1968).Assuming,ratherconservativ-
ely, the eroded material is to be taken from

(ii)



a total height of'10 feet (which includes
the total horízontal projection of the

bluff, the inshore and the foreshore) the

extent of theoretical recession of the shore-

line is 10 ft. Due to the increase in lake

level, the additional ener'gy increment of
10 percent would'mean an additional reces-
sion 'of about 1. 0 foot per year from an

origi-nal (before Lg66) rate 'of recession

of 11 feet per Year.

Thís means Lhat if the shore had been erod-

ing away at 10 feet per year prior to lake
leveI increase, it is nol 11 feet per year,

an íncre'ase of L0 percent or I foot per

year. It j-s éãsy'to appreciate that this
àdditional 1 foo't per )¡ear would hardllz þs

noticeable to any proprietor, unless he has

been making extremely accurate measurements'

Regardless of the original recession rate
(whether 1 ft. per year or 100 ft. per year)

an additional increase of 10 percent would

very likely have gone undetected, and'cer-
tainly does not form a likely basis for
complaints.

It is Ímportant to realize that in this con-

síderat,ion., increase in wave energy is singled
out as a mechanism for shoreline recession'
This is necessary in ordèr to demonstrate

that alLhough longshore transport may inter-
act with other mechaniSms to produce sudden

shoreline recession, yet merely increasing
wave energy, thereby increasing the intensity
of longshore transport by raising lake level

B-3
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5 feet, is by itself ineffective in caus-

ing significant erosion. Moreover, other
factors could also have caused a 10 per-
cent increase in l¡fave energy; for instance,
a. lear with extra strong wind could' induce

more than 10 percent increa-se ín wave en-

ergy, without increasi,ng excessive erosion
as noticed in this case.

It remains to be shown that there exists a different
mechanism which is responsible for iapid shoreline reces-

sion. This is the tendency of a beach to restore its
equilibrium profile after the lake leve1 increases, but'

before discussíng this mechanism, trvo aspects of coastal

Þrîocesses have to be considered.

8.2

she concepts of the equilibrium beach profile and

the longshore distribution of beach sands of different
sizes are essentÍal in understanding the rapid shorelíne

recess.ion in Lake winnipeg. They are described ín this
sectionr ând. both have been studied in detaíl by Zenkovitch

(le66).

8.2.L Longshore Distribution of Sand Sízes
' âlong a Coastline

IlhefunctionofsandonabeachisNature's
way of protecting the coast behind it from suffering
severe erosion due to wave attacks; or at least to

slow down the process. The fact that sand díssi-
pates wave energy to attain an equilíbrium profile
on a beach which does not have longshore transport
has already been discussed in Appendix E' The

distributÍon of sand size along a transverse pro-

file of the beach is also discussed in the same

TI^TO ASPECTS OF COASTAI PROCESS



appendix.:Herethephenomenonofsandsízedis-
tribution along a coastline due to longshore trans-

port effects will be studied' It is apparent from

the ensuing discussions that sand acts as a protec-

tive mantle for the coast

consider a stretch of coasÈ that is composed

mainly of fine uniform materials of about 0.20 mm.'

which according to Ingle o967), :is the size requiring

leastenergytobetransported.Wavesofconsider-
able magnitude attack the coastline at an angle such

that a longshore sand transport is sustained' Sand

is contìnuall1' lost from this beach and the bluffs

are cut back at the same rate to compensate for the

loss. There are four possible cases:

(j-) If there is a littoral drift of sand

drivenbyastrongcurrentflowingintothisbeach
from the updrift end, and if the material supplied

bythedriftíscomposedofvarioussizesofsand'
a sorting action would take place' The smaller

size sands are moved out of th.e beach; particl-es

thatarelargeenoughtoresistswiftmovementsdue
to wave energy would move more slow1y while the lar-

gest particles would stay behind' As time goes on

enough large size mater:ials røould have accumulated

toformabeachofforeignshinglesandprotectthe
sandy bluffs from further erosion

(ii) Consider now the other extreme case

where the bluff is composed of, sâ}¡r some glacial

deposits of a mixture of sizes, but there is no up-

drift5.nputoflittoraldrift.Allothercondit'ions
remaín the same. In this situation, the (longshore

and normal) energy of waves would first' erode the

bluffs, but the similar sorting action again takes

8-5
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place; ònly the finer particles are transported
out of the beach reach. In the endr.the shore is
again mantled with a cover of shingles, lvhich are
derived from the coast itself.

(iii) ïn nature. of course, one would
generally find a combination of both situations
described. ït may be possible, however, that there
is neither updrift input of sand nor large size grains
in the composition of the bluff. ïn this ease the
coast would be left unprotected and erosi-on would
keep cutting the shoreline back.

(tv) Änother situation is that there is a
supply of sand from updrift just sifficíent to keep
the longshore current at the beach saturated. No
erosion or accumulation wourd take p1ace, and the
beach may or may not be covered with foreign mater-
ials, depending on whether the partícles supplied
are larger or smaller than that of the parent soil
of the bluff.

From these four situations, ít ís j-mportant 
,

to notice the following.
(i) provided sand grains are large enough,
they will remain on the beach. (This is con_
tradÍctory to rnman and Komar's findings that
longshore transport is irrespective of sand
size, (1968). Or if they do move, their
motion is slow enough not to cause signifi_
cant perception of erosíon.
(ii) These sediments will assume an angle
of repose which is characterist.ic of the wave
energy received as well as the fríction angle
of sand. For a given size and type of sand.,
and a given magnitude and direction of energy
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input, the angle of repose is constant.
(iii) As the rnrave act,i_on continues, sand
particles may collide with each other often
enough that smaller grains are produced.
These are transported downdrift, while a
ne\^i supply of coarser grains must be moved
ín to.replace them.

(i;) It is important to note that even if
there is longsho:ie wave energlz, it does not
necessarily imply that there would exist a
corresponding l.ongshore transport of sand.
For this reason, along with discussions in
Chapter VI, the term "theoretical longshore
transport ca_pácityl' i" u.sed in this thesis.
Ho\,vever, the longshore current will likely
be able to move s-and of any size smaller than
those covering the beach.

" (v) Longshore transport of sand is due
to boÈh the normal component of \,vave energy
(which lorvers the threshold velocity of sedi-
ments or to hold them in suspension by. creat-
ing turLrulence) and the longshore component
(which then "moves" them along). For this
reason normal \,üave energy component is also
plotted Ín Plates III(d) and V(d).
The situations considered in the foregoing dis-

cussion are, of course, very much simplified versions
of the actual beach, which d.eviaLes from the idealized
model in the following respects.

(I) It has been implicitly assumed that
the stabl-e beach will be composed of mater-
ials of one size. On the actual beach, of
course, there is also distribution if sizes
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with regard to the energy distribution in
the transverse section. (See Appendix E).
Thus beach particles have to seek stable
"equilibrium" \^rith respect to both direc-
t.ions: longshore and transverse. '

(2) For this variation of sizes, there
is generally a smaller degree of longshore
transport of the smaller particles, no mat-
ter horv stable the beach is.
(3) An "equilibrium" or a "stabIe,' beach
in the strj-ct sense of the words probably cloes
not exist in coastal engineeri-ng. Wind dír-
ection, wind magnit,ude, lake elevation, and
beach profile vary widely from one instant to
another. The words here are used very loose-
Iy.

Having made the above observations, it is to
be noted how they apply to exístíng concepts or how
to modify these concepts for the Lake Ì{innipeg con-
dition, r^¡hich deserves quite a different set of con-
síderations as compared to deep lakesr âs explained
be1ow.

8.2.2 Eqqllibrium Beach profile or Lake I¡ilinnipeq

The above discussion of transverse and along-
shore movements of beach material was under the as-
sumption that lake level or sea revel remai ns constant.
during the morphological processes. However, if the
sea or lake level changes, the movement of beach
material is markedly affect,ed by an additional dimen-
sion: the tendency of the beach profile to return to
eguilibríum.

If one considers the case of a sea coast where
\^raves approach the beach from deep offshore water, a



typical equilibrium beach profíle is depict.ed. by
the full line (in Fig. 8-1(a)) extending from the
edge of the sea to the deeper limit of the con-
tinental shelf. Assumíng that the profile has
already attained a steady state, further rise in
sea level by the amount a €, would induce further
adjustment by the beach profile to attain a netv

equilíbrium. In essence, the old profile ís
;'jacked" up by the same vertical distance. Res-
trained by the definítion of an equilibrium beach
that the alongshore transport of sand ínto and out
of the beach reach remains "approximately" equal,
the "jacking" up of the equilibrium beach profile
is only possÍble through the erodÍng of ,bank mater-
ials and transporting them onto the shelf. See.

Fig. B-1(a) . By so theori,zing,, ,,Per Bruun (1962)
arrived at an estimate of the dis,tance the water-
líne would invade shoreward. Veldman (1968) ap-
plied this relationship to Lake ÏVinnipeg, but ob-
tained toLally incongruous answers. ft appears
that Per Bruun's relationship gives shoreline reces-
sions that are too large by an order of magnitude.

It should be noted.'that Per Bruun's formu-
lation applies only to long term sea level increase,
and does not include the effects of beach slope and

sand sizes. It is doubtful that fine clay part-
icles eroded from a bluff are not carried at^/ay

frorn the beach area by wave acti.ons in the short
term case for Lake lrüinnipeg

The discrepancy, ho\nrever, is not surprising
if one examines the basic d.ifference between Lake
lrlinnipeg and a seashore. one of the príncipal
characteristícs of the lake is its shallowness.

8-9
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Whereas a typical beach profile extending to'I.Zs
míIes off-shore would have a depth of 50 feet for
a sea coast (Per Bruun, 1962) ¡ Lake lVinnipeg, in
the same consideratíon usually has only a depth of
16 18 feet. Furthermore, a "continental depth"
is absent, the lake being at its deepest part no
more than 40 feet deep.

It".¿/ou.ld be of interest to compare the e.qui-
librium beach profíle for Lalie Winnipeg to that for
a sea coast. From the above consíderationr ârr

approxímate profile for a typical beach in Lake
Winnipeg'is depicted by Profile 'A'!r of Fig. B-l(b).
It can be assuned that the offshore lake bottom is
immobile, (or composed of non-erodible material).

The nearshore section AB is the zone com-
prising fores.hore and inshorer ând. is composed of
loose beach material such as sand. Survey results
from Chapter IfI ind.icate that this section of the
beach profile has a more gentle slope than its coun-
terpart on a sea-coast beach profile, ABr. Yet,
from theoretj-cal consideration below., it would ap-
pear that the opposite is to be expected. Sínce
the lake l¡ottom, (sectíon CD in Fig. 8-1 (b)) is
shal1ow, a portion of the wave energy must have
been dissipatecl through friction rnrhile the waves
are travelling tolards shore. By the time the
waves reach the Ínshore, there is less energy to
be dissipated, so that a steeper slope should re-
su1t, (for beaches on the lake similar to those on
the sea coast with regard to sand sizes and the
degree of protection)

The discrepancy between measured resul-ts and
those expected from theoretical considerat,íon could
be due to a nu¡rber of factors, mainly because the
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mechanisms active in a shallow water rake are not
necessarily the same as those in the sea. Beside
being shallow, Lake Winnipeg (SouÈhern Basin) ís
free from diurnal tidal effects, although wind set-
up ancl seiche effects become much nore important.
ïn this regardr âs will be explained tater, the
foreshore zone actually becomes thç inshore zone
when submergeid during a storm blowing onshore.
Furthermore, "swel1s" (decayed storm h/aves) is al-
most, totally absent in the lake. In this regard,
beaches do not have winter and summer profiles.
Other factors such as lake bottom material (creat-
ing friction and percolation) and meteorological
patterns are also influential. .It is also impor-
tant to bear in rnind that .the .sand . samples rÁuere

taken from the surf zone and therefore tend to be
coarser. This alone would.re.nder the plotting of
Lake Vlinnípeg sand size versus beach slope incom-
patible with results obtained from the sea coast.

RECESSTON OF SHOR.ELII{E DUE TO INCREASE ÏN MEAÀ]
WATER LEVET OF LAKE WTNNTPEG

8.3

Havíng considered the distribution of beach mäter-
ial and the equilibrium beach, it, is in order to analyze
the phenomenon of shorel-ine recession due to increase of
lake stage. rn thÍs section, three cases are discussed.
rt is felt that these three examples may help to clarify
some of the ideas of coastal processes in Lake Ìi?innipeg
due to increase in mean water rever. To sirnplify theo-
retical developments, the assumptions below appty.

(i) Graín síze dj-stributions are perfectly uni-
form r,vith regard to bluff , inshore-foreshore,
offshore and littoral drift soil sizes.



(ii) Breaker line is at the intersection of
, foreshore and, offshore

(iii) Foreshore and inshore assume the same

sloper s.r r and are composed of sands of
J.

similar sizes.
(iv) offshore sloper s-,, has a much smaller

¿
gradient than s,..I

(v) Tlie bluff s,tands at a. very steep angle of
- e ::elative to that of the inshore:repos

foreshore. For the present purpose, it
assumes an angle of 9Oo.

(vi) Lake.elevat.ion remaíns constant before
and after increment of lake level.

(vii) Wave (wind) dírection and magnitude re-
main cons-tant.

(viii) Energy delivered to the inshore-foreshore
section is not affected by the rise in
lake level. This is, of course, not true
because given a certain amount of.wave
energy, a smaller proportion will be lost
by fríction over the offshore lake bottom.
In ad,dition, wave energy will íncrease by
about 10 percent dùe to the two mechanisms
mentioned in Section 7.I.2. For the pre-
sent consideration, these effects wil1 be
disregarded but will be further qualified
later.

(ix) The beach is in "stable" condition before
lake level increase

A typical beach profile is as shown in Figure (8-2a)
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No doubt these assumptions are very severe especial-
ach slopes, and

constancy of wave properti-es. But only by such simpli-
fications of the real situation can one examine the rnech-
anism to be discussed below. The initial coastal profile
for each case is FEABCD as in Fig. (S-2a) where FEA rep-
resents the bluff, AB represents the ínshore-foreshqre pro-
file and'BCD represents the offshore section. The lake
level increment is a e . Also assume Èhat the sand sizes
of ABC are in equilibrium with wave energy, s.uch that no
erosion ís taking place. :

8.3.1 CASE T

tn" -*rff material is finer than the inshore-
foreshore rnateríal, but there is a littoral drift
supply of sand with grain size símil.ar to the beach
grain size

Before the change in lake elevat,ion, the
situation is as shown in Fig. (8-2a). When lake
Ievel rises by ÁO, the situation is as shorvn in
F'ig. (8-2b). The waves are now atÈacking point G

instead of A" Since this area is not protectecl,
erosion quickly takes placer and the bluff face GE

will keep on collapsing accord.ingly. Since the
collapsed bluff material is not in equilibrium with
lvave energy, it will be moved out of the beach allow-
ing hTaves to attack the bluffs further inland. Mean-
whíle, however, sand of the same si.ze as on AB ¡noves

ín by littoral drift and is deposited on the beach
such that section AA' will eventual-ly be formed. com-
prising of this sand and will assume the same angle
of repose as AB. The wave energy from offshore can
norv be adequately dissipated over the slope ArAB with-
out causing further instability with respect to sand
particles, and Lhus causing erosion. Thus Lhe coast



ís stable again.
FEIAIABC.

The recession of shoreline is the distance
'E given by:

Rise in lake level
inshore orAQ/s.'l-

8.3.2 CASE TT

Bluff material is
shore material. Littoral
not exist.
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The final profile is therefore

Apparently, when waves attack the bluff at
point G, (r'ig. 8-3b), the bluff material there is
not able to attain its present angle of repose.
It will slip into water over section AB. After a
sufficient volume of the bluff has been eroded such
that the point of intersection of the bluff slope
and the inshore-fo::eshore slope delimits the highest
point of wave attack, a stable condition is again
attained.. The actual final profile may be as
FE!A'B'C, but. íf the extra amount of sand over AB

is not too thick (i.e., if the distance between
AB and A'B' is not large) it may be approximated
by FE'ATABCD. Tn this case shòreline recession
can again be given as:

f slope of foreshore-

(8-1)

the same as inshore-fore-
drj-ft of sand may or may

8.3.3 CASE TTT

Bluff material is símiIar to or finer than
offshore rnaterial (Fig. 8-4) .

When \^¡aves attack G wíth the rise of lake
level, the bluff material will move off the beach by

AC/st (8-2)



littoral current. Unless it is very easily sus-
pendible, it will not move offshore of the breaker
line. This follows from Ingle's observations (1966).

The shoreline wifl keep on retreating, but
coarser. grains initially on AB remain within the beach
reach and stay on the similar relat,ive position with
respect to the water line. The angle of repose as.

well as the vertical projection of AB (in the "moving"
state) also remain the same. The final stable sítu-
ation is reached only after the vertical projection
of B"B, which is the newly exposed "offshore!' due to
erosion of the section E"A"B"BAEE", and which has the
slope s,rr ís equal to A€. If bluff materíal is sim-

¿

itrar to offshore material the recêssion is gíven by

Aê/ sz ( 8-3 )

The final profíIe is FErB'C' as per Fig.8-4-
(c). But if the bluff material is finer than off-
shore materíal, the slope of B"B, unless it becomes

mantled by foreign soils, is less than t2 and,

recession)ae/sz (B-4)

It is likely, however, that B"B may become mantled by
foreign material of larger size than that of the par-
ent soiI. fn thís case, the actual recession may be

between that given by equation (8-3) and Inequality
(8-4),'thus,
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recession) ae/s,

8.3.4 Intermediate Situations

In reality,
equal to soil size
The following three

the size of bluff soil is seldom
of inshore-foreshore or offshore.
cases may be distinguished.

(8-s)
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(i) Bluff soí1 size finer than off-shore
size, reces:sion is given by Equatíon (8-5)
above; i.e.

(ii)
to that
than or

recession)raÇ s, ( 8-5 )

B1uff soil síze finer than or equal
of inshore-foreshore zone but greater
equal to that of offshore;

^e/s2 ) 
recession) ae/s, (8-6)

(iii) Bluff grain size greater than or
equal to that of foreshore-inshorei

8.3.5 Comments

There \^/ere a number of assumptíons which ,made

the foregoing derívations possible. Here it is in
order to review some of these assumptions.

(i)

recession ( ae/s,

Sand from the bluff, shore or littoral drift
\ilas assumed to be of uniform size. Thís is
similar to assuming an effective sand size for
each part of the shore profile. The real sit-
uation is much more complex, but the use of
effective sand size should not affect the
underlying logic of the derivation.
That wave energy received by the inshore-fore-
shore portion of the profile is higher due to
increase in lake level has already been ex-
plained.. A further complication is that as

the length of inshore-foreshore section in-
cieases due to increase in lake level as in
Case I and Case II energy dissípated per unit
area in this zone will be less, all others

(ii)

(8-7)
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being equal-. These two effects seem to
be compensating, but, in general, it is
felt (sj-nce no mathematical solution or
field measurement is yet possible) that
energy dissipation per unit area of in-
shore-foreshore actually j-ncreases. This
wÍll cause the sand there Èo assume a more

gentle sIope. In the limit, if the depth
of the lake is comparable to that of ocean-
ic coasts, and a large amount of sand is
available for the v¡ave to carve out it.s
own beach, the slope of beaches on Lake

Winnipeg r,vill approach that of the sea

coast.

(iíi) It has been assumed that the inshore-fore-
shore region assumes a slope of s1 extending
far out to the breaker line. On normal days

this is not true for the majority of beaches.
The beach front of the backshore above water-
line on a typical beach profile slopes d.own

into water at a constant slope for some

fifty feet or sor and then flattens off
into a more gentle slope, which continues
for some distance until the breaker line or
perhaps even farther. (See Fig. 8-4).
The breaker line ís usually in the order
of four hundred feet away from the water's
edge. Thus it would appear that inshore-
foreshore actually breaks down into two

sections of different slopes. This real-
ization t^rould nto induce too much compli-
cation in calculating shoreline recession.
The logic of the theory remains the same;

only an additional slope has to be consider-
ed'



Moreover, it is not known where the off-
shore zone begins on the beach profile
when a storm is blorving over the lake.
Strong wind will cause wind set-up and
seiches over the lake, to the,effect that
an increáse of waier leve1 of the order of
a meter may be inducecl on the windrvard
side of the lake (Einarsscn and Lowe, 1968).
Waves wíll now break closer to shore than
on normal d.ays. It is likely that the
effective breaker line on such o.ccasions
is in the proximity of the intersection
of the two slopes as surveyed. If this
is the caser rro complication has actually
been introduced by the fact that trvo slopes
have been detected on the part of;beach
profile which is the inshore-foreshore zone
on normal days. It is líkêly that during
a sùorm, the backshore on normal days has
become part of the inshore-foreshore zone
and the breaker line is located inside the
inshore-foreshore zone for normal d.ays.
Because of the fact that storms are the
most important f4ctor in carving beach
profiles, rohat have been measured in our
surveys during normal days are indirect
measurements of storm conditions, when the
most effect.ive scul-pturíng mechanism of the
morphological processes are taking p1ace.
In this Iight, the two slopes are identi-
fied as sl and s,, for Inequalities (8-5)

I¿
through (8-7)

On beaches where only one slope cou1d. be

measured, because the rod.man was not able
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to v¡ade far into deep water, the measured
slope is identified as sl. s, will be

some unknown value until further surveying
is possible.

The backshore has been left out from the
qonsiderations of Fig. (B-2) through Fig.
(8-a¡ for the reason explained above: that
backshore does not exist on Lake lrTinnipeg
beaches under storm conditions.

The assumption that the: beaches rvere stable
before increase of lake level appears to be
questionable. Some beaches must definitely
be eroding to supply .some form of longshore
transport, prior to the high water period.
The assumption is used here for a primary
(first) evaluation of shoreline recession.

(iv)

(v)

8.4 SHORELIh]E RECESSION

8.4..1 Computed Results and Qualifications
Using inesualities (B-5), (8-6) and (B-7)

extents of shoreline recession due to the ,rise of
lake level are shown in Plates III(c) and V(c).
However, the values indicated must not be heavily
relied upon wíthout applying the following quali-
ficatíons.
(i) These values are "order of magnítude"

values

(ii) Thà extent of shoreline recession depends

on the bluff material of the coast. Studies
regarding bluff graín size distribution are
necessary to permit proper interpretation.
In this regard¡ not only the mean sizes are
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important, but attention must also be paíd
to whether there are irregularities in the
composition of the bluff (such as layers
of clay and. sand) and the distribution of
sizes such as whether there are extra large
stones or bouldèrs.

(iii) Plates frI (c) and V(c) are derived from the
survey results of 1970. Locations surveyed
may not be typical of the beaches of their
neighbourhood. For instance, the survey
line may have been run out from the backyard
of a cottage besíde a small rock groin. In
t,his regard, the estimates shown in the plates
may be rather, inaccurate.

(iv) At locations where cottages along the coast
have erected fairly solid protection struc-

, tures, estj-mates are unrealístíc.
(v) Estimates of Plate frT(c) and V(c) , indicate

only the limitíng values of shoreline reces-
sion. For the case where the bluff material
ís finer than offshore material, the value
given is a lower estimate

(vi) The height of bluff is also an ímportant
consideration. It is clear that the high-

. er the bluff, given the same soil type, it
takes longer to erode a\,Jay one linear foot
(along the beach profile) of the bluff
This factor would seriously influence the
rate of erosion.

8.4.2 Combined Mechanisrn Causing Shoreline
Recession

Because \^raves are
soiLs of the bluffs, which

nov¡ able to dislodge the
have smaller grain size
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than the soils on the inshore-foreshore, the lit'-
toral current is able to carry off the dislodged
particles. The rate of recessíon of shoreline,
therefore, depends consiclerably upon the magnitude
.ot longshore energv as ivel1. If transport capacity
is low, the soil dislodged. from the bluff rvil1 tend
to remain on the beach profile and prob?bly impede

further erosíon. Thus Plates rrI(c) and V(c), and

Plates rrf (a) , (b) and V(a) and (b) should be used

together. Where both figures indicate high.erosion
values, it is likeIy that a high rate of erosion
does occur. Where longshore transport graph indi-
cates depositÍon, it does not mean there will not be

recession of shoreline; but only a slower rate of
.necession may be expected, and that the combíned ef-
f,ect may not be as severe as Plates ÏII(c) or V(c)

alone would indicate.

It is definitely true that by co.mbining the
figures of Plates III añd V one may arrive at the
rate of shoreline recession, sâY, in terms of feet
per 25'years. (rhat is, of course, assuming all
bluffs are of the same characteristics. ln the com-

plete analysis, effects of (vi) above must also be

incorporated). However, it is not known what method

to use for evaluating the combined effects of 1on9-

shore transport and lake tevel increase quantitatively.
Furthermore, it, is felt, that in the uncombÍned state'
the use of these two graphs will tend to promote

better undêrstanding of the physical pïocesses in-
volved

Another reason is that both graphs involve
some drastic assumptions in their derivations' hence,

the dependability after combination cannot be easily
estimated. Furthermore' both predict only the



limiting'values even if sufficient, information
(re: bluff height and soil sizes for instance)
is supplied - such information is presently
lacking. Neverthelessr,in the present case
of high'lake level, I believe that the emphasj-s

is on Plates III (c) and V(c).

ït has commonly been accepted in the past
that longshore wave energy is the dominant factor
responsible for beach erosíon on beaches of Lake
l,Tinnipeg. From the present study, ít appears
that although longshore energy plays an ímportant
part in causing shoreline recession, it is the
tendency of a }¡each to return to equilibrium
that reaIly plays the domínant role. To illus-
trate this point, consider a beach which is exposed
to a steady but 1ow supply of longshore energy.,along
the shoreline. Extensive shoreline recession would
still occur províded the equilibrium beach slope is
small. Such is the case of, sây, Patricia Beach,
at the south end of Southern Basin

8.4.3 Whether Erosion or Recession?

It is interesting to note that Ín certain,
if not. all, situations what the local people term
as "shore erosion" is not erosion at all. Fig. (B-5)

shows such a situation. Due to the increase ín lake
level, the waterline has invaded the shore by ae/s,
units of distance. For a practical exampler sâyr
Ae- = 5 ft., s1 = .07 and ¿e. /=I = 70 ft. r.f there
is a steep b1uff, it may take a period of time (say
25 years) for the shore to be eroded back 70 feet.
If there j-s no steep bluff as in Fig. (B-5) r it is
easy to seg the shoreline would recede 70 feet in-
stantly without erosion. In this case, the term
"beach erosion" appears to be a misnomer: the beach
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profile has changed little, only the waterline has

risen !

8. 4.4 Oualitative Evaluations

Despite the difficulty in calculating
quanti-tative shoreline recession due to the com-

bined mechanism mentioned above, it ís possible to
make some qualitative assessments here. Extent
of sr¡*oreline recession depends on the followÍng
factors

(a) Amount. of wave energy - rncrease of
lake level by 5.0 feet íncreases wave

energy by 10 percent. AIso, because wínd'

from the west is more frequent, the East
Coast receives more energy than the I¡iest

Coast. All others being equaI, bluffs on

East Coast would. be eroded more rapidly.

(b) Bluff height - Blùffs on East Coast
are significantly higher than bluffs on

l{est Coast. All others being equal, West

Coast would recede more rapíd1y and severe-
Iy on this account

(c) Bluff material grain size - Bluffs
on East Coast. have more sand and larger
size materials. The [fest Coast has more

clay bluffs, which although are:rêsistant
to wave attack, would eventually yieId.
Thus all others being equal, bluffs on

lÍest Coast would be eroded sIowly, but
more extensively. At the present ¡noment,

bluffs ât, sâlr Camp Morton are yieldíng
slowIy.



(d) Longshore transport capacity - If
the longshore current from the updrift.
reach is already saturated with sediment
in transport, erosion at downdrift reach
vrilI not be severe. Whether the long:
shore transport capacity is saturated
(with sediment in transport) depends on

the avaitability of sand of proper graÍn
size from updrift. Thus the Vüest Coast,
having poorer supplies of sand, would
probably recede slightly farther at places
than the East Coast, all others beíng equa1.

(e) Equilibrium Beach Slope - This slope
depends on the grain size of material avai.l-
able and v¡ave energy. The slope may vary
sígnificantly from one beach to another.
As detailed in Sections 8.4 and 8.5 esti-
mated shoreline recession calculated by
using beachr slope is depicted by Plates
III (c) and V(c) .

8-24
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SOME COMMENTS ON BEACH PROTECT]ON METHODS
AND MODEL STUDIES

9.T GENERAL

In this chapter three aspects related to shore pro-
tection and..coasÈal pr'ocq,sses. in.southern Basin will be
described. One of the aspects is the study of exist,ing
shore protection structures; the second aspect concerns
the effects of these beaeh pr.oLe,ction .s,truet¡n:es on coast-
al processes, and'the approach for evaluating methods of
shôre protection,. the last aspect is the study of coastal
processes and. shoreline protection by using the model of
Winnípeg Beach built by Veldman, (1968). (In this chapter
"Winnipeg Beach" refers to the beach rather than the town
of. Winnipe.g Beach)...

CHAPTER TX

9-t

9.2

While survelzing the coastline of the Southern Basin,
varÍous Lypes of beach protect,ion structures erected by
private cottage ovtners \^rere encountered. A photographic
record of these structures was col.lected. Due to limi-
tation of space and time, a deta'iled analysis of these
coastal structuries is not presented herein, but it may

suffice to point out a few interesting aspects regarding
their limitations and functions

The existing coastal protection structures on South-
ern Basin belong to either one of the two types. One type
is the extension of a struct.ure into the water. (See

Fig. 9-1). The function of such a structure is to hold
back the littoral drift rather than to interfere with the
hlave energy before it attacks the shore behind it. fn

SHORELINE PROTECTTON STRUCTURES
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most cases, these structures, often in the form of rock
groins, are gene-ralIy located at the mean r^raterline;
this would render them rather ineffective rvhere the set-
up due to wind is signifícant. ïn storm conditions thev
contribute little to dissipate,the wave energy which at-'
tacks the bluffs above and behind them.

The second type of shore protection structure is
the "wa11" typer âs in Figs. g-2 and 9-3. These are
generally located above the mean water line, and may be
permeabre or impermeable. Their primary tunctíon ap-
pears to be the dissipation of wave energy. some of
these sea wa1Is appear to be performing quit.e efficiently
while others may not, have been adequately designed. Too
low a wall wor¡ld a1low the waves to attack the bluff above
it'. An impermeabre and vertical structure generally
causes underscouring at its toe due to the i-ntense tur-
bulence created., eventualllz leading to its (partial)
failure. A permea'le walL, compos.a prirr";;;;;;-;;
large boulders, may arr-ow the waves to induc-e a, pumping
action and scour the bluffs behind it.

rÍhiIe there is no sure answer to the problem of
beach protectíon, it does appear that a relativery eco-
nomical and effective design is a permeable seav¡all com:-
posed of large rocks ànd boulders on the ouÈside, (facing
the lake) but gradually grading into gravels and stones
of smaller sizes on the bruff-side. This v¡ould ensure
effective dissipation of energy v¡ithout developing in-
tense turbulence. In fact, it is similar in principle
to the rip-rap on a dam. For an impermeable type of
protection structure, there are many variaÈions of tested
designs recommended by the coastal Engineering Research
Centre, (1956).



9.3 RE: BEACH PROTECTTON

üIit,h increase in lake level, v¡aves are noÌr able to
attack thë bluffs which they could not reach under normal
lake .conditions; or the v¡aterline rvill now extend f ar in-
land at locations where bluffs are low and bruff slopes
are gentle. This creates an apparent threat of property
loss to locaI people, who consequently erect beach pro-
teciion structures of various sizes and shapes along the
coast

The presence of these protection structures appears
to create two effects. Firstly wheie these structures
are not functioning properl-y, they tend to generate more
turbulence, thus enhancing sand transport and beach ero-
sion. secondlyr. where these structureê a{e successful
in retainíng beach material, the longshore transport cur-
rent will be starved of sand sqpply. when this starved
current reaches an unprot,ected downdrift beach where LonE-
shore \úave energy has not decreased, excessive erosion will
take place

(As an illustrative example, before lake level in-
crease, the sand transport capacity of Lhe littoral current
is, sây, 50 percent saturated, noting that from discussions
of section 7.6, 100 percent saturation is not necessary.
After lake stage increase and shore protection structures
constructed, there is enough sand to effect, sây, only a
10 percent saturation. This is referred t,o hereín as a
state of "starvation". This starved current, therefore,
has a strong "urge" to pick up sand, thus causing erosion,
due to the additional deficiency of sand in transport)

Thus along a reach v¡here there is a significant de-
ficiency of sand ín transport, severe local erosíon would
take place if the entire shoreline is not ful1y rined with
effective protection structures. ïn fact, ât locations in

9-3
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,southern Basin rvhere erosion is severe, sporadic ef forÈs
by individuals have led to the aggregated effect that the
shoreline is practically 100 percent armoured with sea-
walls or groins. The rate of shoreline recession is con-
sequently slowed down to an extent, but at the same time
any sand on the beach is more likely to be removed by the
starved longshore cur.rent,. Furthermore., .the sand that
is left behind is generally coa,rse.. To what degree this
process is manifested in the lake is not known, but the
process is detrimental to recreation and resort areas
where the quality and quantity of beach sand, are impor-
tant attractions to touri-sts. rn the long run, if the
lake level continues to remain high, artificial inter-
vention may be needed t'o en'sure the presence of sandlz
beach at a given location by'erecting large groins or off-
shore breakwaters, o:: :by.:s.and nourishment.

For setting up a líst of priority .for beach protec-
tion, Plates III (b), (c) and'plates V(b) , (c) could be
used. Attention must. be focused upon those areas where
the graphs predict. seveïe shoreline re,eession. on the .

other handr ât locations where "theoretical erosion or
accretion" graphs, Plates III(b) and V(b), indicate'ac-
cretionr âDd where bluffs are lovr, and land property varue
is not high (that is, no houses or co,ttage.s) ít may not be
necessarytoconstructexpensíveprotectionstructureS.
once the high lake stage subsides, rost land and wide
beaches would re-emerge.

:

ft is possibtre to protect shores and maintain
beaches by erecti-ng structures such ,as seawalls and groins
mentioned abover oï by means of beach sand nourishment.
The Last method of, beach sand nourishment has been suc-
cessfully applied to beaches on the sea coast. rt.s ef-
fective apprication to southern Basin is expected to in-
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'.-.volve a trial-and-error approach, but a (rough) first
estimate of the ideal points of application and the
quantity of sand requíred could probably be derived from
Plates III(a), (b) and V(a), (b), provided.they are used
r^rith caution. For instance, sand may be dumped in large
quantities at the breakwater of Winnipeg Beach. This
sand may eventually come to rest at Stephen,s Point.where
it, can be dredged and hauled back to the breakwater again
for reldepos,ition. The economics of this method, how-
ever, cannot be readily evaluated'without further studies.

9.4 MODEL STUDY

Since Veldman used his mod-el to investigate certain
aspects of coastal processes taking place in Vüinnipeg
Beach, the model has been utilized. for studies by'Huggins
and Edgehill (!969) and by Bray and Burg€ssr (1970). The
results of these studíes are summarized in Table 9-1.
Huggins and Edgehill studied th¡e accumulation of sand at
Winnipeg Beach Harbour r,vhile Bray and Burgess investi-
gated the effectiveness of groins for beach protection.
It ís to be noticed that, of these three studies, only
Bray and Burgess ran their tests under consistent lake
conditions (that is constant sand., feed and constant wave
energy) and also carried each test long enough to obtain
the steady state. Their results showed that the use of
groins is Índeed one of the ans\^¡ers to the problem of
shore erosion at Vüinnipeg Beach.

During the summer of l-}TO the author intended to
extend Bray and Burgess' study to investigate the best
arrangement of groins with regard to different testing
condítions. Hohrever, due to time limitation, only a

smaller number, of the series of tests planned weïe car-
ried out. The partial results, nevertheless, confirm
the findings of, Bray and Burgess and also indicate a
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slightly better arrangement of groins. These results
are presently on file at the university of Manitoba, and
are not published in this thesis because of lack of com-
pleteness. rt is hoped that the remaining tests in the
series will be completed in the near future

Another series of tests was also planned for the
summer of'L970 and also ca¡ne short of completion for the
similar reason. This seríes of tests was de,s'igned to
confirm the effects of lake revel increase as hypothesized
ín the previous chapter. rt would appear that, continuation
of this series of experiments should be implemented as soon
as possible.

From the conclusions of chapter vïïï, it also appears
that using the sand accumulated at stephen's point to nour-
ish winnipeg Beach is another li.kely considerat,j.on of beaçh
protection. Thus future model studíes should also incruae
studies for sand nourishment.
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10.1 CONCLUSION

CONCLUSTON AND RECOMMENDATTONS

CHAPTER X

RE: , COASTAL PROCESSES & S:HOB"EIINE RECESSION
- --r-,-F
(i) The results of wave characteristics for

waves generated over shali-ow water (40

feet deep) using l4iles-Phillips' model
appears to, be correct t et at least, in
good agreement with the r:esults of studies
elsewhere. Nevertheless, there j-s the
need to clearly define turbulent boun-

' dary lay,er thickness rvhich was assumed

to be 40 meter.s¡

(íi) Computed theoretícal longshore trans-
port capacity for Southern Basin is in
good agreement with measured values else-

, where but it is doubtful that this cap-
acity for sand transport is fully satsis-
fied at any location in the Southern
Basín at normal lake .l-eve,I, since' there
was no noticeable drastic beach erosion
prior to 1960 even at beaches where the
theory would predict erosion before and

after lake rise. Irregularíties of :

coastline and large size beach particles
woul-d have drastically reduced this trans-
port capaqity. Actual sand. transport
raLes in Southern Basín, although likeIy

: to be proportional to but less than the
theoretical transport capacity, cannot be

10-1
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evaLuated theoretically. Only actual
field measurements such as obtained bv
tracer sand studies can provide an an_
swer.

(iii) rncrease of lake level by 5.0 feet would
j-ncrease wave energy by approximately 10
percent. As discussed in Section g.l,
t'his may not be enough to cause the sudden
shoreline recession in recent years

(i-v) Sudden, recession of shorel_ine is due to
the tendency for a beach to restore its
equilibrium beach profile, such that

Recession = (1ake stage increase),/(sIope
of inshore-foreshore o:: off-
shore )

The computed values for recession are ín
the correct order of magnj_tude bearing in
mind that they represent the long term
limit of recessj-on. Assuming no long-
shore v/ave energy, this mechanism of shore-
line recession is a function of normãl ivave
energy, grain size of bluff material, height
of bluff and the amount and the grain size
of beach maÈ.erials supplied or removed.
Longshor,e wave energy, if present, com-
bines with this mechanism, resulting in
enhanced erosion and causing even more
extensive shoreline recession.

To obtain a qualitative estimate of the
extent of shoreline recession in Southern
Basin, Plates IIT (b) and .V(b), whích de-
píct the degree of shore erosion due to

(v)
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longshore transport, and plates TII (c)
and V(c), which give the extent of reces-
sion due to lake level increase, could be
used. Although I believe plates III (c)
and V(c) beàr the most important results,
all these graphs should be used conjunc-
tively. Furthermore, the physical char-
acteristics of the coast, the influence
of existíng beach protection structures
and other important factors should be
taken into account in'the assessment of
shoreline recession.

Silvester (I970) suggests that the for-
mation of crenulated bays is d.ue to long-
shore wave energy sweeping a coast which

(vi )

is protected in the updrift reach but is
not protected elsewhere.

In this study it is found that crenulated
bays in the Southern Basín are due to a

sudden increase followed closely by a.
sudden decrease, of longshore r^lave ener-
gy in a region with low homogeneous bluffs
of fine grain soils: Vüinnipeg Beach is
an example.

RE: BEACH PROTECTTON

(vii) Groins composed of large boulders are com-
mon on the Vüest Coast and East Coast. How-
ever, it is doubtful that they are often
effective in preventing shore erosion?
They are often located too far below the
storm lake stage.
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A more effective beach protection struc-
ture is a permeable wall type constructed
with loose gravel and./or large boulders.
Although a permeable seawall of boulders
only ís not as effective as one with
gravel, it is much better than having no
protectíon at all.
Increase in lake 1evel will lead to exÈen-
sive shoreline recession as a result, of
either -real or apparent erosion as explain-
ed in Seetion 8.5. This will lead to an

"a11 out" effort to protect beaches by the
erect,ion of protection structures. The

fong term re,sult is that the longshore
current may become starved of sand., and
wide, fine sandy beaches will become a
rarity along the coastlíne, unless arti-
ficially protected or created

Since Lhe amount of longshore sand trans-
port cannot be evaluated theoretically for
Southern Basin¡ rro realiable figure can be
guoted as to how much sand is required for
beach nourishment. Again, Plat^es IIT(a)
and V(a) give only theoretical values that
coutrd. be taken a.s the uþper limit. The
me.thod of beach nourishment woul-d be most
attractive, however, for important tour-
isÈ attractíon beaches, such as trfinnipeg
Beach. Sand can be picked up at the
downdrift end of an erosion-deposition
reach and dumped at the updrift end.; for
example, pícking up at Stephen's point and
dumping at Wínnipeg Beach. Plates TII (a)

(ix)

(x)
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rrr(b), v(a) and v(b) would provide the

where to durnp it. The amount to be
handled annually in this manner must be
determined either by tracer sand analysis
or by trial and error.

10.3 FUTURE sTUprEg
. il 

-

Through the present study on coastal proêesses ín
the southern Basin, it is a smail suriprise to discover the
lack of work in its regard. studies Ín several areas re-
guire immediate attentíon. vüithout the knowledge that
can be made available through such studies, it vrould be
impossibre to, study shore erosi,on or othen physical'pro-
cesses of the lake in the plîoper Light.

(i) Wave measurements are needed to fully ap-
preciate the magnitudes and directions of
forces that cause the continual coastal
processes. Careful spectral analysis of
lvaves would reveal some characteristics
of the so-called "littoral currents".
(ft is to mention that it is not pos,
sible to measure littoral currents dir-
ect11r wÍth regular ,curr:ent meter, since
they are slower than the threshold vel-
ocity of the meter)

(ii) Tracer sand study would provide a most
direct method of 'meas.uring longshore sand
transport. It would provide a basis for
evaluating beach nourishment. It is
definitely important for studying coastal
processes per se.



(iii) Due to the limited budget. the L97A beach
survey \,úas rather inadequate in some res-
pects, but could form a basis for future
studies. ft is reconmended that in future
surveys, more soil samples should be taken
not. only from the beach (including under-
water samples) but also from the b1uff.
Slope measurement should. also include more

of the foreshore and. offshore areas. Also,
typical beach profiles should be distinguished
from those that are not, such as those beside
a pier. Constant comparison should be made

between profiles taken at different times
to assess erosion or accretion

10-6

(iv) Model studies (using the model built by
Veldman or other ¡nodel-s) should be con-
ducted to test the validity of the for-
mulation of shoreline recession due to
equilibrium beach restoring tendency as

discussed in Chapter VIII.

Since all physical studies of lakes are
in one way or another related to meteoro-
logical data, it appears imperative that
certain basic atmospheric characteristics
should be further studied. These include
in relation to the present study, the wind
overwater to wind overland. ratio.

Various forms of beach protection structures
can be. found in the lÍterature. In this
stud11, it is suggested that permeable walj
would be mosÈ effective. ïn related
studies (not published) on Winnipeg Beach

protection, groins (fairly large in síze)

(v)

(vi )
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'are,'r,r'also found to be ef fective. ït would
be most beneficial to carefully evaluate
the effectiveness of different types of
structure ín r^¡ithholding shoreline reces-
sion due to lake 1evel incr.ease. The
aspect of economics is important in this
regard. A detailed catalogue of exíst_
"ing'structures and their history in t-he
Southern Basín woulà be most reirardj_ng.

(vii) of course, an econornie study of the region
is of prime importance- Such a study
would examine the details of land use,
socÍal and economic significance of dif-
ferent areas, and so forth. I,t is onl_v
wíÈh relevance to such a study that =trråi.=such as this thesis can find justifiable
application.
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PROPERTTES A}TD CHARACTE

A.1 TNTRODUCTION

"Ocean Ìrlaves are complex phenomena, difficult, if
not impossibre, to describe correctly in mathematical terms".
(Wiegel , ]-964l' . In fact, waves can be l¡etter described as
statistical processes governed by the physical properties
of, air and water. More complicated yet ís the phenomenon
of shallorv water \^¡aves, whether they travel from deep water
into shalIow water or whether they have actually been gen-
erated over shallow r,vater.

A concise description of waves can be found in píerson
et al's illust.ration, (1954) which is reprod.uced in Fig. A:-1.
Before dealing with the more complicated aspects of water
waves, it is necessary to examine the simple v/ave, and j.ts
properties with respect to time and space. The shallow
water effect on such a wave form will also be studied.

APPENDTX A

STTCS OF WATER !üAVES

A-1

A.2 A STMPLE WAVE

Tt has been observed that the simplest wave form (such
as the kind generated by a pad.dle-type wave generator in a

beach model) is very similar to the sine function. (See

Fig. A-2(a) ). Although it is convenient and acceptable to
approximate water waves by sine functions, care should be
exercised where the approximation is to be employed. For
example, sine functions cannot be used to represent waves
when a very strong wind is blowing over waterr of, when the
waves are in shallow water. In both cases, the waves do
not conform to the round.edness and the symmetry of. the sine
function and may form white caps d.ue to breaking. The front
slope of the wave form is steeper than the back slope and
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the crest j-s no tr-onger as high above the mean water line
as the trough is below it.

Fig. a-2(a) shows a "tíme frozen" simple síne !úave,
i.e. as in a snap shot. $ is the ordinate axis measuring
the vertical distance from mean water level (ltWf,¡ ; abscissa
x is horizontar distance in the direction of wave propa-
gation. The distance between two consecutive wave crests
or \,üave troughs'is constantr âfld is. called the \^rave length.
The vertical distance from cre,S! to tr:ough i-s termed the
rrave height, half of whích ís called,the amplitude. ïn
this illustration, the wave heíght ís also a constant. The
wave form can be described as

where ls is the ,ordi'nate .of sur,face etre.vat.íon .at .a gi.ven
value of x i .o ís the wave ampli.tude.; k, is a constanti
€x , ís a constant cafled.the phase angle

Fig. A-2 (b) shows a record of the. same wave as re-
corded at a given statíon in the sea. In this case, the
ínstantaneous water surface elevation is shown as a func-
tion of time elapsed since measurement began. The'con-
st,ant T ís the wave period, sr¡ch th'at the cycle repeats
itself in T units of t.ime. CorrespondÍngly,

$' = Qo sin(kx¡e*)

where t'is the time elapsed, and the remaining guantities
correspond to the simiLar ones in Equation (Aî-1).

ït is apparent that $s is a function of both the
distance from the measuring station and the time elapsed.
Combining Equations te-fl and (e-Z) yields

gs = do sin ,(c¡t * ét )

(A-1)

9. = f (",+) = Õo sin (ft* * u.rf * e)

(A-2 )

(A-3)



Shifting the origin to use cosine
o,f convenience) and removing phase

where

Uu = Qo cos ( kx +

= N .os( en (f
H is the wave height,
k = Zn/L, often knov¡n as
t¿ =?rl/T, is the angular

in::adían.

other terms which are commonly used as parameters in
the wave equations are:

function (on1y as a matter
angle :

(Ð+)

* lllT'I

f = 1./T (in cycles/sec.)
c - the velocity of wave

usually referred to
such that,

L- cT

ït. is found that a group of wave crests would travel
at a group velocity c., = c/2, ín deep water. waves at the
head'of the group rolrÏu disappear while new waves are for-
med at the rear of Lhe wave train. rn this manner the
wave train is able to travel at a velocíty slower than the
phase velocity

The energy of a \trave is given by
.t

E-=Er<ErEpc =pg+ (A-6)

per unit width, where pg is the unit weight of water En,
and Err are the kinetic and potential energy per unit area
of v¡ater surface. rt is obvíous that the energy of a dis-
turbance travels with the velocity of the disturbance¡ ct "g'

(A-4a)

(A_4b)

number,
or frequency

the wave

velocity

the frequency.
(or. wave crest), more

as the phase velocity

(A-s )
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'rAnother interesting feature of wave motion is that
water particles in the water perform,circular paths, while
the net mass transfer is in the direction of \^/ave advance
at a usually unnoticeable rate. (See Fig. A-3). The
particle under the crest of a wave will be at the top of
the circurar locus, and vice versa. The size of the cir-
cle decreases with depth and becomes practically nil at a
depth equa.I to half the wave length; thus the water below
this depth is almost not disturbed by the wave motion.

A.3 ST{ALLOW WATER EFFECT ON THE STNE VüAVE

When a simple síne \i/ave such as the one díscussed
above, travels into shallow water, :it ís subject to the
boundary conditions imposed upon it by the lake or ocean
filoor. The wave is saíd to "feel" the bottom when the
depth, d, is less than L/2, where L is the wave length,
although for many practical purposes, shallowness refers
to the sit.uation when d/L.*5. The orbital locii per-
formed by water particles are no longer circular, but are
"squashed" to become'somewhat eIliptíc, being more elliptic
as depth decreases. For an analytical solution the wave
equation (the cosine functj-on of Equation (a-¿)) is to be
solved for the boundary conditio-ns that zero pressure exists
at the free surface and that the water particles remain in
contact with the bottom. In addition, the conservation
of'masb and energy have to be satisfied. The solution of
the problem is facilítated by choosing the appropriate poten-
tial function. After mathematical manipulations which Ín-
clude neglecting the second and higher order terms of ap=
proximation, the relationships (e-Z) through (a-fZ) below
are derived. The rsteps .in these mathematica! d.erivatíons
are not given here.but extensive treatment of this subject
can be found in textbooks on hydrodynamics, such as Ref. 135
(Eíegel , L964, , and Ref. 56 (lppen , L962).



(,)" = gk *onh kd

c= c,¿/k= * *onhffa
= f* Tonh T¿)'*

cj= #-=9kot ¿>E

-a, 9l-r- zT

l=bo

(A-7)

(A-8)

(A-e )

J anh

gJ
VT

where subscript rro,

T'trd-r-

c/co = toni'h kd

d> +

ca,/c : U

.(A-10 )

(A-11)

denotes deep water values.

L:/L"

d/t"

where E = vTavê enêrg! = pg

= tonh kd

? = vrave potvêr =

A-5

(A-12)

(A-13)

It should be mentioned that the foregoing is the
first-order approxj-mation solution.' To date, many sets
of solutions have been derived by a number of researchers,
with some solutions including terms up to the fifth-order
approxÍmation. (Dean, I97O; l¡tiegel , 1964). However, ít
ís felt that the first-order solution (generally known as
The Linear (ai-ry) Theory) is sufficiently adequate for the
present study in the range of accuracy required.

[, n

¿:T tonh kd (A-14)

A.4 THE ACTUAL WAVES

HzL
a

The foregoing paragraphs illustrated the character-
istícs of a simple sine wave. However, a sea of waves
never approaches such a condition. Tf one carefully ob-
serves the waves at sea or on a laker orrê wourd find \iraves
of different amplitudes, periods and wave lengths follow
one another. In fact, it becomes difficult to apply the

Also
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terms 'period', '\n/ave height' and. 'vrave length' to this
situatíon. A wave train may be as shown in Fig. 4-2(.c).
Generally a wave period may be taken to be the time lapsè
between tv¡o consecutíve wave crests, and a wave height is
the vertical distance from the trough of one crest to the
trough of, the next crest. To further complicate the pic-
ture, different sets of waves may be travelling ín (slight1y)
different directions. , rt becomes impossibre to apply the
simp.le sine r.\rave to the real situation.

To be able to analyze an actual sea surface one would
imagíne the actual waves as the sum of numerous sets of
simple sine waves, 3s illustrated in Fig. A-I. (efter
Pierson et â1, 1954). . The recorded waves ín Fig. (a-2 (c) )

can thus be visualized as the resul-tánt of infinite sets
of simple sine waves acting together. Each set of waves
has its particurar wave amplitude, wave period, wave length
eÈ cetera. rt also has its particular direction of travel,
which may or may not be dífferent:from the wind direction
or the general direction of \¡rave propagation. Since the
classical formula (Equations (A-z) to (a-rz)) applÍes to each
set of sine wave, it is therefore possible to describe the
behaviour of the complex combinatíon of wave trains.

A,.5 WAVE SPECTRUM

. It is convenient to apBly the concept of spectrum to
water vraves. rn the past two d.ecades, there have been many

studies on water \^/ave spectrum.' rn fact, spectral analysis
has become ân almost indispensable tool in parameterizing
waves and many other phenomena in oceans and lakes. ïn
the past, the significant wave was taken to be a sufficient
description for a sea of \raves, but it is now known that
the concept of spectrum provides a better understanding
and a more precise \,\rave descrj-ption of the actual state of
the sea or 1ake.



The mathematical derivation of a (wave) spectrum
may appear confusing to those v¡ho are noL familiar with
the subject. The foregoing section described how a com-

plex wave pattern on the water surface can be broken down

into simple individual components of wave trains. This
is the basic idea of spectral analysis of waves. Perhapsr
one may draw an analogy betrveen a wave spectrum and the
sieve analysis of sand sizes. Just as the weight of sand
of sizer sây, bdtween 1 mm to 2 mm can be represented by
an ordínate (or a bar) on the grain size distribution graph,
so can the spectral density (of square of surface deformatíon)
of frequency, sâyr between 1 cps'to,2 qps be represented on

a spectral, curve. The total we:i-.ght of the sànd sample is
an integration of the area ,under the sand size distribution
curve; sirnilarly, the total ',mean square deformation of a

unit area of the sea can be obtained by integrating the
spectral curve. The mean square deformation wave spectrum
is therefore one with the squar:e of surface elevation plot-
ted. on the ordinate and the 

-frequency 
plotted on the abscissa.

(See Fig. A-4).

A spectrum is a function that mathematically desc::ibes
the distribution of a cert,ain depend,ent variable with res-
pect to an independent variable. Thís could be the dis-
tribution of mean vrave height with respect to wave period,
or mean \^rave slope with respect to wave number. Typícal
of such in the study of water waves is the distribution of
mean-sguare deformation ,(or,,amplitude) with respect to T, k,
f,t or G) (rf any one of T, k, f , orcÐ is defined. the
remaining three are dete.rmi-ned) . A wave spectrum is shown

in Figure (e-¿)

To descríbe a \,üave record in terms of a wave spectrum,
salr as the mean square deformation of water surface, it is
necessary to separate out wave components of approximately
the same frequency, sây, within the range of f + Af/z and

A-7
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f. - tf./z, v¡here Â f is a very narrow frequency band., and
find the mean value of wave height square. This would
give the spectral density of the \^rave components in the
frequency band; that is, the ordinate of the spectral
curve at frequency f. The total area under the curve,
obtained by integratíon, represents the mean square cle-

formation for all wave components, (d) , pêr unit area
of the rvater surface. Since, by a former relationship,
(Equation (A-6) ) r(rtt) , ís directly proportional to energy,
E, t,hi's quantity represénts the available energy of the
sea or the lake, at the particular locations and at the
¡rarticular timer pêr unit area.

Anotheï property of the wave spect.rum is that if the
spectral density of the hrave component at frequency f is
multiplied by its group velocity, one obtains the wave
power for the frequency component, or the rate at which
energy is delivered across a vertical plane perpendicular
to Èhe direct.ion of wave propagat,ion., Thus, it is pos-
sible to measure the energy state of the sea by the vrave

power delivered. The total wave power is the summation

of the power delivered by all- the frequency bands ín the
wave spectrum

A.6 ENERGY DELTVERTD BY WAVES TN A STORM

Suppose a storm lasts for t hours, and it take" tl
hours for the waves to attain a relativellz steady state,
as at a measuring station near the shore, provided the
wind speed remains constant at U m/sec. At the end of
t hours, the wind stops abruptly. See Fig. .(A-5). Vüaves

from offshore. are still travelling shorewardr so that the
lr¡ave record shows diminishing wave height, (therefore, wave

energy) for salr L2 hours. Thus the coast receives a con-
stant level of wave energy for t - t, hours, plus energy
of increasing and decreasing intensity for t, and t2 hours
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respectívely. For all practical purposes, it is con-
venient to consider the total effect as the summation of
the three períods ví2, t1, t - tl, and t' by the approxi-
mation that the same,. U blowing over the fetch of water for
t* hou.rs v¡ould have prod.uced the level of wave energy
actually measured. An unrealistic but simpligying quali-
fication is that the steady state wave energy is delivered
abruptly to the coastal station at the beginning of t* and

lasted until the end of t*. (See Fig. (A-5 (c) ). of
necessity, t* is greater than or equal to t - t1, but less
than or equal to t. For most practical purposes, t* can

be taken as an approximation of t.

To fínd the energlz delivered by wave components v¡ith-
in a small frequency band between f - ^f./2 

and f. + 
^f./2(such that f is the average frequency) one sìlms the mean

square deformation by multiplying the spectral density by

the band interval a f. By converting the product to energy
per unit area and. mult,iplying it by the group velocity, t,he

vrave power due to wave components of the smaIl frequency 
ì

band between f +laf and f - LAf can be obtained. The

quantity of energy delivered is the product of vrave power

and t.* r âs follows

r@
Enersy = t* I 0trl x c_dfJo - I

OTHER PROPERTTES. OF WAVE SPECTRUMA.7

The foiegoing discussion showed how a spectrum can

be expressed as a function of frequency. However, in many

appli.cations it is more convenient to express a wave spec-
trum with r^rave number, k, or angular frequencyra), as the
independent variable. The following notations and ter-
minology are commonly used for water v¡ave spectra

(A-18)
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(i) Spect.ral density - the ordinate under the
spectral curve as shorvn in Fig. A-4(a). It has the dimen-

.)

sion of (Length- time) when frequency is used as an inde-
pendent variable, and the square of surface deformation is
plotted on the ordinate

(ii) Co-cumulative Spectra - This is a term used
by Pierson et al. (1955); also abbreviated as C.C.S. It
is given as:

Ordinate of Co-cumulative spectra at
frequency fl = f: spectral density dr u+-,

{frequency) .
(A_re )

The ordinate of the C.C.S. at
wave-height of th.e sea, which

¡rortíonal to the energy in the
as E. (Pïerson et al. ,1955 ) . See Fí9. (A-4 (b) ) .

(iii) S (co) , s (f ) et cetera - spectral density
as functions of ¿¡ , f et.- cetera.

(ív) S(f), S(c,J ) et cetera - cumulative spectra
as functions of úJ¡ f, et cetera.

= 
o ] ¿¿t(v) çt , rt

face elevation deviating from the MWL, or mean square def'or-
mation.

(vi) 0(,rr), Þ<[], O ( k) . ..:..etc. spectral density
functions of sguare water surface elevatíon as functions
of e) t f., k, et, cetera, such that

f = 0.0 is the mean-square-
is of course dírectly pro-
seai this value is defined

This definition of spectrum is called
sional spectrum

rl: = ff ô'(o) d<¡ (A-20 )

the one dimen-
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(vii) Q fll - is'mean-square surface deformation
spectrum in vector form, where k is a vectorial wave number.

(viii) O (k,c{ ) - an equivalent expression for Õ (k),
Both Q (l<, 6X ) and Q tEl are called the two-dimensional
spectra density such that

rØ c4r/o ¡ @

n2=f--t
o J-tr/L-- - v o ,^ Z]-)û lJr-'

(ix) O (k, t) , Q tt, c( , t) - two-dimensional spec-
trum with time (duration of wind actÍon) as an additional
independent variable, such that

rt (t) = f: f:; ø*,d,,r)d* d k

ïn a sea, waves can approach a station from any dir-
ection. Generally they come f,rom a 180e sector bound by
90o to the left and right of the mean wínd direction. Waves

from outside this sector are negligible, unless there are
notable shore effects et cetera. A wave spectrum can be
conveniently represented by definition (vii) or (viii) above.
V,fhen the wave components withín the 1800 seitor are 'summed

one obtains the one-dímensìonal spectrum as defined ín (vi).
Thus, one-dimensional and two-dimensional spectrum are,re-
Iated as follows

= J: ock,+r

r:üQ(k,

dk
(A-22)

o() dkoo( = Í:0(k) dk= l.*JO Þ(k) d k (A-23)



A sca can be 'reprcsented by the sum of many simple $,a*e trains
moving in dilïcrcnt di¡.ccrions; , fAftcr \V..J. picr-son, J.., G. ñeurninn, and R. \V.
Janrcs, 1955, I\actical iltt!1ds loy oltiruing and Forrc:aiting occan H'a.¡s tt¡, ltleans oJ
lllaae sþectra and stotistict, u.g. Navy H,vclrographic officõ publication óó:.]
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( a) Instantanious velocitl, vectors at time
shorvn and orbital patlri of fluid particles in a rvave
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8.1 INTRODUCTTON

An important contribut,or to wave statistics is
M.S. Longuet-Higgins. In this appendix the essence of
his 1952 paper will be presented. The objective here
is to appreciate the statistical properties inherent in
a sea of waves. In the final analysis, it ís to suggest
that waves cannot be adequately described with anything
less than the idea of wave spectrum

Assuming any arbitrary distribution of wave heights,
such as the one shown in Fig. B-1 (r), tt(P) is the wave

height of (p x 100) percent highest !\rave in the entire
wave populatÍon. rrprr for a given wave height is the
probability that the wave height will be equalled or
exceeded. As defined, u(L/s) ot H('333) i" the generally
used.significant wave height - the mean wave height of the
top third highest waves. The similar notation applies to
wave amplitude, u(n).

APPENDTX B

WAVE STATISTTCS

B-tr

8.2 TWO SIMPLE CASES

(i) In a simplified picture there exists only
one sinusoidal wave train ín the sea, say rù (t) = dosin (<¡ t)
as in Fig. B-1 (b). The distriÈution of r,¡ave amplitude (in
this case taken as half of the wave height), is a constant
( omax. = 6 (1) = o(L/3) '- dmin). The mean-squarè am-

plitude is defined as:

õ.=*

where N is the number of

(03+ot*at+.....+oi)
': (B-1)

wave amplitudes measured.



(ii) Tf tltere are two wave trains in the sea
rather than one, with angular frequencies of <^:, and 02
but with similar wave amplitude and phase angle, the re-
sultant surface elevation is given by:

t (+) = do co5 a,I * Õo cos 0¿l
( B_2)

By trigonometric identity:

¿{-Ê) = 2 eocos(llzs)t cos( #lt

ït is to b'e noticed thát the arsumenr of rhe ,rr::-::sine
gives the effect of a uTave with a short oscillation period,
while the argument of the second cosine function produces
the effect of much more srowly oscillating wave train with
angular frequence of ( or - úJzl /2. The resultant water
surface i-s therefore as illustrated in F'ig. B-1 (c) , as
though a shorter sinusoidal wave train of the type cos-
(c.rt + Q)t/z has been modulated by 2^o cos ( of - ö)t/2.
The closer ú), approaches ¿,J2 the longer the modulating rÁiave

length will be. or one can also say that a rirave train of
fL(t) = 2u o cos ( c^r, + uJ2)L/2 is modified by the function
cos (cr..t1 - d) t/Z

since ( c^-tt + c¿r¡ is constant, each cycle of the long-
er wave contains a constant number of cycles of the shorter
wave. rn other words, in each quarter cycle of the longer
waver sây, o < t(r/trð, -1,J2) , the number of smaller
scale sea surface undulation N, is a constant. Now if
one designates these small wave scale amplitudes by a, it
is evident that the distribution of the N waves, ruhich is
a representative sampre of the rirave population, is identical
to the distrib'ution function defined by the quarter cycle
sine function

B-2



B-3

r¿ctl = ? eo cos@fùt ; o<i ( it/(a,-tJ¿) (e-¿)

/^\The mean amplitude of pN largest \^tave amplitudes .(P), is
thus

È ^nl -.tt- ì
<"r Þ-lT [rtq). -u)ztrrt.r--:- - r - ?oo COS(o,_ c¿òI/Z dtL¡ (Ð,-02- J o cqo LUJ(k 

(B_5)
or

/ôì -Q Pîfe'-' = ?ao Ëtr sin 2' (B_6)

where p is a specified probability. From this, it also
follows that

d-(aù¿ = aolz
(B_7 )

^(p) ta 2 ^!.- P'll ='ie '-= a/.¿. ñ sn*Z_ A (B_B)

therefore,
(t/ro) :

O 
-'-.- ' - l. 40Ô A

/4(l/3) r 2Fa +L, ": l'J5O A
,a(,.o) /ì.ìr - (B-9)\r '- 'YUl A

The probability distrÍbution function of wave amplitude
ís,:therefore

.i,¡,.1"r.1:.-..... --,.- -...--..

Ptol

8.3 A RANDOM SEA

realistic view that a sea of waves is composed of many
different components, (noC just two components as in the
foregoing example), and that the process by which they are
generated is random, Longuet-HÍggins arrived at some very

2
(1r
(o

Iaflæ ,

t



interesting results. one of these, regarding mean prob- 
'

able wave amplitudes, is reproduced in Table B-1. In
particular, it is to be,noticed that, the significant wave

amplitude is 1Z of the root-mean-square amplitude;' sim-
ilarIy, Èherefore, for wave height.,,, This value is not ,.

far from 1.350 given by the simplified model of two simple
sine wavesr âs in Section 8.2.

The details of Longuet-Higgins derivation is not re-
produced here, but one can appreciate from the simplified.
model that the basic concept that- a sea surface is the
random interaction of a multitude of different wave com-

ponents, The use of root-mean-square value as a parameter

is also very convenient with speciat reference to wave spec-

trum analysis. Thus knowing tn-e spectrum of a sear one

knows the mean-square surface elevation of the sear and

since for sinusoidal wave t=t O", one can therefore directly
find properties such as sígnificant $¡ave height.

TABLE B-1

^ 
(n)

REPRESENTATTVE VALUES OF ?-
IN THE CASE OF A NARROT\T VüA\TE SPECTRUM

B-4

p

0.01
0. 05

0.1
0.2
0.25
0.3
0. 3333

" 
(n) 

7ã

2.359
1.986
1. 800

1.591
r.5rz
t.454
1. 416

p

0.4
0r5
0.6
0.:l
0.8
0.9
1.0

^@\ ¡ã

L.347
r.256
1. 176

1.102
1.031
0.961
0. 886
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c.I

THEORIES 0r' VüTND WA\rE GENERATTON

a subject of muoh ínterest to many researchers in coastal
engineering and fluid dynamics.
portance is the probfem of predicting wave magnitudes
when given a certain set of meteorological conditions,
so that a designer would knowlwhat forces a coastal struc-
ture would have to withstand, or what is the required free-
board for a certain dam; and so forth. But owing to the
complex nature of wind,w.a'\re g.ene,ratÍ,orlr there is no simple
method of predicting waves without, expending a minimal
amount of energy in measuring waves in the field or toy-
ing with long equations. .There a.re ,tÌ¡¡o dif f erent ap-
proaches to study waves. The first approach, which is
frequently referred to as the significant wave approach
ín this thesis, treats a sea of waves as though iL can be
represented by a single train of (simple sinusoidal).
"effective" wave. This is the so called "signÍficant
u/ave" approach in which the significant wave heíght
(trough to crest) is chosen to be the mean of the lar-
gest one-third wave heíght in the ùave height population.
various investigatons have spent considerabile time and
energy collecting field data,and plotted them on a di-
mensionless plotr âs i¡ Fig. 4-2. , A clear]y defined
relationship for wave prediction therefore exists.

The second approach is more theoretical. Whereas
the significant wave approach is basically semi-empirical,
and measures only the effective \^rave (a fictitious situ-
ation) , this: theoretical approach attempts to follow and

ÏNTRODUCTTON
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explain the exact mechanism of wind wave generation.
with the introduction of the concept of wave spectrurn
by theoreticians such as Eckart. (Lgs2l, phillips (1957)
and Miles (rg57) , it is felt that the exact process of
wind r^rave generatíon has been rather satísfactorily ex-
plained. Pieces 'of supporting .evidence (such as that
gathered by Wiegel (1966) and Hino (1968) ) of the theories
proposed is incr:easing in number. Another very important
fact is that,; the wave spectrum appioach provides a much
more real-istíc and coneise descríptj-on of the complex
nature of a sea of waves. This appendix wilr attempt
to follow through the development of wave generation
theories, starting rvith Jeffery, who,along with the
earlier theoreticians accepts the use of an effectíve
(or signíficant) \,üave train

c.2 DEVELOPMENT .OF TTIEO,R.Y

Jeffery studied wind r^rave generatíon as early as
1924. His sheltering hypothesis says ilrat as a wind
passes over a wave there is a redistribution of pressure.
Due to eddies on the leeward side of the vrave form, .there
is a reduction of,pressure there, thus causing a transfer
of energy to the Ìtraves. The hypothesis involves a sher-
tering coefficient "s". However, measurement from experi-
ments indicates that the actual varue of rrs,, is.rnuch too
low for significant contribution to wind lvave generation,
(Phillips, Ig57; Wiegel, 1964) ¡ particularly for waves
of smal1 amplitude. ft is no doubt that Jeffery's effect
exísts, but probabLy only of minor ímportance ín the usual
field conditions.

(II) S-r¡erdrup and Munk 
:

By introducing the effects of. tangential stresses ,
sverdrup and Munk took up where Jeffery left off.

(r)



They proposed the hypothesis that the transfer of energy
from wind to wave is d.ue to both the normal stress (pres-
sure distribution as Jeffery sugge,sted) and the tangêntial
stress. Their formulations of the rate of energy trans-
fer due to the normal stress R* and tangential stress Rtn
are as follows

where *o = -kaC cos k(x-ct,) is the particle vertical
velocity at the surface. pz is the normal tension (-pres-
sure) on the surface. Andr.

R* = Jj ., uor,dx ( c-z)

where Uo= ka C s,in k(x-ct,) is the horízontal component

of particle velocity at the'surface, andrwhere

Rn=rfj p,wodx
t

c-3

All other symbols are .as previousLy defined or as

defined in Appendix H. L the resistance coefficient
lvas taken by Sverdrup and Munk to be 2.6 x 10-3, but other
researchers found that its value varies'from experiment :to
experiment.

Thus if R'., is the rate o.f tro,ss, of energy due to dis-
sipatíon by viscosity, a wave would gain energy and increase
Íf (Rt l Rn) >Ru. Notice that R, can take on.both positive
as well as negative values. At the early stages of wave

generation, energy transfer is predominantly due to normal
stress, ltzhereas, in the latter stage (when c/U 0.37) tan-
gential stress becomes the important means of energy trans-
fer while the energy transfer due to normal stress may

even become negative. Bretschneider (Ref. 56) later also
added that the "fuIly developed. sea" is generally said of

t- 1P" U.

(c-1)

ïs ,the wind stress.
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a water surface rvhich, for a given wind velocity, has

reached some sort of a steady state condition, in r,r¡hich

energy gained is l¡alanced by energy lost (through vis-
cous dissipation of wave breaking et cetera). ïn the
light.of recent research, however, the concept of a

"fully developed seat' is found to be misleading, a1-
though it, is still in common use, (vfiegel, 1964).

Although Sverdrup and Munk's model seems to be ade-
quate for exþlaining the processes of wind-rrave generation,
later measurements by Ro1ls and Hamada, Metsuyasu and Håse
(ín 1953) reveal conflicts of data which question the
validity of the theory, (etter lfiegel, 1964, pp.227-
22g) . In addition, (in 1966) Vüiegel also shov¡ed that
transfêr of energy due to tangential stress plays a minor,
if not ínsig.nificant role in the total mechanism of wj-nd

wave generation.

(fII) Kelvin and Helmholtz

Another hypothesis put forward belongs to studies
of classical fluid mechanics by Kelvin and Helmholtz as

early as the late nineteenth cent.ury (1887, 1888). These

investigators (independent,ly) applied the model of oscil-
lations at an interface of two different fluid media¡ sâyr
for âir and water with densities po, and pw respectively.
(See Fig. C-1) . The subscripts "a" and 'wu denote air
and water, respectively.

It is found that for a free gravity wave travelling
with a phase velocity of co on the interface of air with
wind speed of Ur' in the 

"r*" 
direct.ion as the wind ,and

water velocity U, - critical state is reached at a value
of (Ua U*), above which the system becomes unstable and

the amplÍtude of the wave train will continue to grow, but
below which, the system will remain stable. Since Uo, is



usual ly sma1l compared to U., the
(Ua Ur) is generally taken as U

of U. is given by

Uo

Nevertheles.s, not only is Kelvin-Helmholtz theory
incapable of explaining how an oscíllation at the inter-
face is initiated but that it requires unreasonably hÍgh
wind speed to produce instability of water waves of a
given phase velocity. Thus in accordance with the equa-
Èion, for a 10 ft. hrave (L = 10 ft.) to grow, the minimum
wind speed should be 123 knots. (efter Wiegel 1964,
pp.2,22) . Miles ( 19 5I ) also showêd that Kelvin-Helmholtz ' s
model only becomes effective at wind speeds much higher
than usually recorded.

It is, irnportant .Lo bear in,.mínd the following com-
ments pertaining to the models discussed above: Jeffery's
sheltering hypothesis; Sverdrup and Munk (and Bretschneider's)
normal stress and tangentíal stress model and Kelvin-Helmholtz
interface instability model.

(1) Each (and all) of the three hypothesis ís
(are) unable to account for the major portion
of energy transferred from wind to wave but
everlzone of these models is able to account
for a small proportion of energy transferued.

(Z) These hypothesis generally assume that a

sea of vtaves can be r"nr"".rrted by a sig-
nificant wave train. The validity of the
concept of a sígnificant wave appears to

" be unsatisfactory as discussed elsewhere
in this thesis.

| + pa/p-t
Co

differential veloci.ty

" 
and the critical value

c-5

(after Ïppen, L966;
Wiegel , 1964) .
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(3) Each of these rnodels, ,in .one uTay or another,
fails to explain how water waves are initially
formed bv wind.

(TV) Eckart

It was not until two decades ago that spectral analy-
sis rvas applied'to the study of wind-t\raves. The concept
of a spectrum is" discr¡ssed irr: app.ndix a and will not be

repeated here. Among those who u-sed spectral analysis in
the field of coastal engí'neèrj.ng we,re P.ierson, Neumann,

James, l4oskowitz and others. These researchers took :

measurements from actual ocean condiÈions and arrived at
certain semi-empirical formulations which proved to be

extremely convenient for, general applications, (Píerson

et al 1955i Pierson and l4oskowi-tz, Lg,:64; Moskowitz , 1964¡
Pierson, Lg52), although minor objections have been raised
to the validity of some of the finðings of Pierson-Neumann-
.James (also known as PNJ) method, with particular regard
to the -6th power law of their wave spectrum, (Philfips,
1959). Nevertheless, Èhese and other investigators
pioneered coast.al engineering ínto a new dimension.

One of the first to apply Ì^Iave spectral analysis
theoretically was Carl EckarÈ. He also introduced a more

conciseandrea1isticconceptofthemechanismofwave
generation by consideringatmospheric turbulence. He

considers a simplified model of wind blowing over water,
such that the 'wincl Ís ídealized .by a moving 'system of
eddies of ídentical size but with different locations of
gust centres. These eddies are responsible for l'gustsl',
and. therefore, pressure fluctuationst in a random way at
any location. The pressure fluctuation can be represen-
ted in a specÈra1 form (as a function of wave number and

frequency) at any spatial location by the use of Fourier
analysis. rt ís because of this phenomenon that water



r^/aves are induced. The waves can also be represented
by a corresponding spectrum such that the pressure fluc-
tuation component of a certain wave number b and fre-
quêncy æ, (therefore, of a certain phase vefocity a/:k\ ,

is responsible for inducing, the water \irave component of
the corresponding \^rave number or frequeney. Thus, ,con-

trary to Jeffery's hypothesis in which a variable pres-
sure distributiop in the atmosphere is induced by a train
or, trains of ,,wâter \^/aves al::ead¡z p'::e¡ent, Eckart theorized
that the atmospheric pressure v.ariabÌfity'is an inherênt
statistical property of the atmosphere, and it is the cause
of initial wave formati-on on a water surface - the reverse
of Jeffery's basic argument. For if the pressure is
initially'uníform over a water body no:wave of any kind
can be induced

. Furthermore, Eckart al,so gave ' the reasoning to a

commonly observed phenomeRon. Because the gust centres
travel with the mean wind velocity U, a wave with phase

velocity componenL equal to U will continue to receive
energy from the eddies. Thus, for a hrave travelling at an
angle to the wind such that c cos o( = Ul where c( is the
angle bêtween wind direct,ion and the preferred. direction
of wave:,,travel, the amplitude.;,wíll continue to grow. The

result is the commonly obserVed "fish-tail" Ì^rave pattern.
(v) Phillips

Phitlips argued that the simplified model of atmos-
pheric turbulence due to eddies of identical size is not
realistic. This is why Eckart's results tend to be low.
The atmospheric turbulence is indeed most. complicated to
analyze. Not only are',eddy centres (gust centres) ran-
domly distributed in space, but the length scales of these
eddies are also random functions, describable only in
statistical terms. The pressure distribution due to the
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eddÍes can be broken down into many components of dif-
ferent wave numbers k-, where subscript ,a, denotes ,air,.

-a-.Each component is borne forth with or convected by the
wind at different velocities. The rarger eddies occupy
larger space, therefore, having rarger length,scales, and,
are convected by the wind. at a higher location above the
water surface while smaller eddies lie closer to the sur-
face. Phi-llips associates the convection velocity of
a water wave component of wave number k with mean wind
velocity at a distance I/k above the surface. Thus for
most applications, assuming the log-law wind velocity
profíle to be valid, most wave components with wave length
greaÈer than 1.7 cm are convected at a verocity very close
to the. mean recorded wind velocity. serafini (after Hino,
L966) shows that the approximation U^ (k) = U"o is a reason-- c'
able assumption for most practÍcar applícations, where
uc (k) denotes the convection velocity of the wave component
and U* is the free stream velocity.

'Eckart suggested that water v/aves are fírst generated
by identical atmospheríc eddies in a wave generating region,
and then the waves grow as they travel under wind actíon
over a fetch of water. phillips' eddies, however, develop,
interact, and decay throughout the duration of the storm and
over the ent,ire fetch. He also considered the process of
wave generation in two separate stages. The initial st,age
of development is one in which the time of rvave generation,
t, ís ver:y short. (In fluid mechanics terms: t((O(t);
where 9(k) is the "time scale,', or the development time
of pressure fluctuations). Duríng this time the wave
spectrum is related to the pressure spectrum as follows:

0 ( k'l) *z f k' ll(k) lo /e'Î
in which O (k, t) is the wave spectrum; T[
sure spectrum of the atmosphere, [- is the

(c-¿)

(k) is the pres-
response factor
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.: ,:(dimensionless) which is a correlation factór between g/

and ll ; t is the development time variable and.a11 other.
variables are as previously defined.

The response factor is also a function of the: follow-
ing two conditions. (í) A wave travelling at a phase
velocíty c, and an angle cr from the direction of mean wind
travel \,,/i11 respond most intensely if c = Ua cos c( , such

-1Lhat ot = cos * ("/üJ yields the condition foi resonance.
(ii) .Due to the physical property of þo, the kinematic
viscos.ity of' air, components of 1T(k) with largie wave
nì-rmber, k, can be neglected.

For the principal stage of wave development, Phillips
gave the follo¡uing expressíon for the wave spectrum

where v = c(k)/cos cr and l'1., = (gk + Tx3 /Ðr/z

It is important to note that Q is a linear f,unction
of tíme. Furthermore, lhe shape of the wave spectrum wíth
respect to k, the v,/ave number, remains constant until the
slopes of the waves become so large that effects of dis-
sipation become ímportant. Subsequently, the meaÌÌ square
deformarion of a sea can be known; T-Lr = f I Õ ( k, t) dt dk.
Phillíps rfurther showed that

,-2
Q tr,r)ru | TI (r) t

2 PerÊ S {t,v)

and thus

0(k,V) : 1 /(k(U" - c(k)/cosa)) (c-6)

sma11

ft*#ffi (c-7)

was discovered later that the expression is too
a factor ot -{2. (l,onguet-Higgins , 1962) .

TI
by

(c-5)
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(V) Miles

Miles approached the problem of wave generation with
a line of thought quite similar to Jeffery's. He assumed
that wave forms are already i4 existence. Furthermore,
the pressure distribution of the atmosphere is affected
by the perturbation of the water waves. The water sur-
face deformation (deviation from mean water level) is given
by the,complex form

. :t,(x_ct)
n lr\r6(x,T):de (C-g)

where a ís the wave amplitude and arr notations are as
previously defined. This represéntation is in essence
identical to that of the sine funct.ion as in Equat,ion (A-3),
q(x,t\ = do co5(kxtot+ e) . subsequenrly, since rhe sur-

1":: deformation is a function of air pressure, po , the
followíng relationship can be assumed

where U, is an arbitrary reference air velocity;o(+iF.ia
a comprex dimensionless coeffícient for pressure, in which
both cx and p are functions of c and k; all other notatÍons
are as previously defined. rt may be noted thaÈ ,kt: Trl"is a form of wave slope.

The surface deformation and atmospheric pressure are
related to each other by the equation of motion such that
the resistance stress due to deformatioú plus change in
inertia equals the force applied due to pressure variation.
The mathematical form for this balance for a unit area is:

,L¿*ffit,t, = -fa : (c-ro)

po'= ((x+ i¡n)f..Ul),h -0

or Lr¿,* m kacz¿ : - (or* ip)p" U,. kr¿,

(c-e )

(c-11)
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:

where m is the mass per unit 'area;. [1 is an aceeleration
with suffix 't' denoting differentiation with respect, to
tíme ¡ L is a linear operator (a transformation function)
such that L[ vields the resisting stress. Assuming for
resistance'stresses, free surface wave condition approxi*
mates the enforced wave condition,

I n - ulrzn2nr-rc- fut\ ç+11.

leading to the following equat-íon

al.-^2C'= C( + S (u" ip) U,? rc_r'\w-L¿l

where c. is the phase velocity of the enforced vrave;I
s = þ/fwi Ut is the wind velocity at a reference level.
As an approximation, however,

c=c.e[t**s(.r*ip)4)"J 
r._.r?\

. lv L¿,

The rate of growth per radian, (or the negative damp-
ing ratio) by vírtue of some operations of mathematics is.

lo = 2x ïEaginarv.partof c (c-14,)\ - '' Real part of c \v ¿

tl o

suchthat 4o:sÊ(Ë)- (c-ls)
t

where Qais the negative damping,ratio for transference of
energy from air; c can be assumed to approximate Cç

Loss of energy due to víscosityr on the other hand, is given
by the following damping ratio,

so that the net damping

q = sp(+)

4*---4ÁJ*

The effect of tangential stress d.ue t,o wind as sug-
gested by Sverdrup and Munk can similarltrr be includ.ed.
This effect, however, has been shown to be insignifícànt

kT
ratio is

(c-17)



and can be disregarded for most práctical
(I{iegel , 1966, Hino, 1966).

By definítion,

where E deno,tes the

4k, ôt:
'

Integrating,

4; 'l
Æ

rF
-%ùt ,

where E is the energy at the initial state. Since E- is
proportional to lt2 and the mean square elevation of the
sea, the wave specÈrum is,

I ¿kcl
Q:Qo o='-"' (c_2r)

Thus'it is a simple matter to evaluate sea surface
cöndítionsr. such as the mean sguare deformation, once an
initial state and the duration t is known. The difficult
problem, however, is the evaluation 

"f P, the complex com-
ponent of the pressure coefficient in Equation (C-9). The
solution to this problem was, indeed, the thesis of Míles
first papers on wave generation.

Adoptíng the dimensionless parameters,

ln E
Þo

mean

àE
E

= 4kcl,

energy. Thus

applications.
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or E
Ë ¿kct=toe'

(c-18 )

Ç=kg ; U-c= U¡Gr (Ç) ; T = U, Ø (Qry(x,t)

(c-le )

where % i, the atmospheric stream function and Ø ís a
dimensionless stream function; all other variables are
as previously d,efined. (It is easy to see that 4 is a

dimensionless height, and ,Ð(Q) is a dímensionless vel-
ocity). Imposing the proper boundary conditions on the
stream function at y = !o and y = @ , the expression for
f3 is

(c-20 )

' 
l tfl

P--Îr(lø.f (ff) ) cÐ"=o

(c-22')

(c-23)



',where the subscript 'cr 'denotes evaluation atç=ftc where
[J = c. Thus the problem. being solved is the.atmospheric
functions ø(4) ana a)(4\. This, Miles did by ."=oir'n
the log-profile for mean wind velocity, and approximating
a solution to the Orr-Sommerfield equation (an equation
that describes motion of perturbed fluids - the details
of v¡hich will not be attempted in this thesis). Two
years later, after a solution to the equation was made
possible, Miles re-evaluatedp The values ofp have
been supported by experimentation to date, (after Hino,
1966; wiegel, l-966 and others) and. the original grêphical
form is reproduced in Fig. c-2. The arithmetical approxi-
mation of P is as follows: (after Hino, 1966).

,=3.39-0.9a06( loS(8.6¡ X tO-'/€c ¡;t...ä
(e.Ss.o¡xro-t) I

p = 3.39-1.2s1 i log (ê. / 8.6t X 1O-3 ) J?.323 
|( 8.6r X to-t < €. _< s.48 x lo-, ) |

P =-C-1402- 2.t8t log .r. t
( s.48X to-?<€. 53 xto-r ) {

É= { los (3f €' 
":ï* ro-r <€. <z )

F=O.OL? exþ { 2 ('Z-€.)l 
I

( z<8. ) J

vhere €.:9 ( -L!¡ 
cos c ' z

and i e den ot e s **" * Jn"":Tr":J.ï: ::" 
-; 

:'; Tï.' rlrt ì ;:: "il " . r," *indepenCent gf g r*ren €. <2.

It is of interest Èo note the following.
(1) F r âs per Equation C-23, is proportional to

the negatíve derivative of the slope of the shear ve-locity
profile' -lI^. This is in agreement with Taylor'slfind-C 4qJ¿v! Þ ¿¿

ings.. (after Míles, ].}ST; after Lighthill, 1962, Ref.
No. 143).

(2) With regard to the same equation, where -U,'
is larger, the growth of wave is faster. Thus smaller

(c-24)



waves, corresponding to largêr k, responding to
the lower portion of the wind profi-le where -U"
tend to gain energy moïe readil¡r.

(3) The transference of energy to waves
velocÍty c;is due only to the thin layer of the
where {J = c.

(4) whereas phillips! spectrum tends to gain energy
in rinear propqrtion with time, Milesr mechanism rules that
the growth rate'"of wave spectrum is'an exponential function
of time to the base ê.

(5) Phillips' mechanism of energy transfer'i,s one
of random atmospheric fluctuation; Miles, is the consequence
of shear flow (thu,s the log-profile) of the atmospheric struc-
ture. Furthermore , by Miles I procês,s , ,, the pressure f luc-
tuation and surface de,formation are '"coupled" and are 1g0o
out of phase (that is, a "low" of water surface corriesponds
to a'lhiqh" of air pres,sure) - a fact that has been veri_
fied by many (such as Longuet-Higgins, !962¡ Longuet-
Higgins Cartwright and Smith, ,I963; Vüiegel , 1966; Hamada,
1968, (nef. No. 150), etc.)

(6) Lighthill also gave a different interpretation
of Milesr results in a later:paper. (LighthiLl-, Lgäz,
Ref. 143).

(7') Miles assumed that \^'aves are already in exis-
tence when the wind blows over them but did not account for
how waves are initially produced.

C.3 MTLES-PHILLTPS ' MODEL
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eddies in
j-s 1arge,

with phase
aËmospnere

Noting the last
sible to simufate the
by combining Phillips'
stage of development,

point (7) mentioned above, it is pos-
entire process of wind-wave generation
and Miles' modeLs. At the initial:

the water surface is smooth and waves
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can only be produced by random atmospheric pressure fluc-
tuations as described by phillips. At later st,ages when
the wave forms are well established, the shear frow of air
above them is perturbed, and l4iles' mechanism becomes domi-
nant. Miles (1960) advanced the following combinatíon,

O(k,+) = #, Frmt)" r^ liT(k,Ì) cos fk(Vcosa-r)d (e_)
. T, d+t (c-2s)

where t-(mt) = (ee-t -L)/Zmt ; rc-26)

=à,Íkc; (c-27)

l- is a time scale of atmospheric fluctuation; all
other notations are as defined p::eviously. when the value
of t is small F(mt) approaches unity and Equation c-zs
becomes essentially identical to eguation C-7. trrlhen t
is large, the F(mt) grolvs ex¡ronentially with timer so
does the spectrum, consequentry. phillíps also investi-
gated the occurrence of the transition frequency, above
whích MíIes'effect, becomes important, below whÍch phillips'
mechanism is predominant (phillips and Katz, 1961).

C.4 THE EQUILTBRTUM RANGE

A wave, obvíousIy, cannot continue to grow expon-
entially without limít as peï Equation c-25. The physicar
limitations to this growing process are essentiarly the loss
of energy due to viscous dissipation and the transference
of energy from vTave components o"f a higher wave number to
one of lower wave number. The resuLting \^rave spectrum
is called the equilibrium spectrum.

When a wave has grown to such a state (such a mag-
nitud,e of amplitude and steepness) that the accelerat,íon
near the crest is larger than g, the gravitational accel-
eration, the particles at and near the crest are in a
state of tension. consequently, the surface would tend
to break and become detached from the rest of the v/ave form.
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Thereafter, a viscous dissipation of energy witl be in-
volved, which is commonly observed as the formation of
white cap waves in a stormy sea. Thus a wave component

with a given freguency (or angular velocity) can, only at-
tain a bertain maximum wave height, By dimensional analy-
sis, Phillips arrives at the following relationship (f958).

F ; \ -t -...-5g(dJ:cxgo (c_28)

where o( = 7.4 x 1O-3, a dimensionless constant. Thís re-
lationship has been tested and proved valid by many resear-
chers. (Longuet-Higgins, 1962¡ Cartwright, Longuet-Higgins
and Smith, Lg63 (nef. No. 144); Snyder and Cox, Lg66; Hess¡

Hidy and Plate, L969¡ Pierson and Moskowitz, !962¡ and

others). It also finds fault in the Neumann .spectrum
(which is ÖC-l tu C, û-t-6 where Ct is a constant).

The second mechanism is the transferring of energy
from higher vrave number componentsr to lower urave numb'er

components. The process is one of non-linear combination
a

satisfying the condition of ûJ' = g lkl where L is a wave

number vector. This energy transferring mechanism does

not play an ímportant role in the applications involved
in this thesis artd is neglected herein. Descriptions of
this process can be found ín Phillips' original paper (1960)

or Longuet-Higgins' interpretation (Lg62).

C.5 SUMMARY OF WA\rE GENERATTON MODELS

'Somg of the,important developments of wave generation
have been revierued in this appendíx. The following points
may serve to reiterate the main ideas

(1) PhíI1ips' mechanism of random pressure fluc-
tuation, much like Eckartrs, is responsible for
"wave induction" in the initial stage of wave gen-
eration.



(2) It is not until rvave forms are well estab-
lished that the atmospheric pressure becomes 'fper-
turbed". During the later stages of r^¡ave gener-
ation, the wave growth is in accordance with Miles'
model

(3) In an actual situation, Kelvin-Helmholtz
model appears to be neglíg.ible for wind speed of
normal' experience. Tt only becomes: noticeable
at much hígher wind velocities.
(4) Sverdrup and Munk's tangential stress has

been found to contribute only a small portíon of
the energy transferred - no'more than 10 percent
at any tiule (WÍegel ,1966) . Tn most applícations
it is negligible.
(5) Tlte total mechanism of wave generation,
therefore, is a comþination of Phillips' and

Miles' ¡nodels as expressed by Equation C-25.

(6) The process of wave growth¡ however, Ís
1imitedbywavebreakingandenergytransfer
between components. The former is the more

important one of the trro mechanisms and is given
by Equation C-28.

W]NDWAVE SPECTRUM

c-17

c.6

The water wave spect,rum d.ue to any storm can be de-
fined as the intersection of tire spectrum of wave growth
due to Equation C-25r and the equilibrium spectrum. Diag-
rammatícally, this is represented in Fig. C-3. The curve
A is the limit due to the equilibrium spectrtim; curves 81

and. B, are due to Equation (C-25). B, defines the spec-
trum for a storm of a shorter duratíon while B, is for one

of a longer duration and so on. The spectrum for any storm
is the triangle bounded by the A curve and the corresponding
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.l

B curve, and tf,à x-u*is.
The physical significance of Fig. C-3, is, again,

that when a storm starts blowing, the nrnn", ;;; ;;",
waves are more easily excited and are ,.lurr" n.""r"t"u.But soon these vraves have grown to the state such that
they will break and dissipate ar1 Èhe additional energy
transferred to them from the wind. Meanwhile, the forrg",
$raves take l0nger time and more energy to excite, though
they tend to carry a larger amount of energy when ful1y
developed. while the shorter waves are breaking, the
longer v/aves are still in the growing stages. ;; ;;
storm duration and the fetch are sufficient,ly long, the
longer waves rvilr also reach the breaking state. Now
energy will be transferred to waves with yet l0nger vfave
lengths and the process repeats ítself.

The mean square deformation of the sea is the area
under the spectrum (bound by curve A and B) as in Fig. C_3.
This is easily obtained by an integration operation, thus

r ctlt = J"* 0(k) dk (c_2e)
rt must be,,,,remembered, however, that the spectrum i.s o,,€-
dimens:iona1..C1ear1y,theoperationrvithatwo.di*.,,.
sional spectrum is similar ín principle. Thus

¡eÃ ¡ Ìf/Zt = J; J -.*, ø (k,a) dk dot : (c_30)
The mean-square \¡¡ave amplitude is,

And from Longuet-Higgins, findings .(]rg5|

(See Appendix

, ,(t/t)F1=

=

d2: ?-ft

oct/ù = th'tÆ,
B). Thus for significant w

lth.Æ, = ?*t/?..iæ
IU:J:;Q (k,a) dk dd 

v

(c-31)

ave height,
/_

= 4Vry

(a-32)

(c-33)
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it ís evident that a sea may not reach a ',steady-state,, at
all, regardless of how long the wind has been blolring,
provided the fetch is. sufficiently long, and the water is
sufficiently deep. For a given wind velocíty, \^taves great_
er than a certain \^rave length continue to receive energy
directly from the wind as welr as from \¡'ave components of
shorter vTave length vía non-linear int.eracÈions as mentioned
earlier. (Also see Wiegel ,;L964). However, the growth of
long waves may be rather slow and may escape notice by ob-
servers. rn this context, the "fully devel0ped, sea,, is
taken to',mean the state of the sea, when changes in wave
condÍtion is not notice¿ible

Pierson and Moskowitz , L964; (also Moskowitz, L964,)
gave the following relationship for the ,'fulIy deveLoped,,
deep wat.er wave spectrum

''FULLY DEVETOPED i^iA\ZE SPECTRTJI.Í''

c-19

where s (.') is the spectral density as a function of fre-
n :1.O in radians/sec., (or angular velocity ) ì.d = g;,10 x
10 "ì P = o-74i' óJo = g/rJ is ttre spectral peak frequency
and u is the mean wind velocity reported by weather ships,
i.e. aL the heishr or le.s *.tlr". rhi"-;.;;;;;=r;, is
the result of dimensional anarysis aided by ínterpretations
from: selected samples from u r.rg. collection of data. rt
is importanL to note the fact that pierson and Moskorvitz
reported the difficulties of obt,ainíng reliable data. other
similar useful relationships concerning well developed rvave
spectrum are given by a number of investigators including
Bretschneider, Neumann, Ro1ls et cetera. (oce.r, vüave
spectra, 1963; arso after snyderrand cox, 1966). A sampre
of Pierson and Moskowitz' fully developed wave "p""trrr* il
given in Fig. C-4.

5f c¡l da = (A gr,/,;.u) e-F('o"^)o d,
(c-34 )
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the plan view, the term wave ray refers to the line drawn
everywhere perpendicular to the wave crests, and. the con-
tinuous line depicting the location of a continuous vüave

crest is called. the wave front. If a series of sine waves
is travelling in;a deep sea or lake, the rÂrave fronts are
parallel to one another, and the rvave rays remain straight.
But as the waves approach shallow water where the d.epth is
less than half wave length, the waves begin to "feeI" the
shallowness effect: the uTave rays slowIy bend towards the
normaf ó't tfre shoreline and the hTave front tends to conform
to the configuration of the shoreline as it progresses to-
wards the shore. this phenomenon is called wave refrac-.
tion, and either directly or indirectly, it is responsible
for the formation of most, íf not all, existing coastal
features in regard to their shape, sizer orientation and

other physical properties. The significance of wave re-
fraction has in recent years been noticed. by many coastal
engineers. The following are some discussions on the
mechanism of wave refraction and. methods for constructing
refraction patterns, with particular reference to the ap-
proach adopted in this thesis

ÏNTRODUCTION

.APPENDTX D

WAVE' REFRACTION

D-1

D.2 SNELLI S LAW

The basic theory of wave refraction is taken from
Snell's law of optic refraction, vi-z.,

L' sin ot'.-=--
Lr SlFloLr



where L, and L, are speeds of fight and d, andptn,:âre
the angles between the light path and the p""p.rrãicular
to the interface of the two media: '-Medium I and Medium
2 respectively. (See Fig. D-l(a)). This relationship
can be rewritten for water wave,,.travel as

9¿ = sinot,
C¡ SinoL¡

(D_2 )

'for the situati<in where a'w.ave,'o,f,"pþa.se.'veLocity cI s.uf-
fers a change in velocity of travel due to change in depth.
The new phase velocÍty is c2. Tf the wave ray approaches
the normal of the depth contour at an angtre of 0t, wíth phase
velocity .1, it will leave the depth contour at an angle of
C{, with its. normal. It must be borne in mínd, howevèr,
that whereas the interface of two media in light refrac-
tíon is often, if not always, well defined, (such as air-
glass interface), the change of depth of an ocean floor or
a lake floor is usually continuous and very gradual.
Neverthèl-ess, the same principl.e .app-lies. FurtheÏmore,
by walz of geometrlr if the,w.idth o:f the üt-ave front is b,
before refract,ion, the width bZ after refraction is given
by relationship:

þ" = Co9ú¿

(D-3)

ït is in order to recall certain equations from Appendix A:

D-2

c
co = tcrnh kd

Í'-=+[r.ffi-]=n

where the notations are as

and in Appendix H.

c - l*tonh ko']*

ct = gk.

[='tr*

defined in the same Appendix,

P= N'E
T

H¿L
a
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Assuming no energy loss due to bottom fríction and...:..

viscosiÈy et cetera, the power carried by a Ì,vave ray re-
mains constant through the refraction process. Thus,

POWER AT ANY LOCATION = p = po (D-4)

where subscript 'o' denotes deep water condition.

By manipulating Equation D-2 with the previous
equations it can be shown for a particular \^rave ray that:

rlJ 12 rC - -l,__l_t-eo f ,(lgl
¡- l-loil c3 J L b"J

The first expression in equatíon (D-5) is termed the
)refraction functÍon (denoted by [K-] - Pierson et al., 1955)

It indicates the energy per unit width of wave front as a
ratio to that at deep water, since energy is directly pro-
portional to wave height sguare.

Similarly the ratio of energy per unit width of wave
front as recorded at two different stations is expressed as:

Iltl':
L H"J

where subscripts A and B denote conditions at locations
A and B respectively whích 1ie j-n the path of the wave rayt
and

cg.
Cso 

" 
b¡ (D-6 )

cgo=å[t+Zkede/snh

bu

(D-s )

Cs. = å [, + ?krà"/sinhZk"dtc" (tonh k"du)à
(D-7 )

Equation (D-5) is generally,applicable
deep water vrave conditions are known and can

Zko doJ c" (-fanh kod^)å

to
be

oceans where
used as a



lreference. . The use of 'equation (o-6) appears to be more
suitab1eforLakeWinnipeg,whichisre]-ative1ysha11ow,
as will be explained. later

ït is to be noticed that in wave refraction, wave
period T is assumed to remaín cons -{"ant - a condition which
is valid for all practical purposes.

D. 3 NUMERTCAL;METHOD 
:

Another method for rvave refraction has been advanced
by a group of researchers: Griswold, Nag1e, Mehr, Harrison
and Wilson. This method, though Íts ,basic concept is simí-
lar to Snell's Law, is most suitable for numerical compu-
tation, whereas the approach given .by Pierson et al., (1955)

as descri.bed in Section D.2'is suitable for graphical con-
struction. However, if both are solved mathematically and

li, :

the increment of interval for approxi.mation is suitably chosen
ín each case, it can be.s.aid that both approaches would yietd
the similar degree of accuracy, given the símilar set of data.

Graphical construction has been ín common use f,or
charting wave refractíon patterns. In fact, before the-
new method (often referred to as the "itnproved method")
was evolved by Grisivold and others, and before the adap-
tation of the electronic computer became an everyday af-
fair, the graphical method was the only solution to wave

refraction problems. For the graphical approach there
are two commonly used method.s: the wave-ray method and

the wave front method. Since these methods are not used
in this study, their description will not be further pur-
sued herein. (See pp. 163f, Wíegel, 1964, for a compre-
hensive description of these methods).

In this study, the method described in Reference No.

101 (Pierson et aI., 1955), is apptied mathematically, and

further adopted for computerization. ït is felt that if
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the depth contoursr sêy for Lake Vtinnipeg, are properly
drawn and selected. the result.s would be comparable to
those computed by using the numerical model due to Gris-
wold, I{ilson and others. In passing, it is mentioned
of coùrse, that graphical methods are not suitable for
appl.ication to the present study of wave spectrum, chief-
ly'because of the immense amount of labour that would be
involved

D.4 REFRACTTON OF À SPECTRUM

In the past when water vrave spectrum was still
relatively unknown to coastal engíneers, the significant
v/ave v¡ith significant wave length (L"), wave period (T"),
and wave height (H") was generally used to'represent a
disturbed sea. Refraction diagrams would be construc-
ted manually l(Wiegel , 1964.) for a significant.wave on1y.
Such practice, although producing desirable results, in
many àpplications, has been found to be only a very crud.e
approach, and tends to gíve erroneous answers in situations
where wave refraction plays a significant role. (Pierson
et al., 1955).

A more realistic approach is to consider the dis-
turbed sea as composed of many (infinite in ,number) 'trains

of wave components differing in amplitude, period, dírec-
tion et cetera, that is, as a spectrum, (see Appendix A
on spectrum) and refract each component train separately.
Then add these components together,again at the beach
location of interest. It is often found that, a parti-
cular area of the coastline may tend to receive more wave
rays of longer wave-length components while anoÈher area
may tend to receive more wave rays of shorter wave-length.
This fact is important because a large portion of the total
energy may be concentrated in wave components of a certain
range of wave-length, and ttrebeach locations receiving a



large share of these components

a significant proportion of the
importance of the refraction of
appreciated.

D.5 PRESENT APPLTCATTON

The task of manually constructing a refraction dia-
gram by either calculation or gr4phical construction for
o.ne \¡/ave frequency is a lengthy and laborious task. To

obtain a refraction function chart (such as the one shown

in Pierson et âI., 1955r pp.2Og) by refracting waves of
d.ífferent frequencies (say, 20 different frequencies) for
waves approaching a. section of coastline from'various dif-
ferent, directions (say, 15 different directions at 10"
intervals) would requíre a good deal of patience and

endurance (Pierson et al., 1955).. vüith the .aid of a

moderncomputer,the.1abourforachievingthesamere-
sults can be reduced. For this thesis a computer pro-
gram is'written for wave refraction. This program is
later used as a sr-rbprogram for wave generation over Lake

Vüinnipegr âs is exptraíned in Chapters IV and VI.

NotwithsÈanding that the numepical method has al-
ready been developed for $rave refraction, by Griswold,
Harrison, Wilson, Mehr and others, and that, in particulâÍr.
a:computer progfam written.by Vüi1son (Wilson, 1966) was

readily available, there was the need to derive a separate
program which can be suitably applied to Lake Winnipeg
and conveniently adapted for wave generation. ït is not
fel^t that this computer model is superior to ,the one for-
mulated by hfilson, but, the results should be close, if
not similar. It is also felt that whereas Wilson's model

is more efficient where bathymetric lines are more or less
evenly spacedr the model developed. here is more suitable
for irregular bottom configurations, particularly for 1akes.

may :conseguently rece.ive ,

total \^rave energy. The

wave spectrum can thus be

D-6
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In using it, effects of sma1l but important details are
not lost due to limitations of the scale of a grid system
as in Wilson's model. In partiçular, wave refraction
over the entire lake can be done in "one-'shot", rather
than having to transfer from a larger co-ordinate system
to a smaller one. '.Ther'input data and therefore the mem-

ory storage required are 1e'ss and can be handled easily
and conveniently

D.6 COMPUTER þNOENA¡,T FOR WAVE REFRACTION
' t-

TLre computer program is designed to yield output
that will give sufficient informatíon for the plotting of
urave rays, if desired. The program can be conveniently
modified for plotting h/ave ral¡s by an electronic plotte,r
if necessary. Outputs from the program also consist of
refraction function and the width of the wa\¡e front as

well as other information.' This program is writ,ten in
the Fortran IV language for machine IBM 360/65 located at,

the University of Manitoba. A listing of the program is
given in Appendix F as 'Computer Program (A) .

The following is a brief introdr¡ction regarding the
inputs and outputs and the various parts of the program
itself

D.6.1 Outputs--_----__'-

For the presen.t study, the following items
are computed and printed as output in E-format.

(i) rh" r.rr" period.
(.ii) The 'fetch of the wave ray in the

direction of the wind.
(iii) The mêan width of the fetch.
(iv) The mean depth of the fetch.

: 
(v) The mean wave number along the

(vi). ff:tl.rr...ron runction tx2l or



(víi )

(viíi)

(lx) &'
(xl

the wave ray as i-t approaches the
coast as a ratio to that along the
major portion of the vrave ray.
The angle at'which the wave ray
at.tacks, the shore
The width of v/ave front at the end

of the wave ray travel.

The x- r 'Y- co-9:;.dinat'es'of the f,inal
position.of the wave ray.

D.6.2 InÞuts

Input inforrnation to the program requires
four items:

(i)

(ii )

(iií )

D-8

Initíal d'irection of \rrave ray,
(THETA), in radÍ,ans.
Wave period (T), in seconds
The co'ofdinate (XO, YO) of the
starting ,,point of the wav-e, ray.
These can be expressed in units of
the co-ordinate system used. Thus, ,

if a co-ordÍ.nate system with I mile
as the: unit-¡distance is used, 1.5
miles will simply be entered'as 1.5.
The depth contour ínformation is to
be arranged as :foIlows. Each depth
contour is app::oximated by straight
line sectio¡r-s, hence defined by the
co-ordi.nates of the number of points
the program user selects. (Here-

after in this appendix unless otlrer-
wise specifíed, the word "poínt" wilt
be used in this sense). The co-ordi-
nate unit used is similar to that,
described ín (iii). It would be

(iv)



most desirable if the dePth contou::

is a complete looP (as oPPosed to an

necessary to add one more point to
the number of points already defining
the contour line such that the effect
is to add a fictitious segment which
would léad the "tail" of the contour
to go around the starting Point of
the wave ray by going behind ít

ff:::îil'.::J:î::';,-ï:'::"î: :::
then join the first point of the con-

tour.

The data cards containing the co-ordinates of
the points of each depth contour are t'o be preceded

by a card containing the depth (DEEP (t)) of the con-

tour. If the last point of a contour does not fill
in the last format fields of a data card, the remaín-

ing fields of the card should be filled in with'1's",
Tf it does, it should be followed by an additional
card fully punched with "1's".

After all the depth contour data have been

entered, the data deck is to be ended with a card
punched witl: rr-1rr according to the format prescribed
for depth

with regard to (i) above, the angle is to be

measured as in trigonometric convention' (i'e' anti-
clockvlise as':,positive, and East is "ze-ro radian").

The formats for data input used in the present
case are the same (F 10.4). The program user., of
courser Rây choose for himself any other arrangement.

D-9



The output fornals are as

SHALOW; but agaÍn, it can

ference of the user.

D.6.3 The, Main Program

This part of the program functions no more

than reading in information, organizing'it and then

assigníng'thecomputÍngtâsks.tothesubprogram5.
The route through which the'a'ssignments are passed

down the subprograms is as folLows:

Må,IN - SHAT,OW+WAVRAY-SEARCH+LOCAT+REFRAT-and others .

These 'subprog:rams will be reviewed in the re-

verse order

D. 6. 4 Subprogram RE'FRAT

This is a relatively straight-forward sub-

routine performing the function of evaluating t'he

refra¿têd. direction o,f travel after a \41ave ray has

undergone a change q,f ph.ase velocity' The Sne]1

law (described earlier) ís used'

D.6.5 SuÞP¡ogram TOCAT

To test for which section of a paiticufar
contour line the wave ralz will intersect, the first

i.: :

sùep ís to see vrhether the contour line comes into
a "focus area" or an "area orf interest"'' This is :

l:

accomplished by, say, setting the focus area as an

"r..lof 
twenty míIes square' surlounding the previous- ':'

1ydefinedpointint'hepathofthewaveray.Thís
point is generally the intersection of , the vtave ray -'

withacontourínthe1asLcomputationstep.It
is not necessary to test every point defining the

contour; for thís study, every tenth point on the 
-

contour is tested.. ,, care must be taken, however, that ,', 
:,-

within an area of the size of the focus area, there ,l

' D-10

.t

defined in I¡TAVRAY and in
be adjusted to the Pre-
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' ' .t'r'

should be no less than ten consecutive points of
the depth contour being tested. As soon as the
computer finds out that a contour line enters the
focus area, it"will then set out to discover which
segments of the contour are in the arear so that it
can recall them at a later time to test whether they
will be intersected by the wave ray. A1l these
steps are performed in the subprogram LOCAT.

The adjustab_lel.parameters are as follows:
(i) pscop2 and pscopl define the half

Length of the sídes of the focuslength of tl
area

(ii) INSTEP used here has a val_ue of
10. f t defi_nes the interval be-
tween points which will be tested
for a depth contour.

D. 6. 6 Subprogram SEARCH

The subprogram SEARCH then determines which
segment of the contour line the wave ray would inter-
sect. It:is found that this task can be more ef-
fíciently performed by using the rotating co-ordinate
system, so,,,,that one only has to compare the rotating
cartesian ordinates. A contour may be intersected
at more than one location, but only the location in
the direction of the advancing ray, closest to the
last interseetion (of the ray. with the depth contour)
ís retained. If it is found that the depth contour
is not íntersected by the wave ray at all, then a
fictitious location of intersection is assumed to
be at some unreasonably larger distance away so that
when compared with other locations of inte.rsections
with other contours, this point will be disregarded.
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The,information regarding the point of inter-
section on the contour is returned to the calling
program; in this case, subprogram WAVRAY.

D. 6 . 7 S-ubprogram.,'I¡IAVRAY

' This subroutine is responsible.for a number
of functions. The more important of these are listed
below.

(i) A request for a r¡7ave ray to be computed
is passed. to this subprogram by the main
program. The informatíon given con-
sists of the locat,ion of the starting
point of the rêy, its direction and
its.rwave characteristics such as períod.
The first operation of SEARCH is to find
out which depth contour to start workíng
from fit finding which depth contour is
closest to starting locaiion). The
process is similar to locating probable
intersections as will be described be-
low.

When a startíng contour (which wiLl
be, referred to as "base contour"
hereafter) is se.lected., it will be
used as some kind of a base, and a
number of contours neighbouring it
together with itself are selected
for further inspection. (Seven con-
tours are used in this case). The

main objective of WAVRAY is to find
out which one of these selected con-
tours will be intersected by the wave
ray, and at what location. Then the
subprogram will assume the intersected

(ii )



contour as the new base contour and

the location of intersection will be

the nel starting point for the wave

ray. Tn this fashion the process
reiterates,itself ,until the wave ray
arrives at the shore, or at least very
close to the shoreline.

(ifi) To find which $epth contour a wave

ray would intersect, all the possible
locations of intersection of the depth
contours selected for examination de-
termiñed by subprograms LOCAT and

SEeRCi¡ are compared. The "location
it to the starting Point is mostcloses

likely th,e ñêxt location of the wave

ray. But the computation for chart-
ing the \^lave ray is not yet complete,
since refraction has not been accounted
for. The pro.cedu::e described in the
next paragraph, in addition to the
caljling of subprogram REFRAT, com-

(iv) The rvave r.efraction computer prQgram

is based on the prineiple of Snell's
Law as discussed earlier.
('See ''Fig. D-l (b) ) ; Assume that the
vtave r-ay starts at Al on contour A and

is refracted due to a rise of lake
bottom until it reaches 81 on contour
BB. ït has travel-led. along the curve
dotted path 4181, such that its phase

velocity is "1 at A1 and c, at .A2.

If the mean contour Mll is the mean of

D-13
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AA and BB, on account of both depth
and orientation, the \trave before re-
fraction making an angle o(' with the

I
normal of l1M, tvil1 make an angle of
C(., hrith it after refraction. ïf--¿
the curve A1B1 is an approximate arc
of a círcle, the actual gradual pro-
cess of refraction can be approximated
by assuming the whole process to take
place at the point Ml such that AIMI
and BlMl are of the same length. Since
the location of A1 and the values of
c1 , c1r d1 and o(" are known, Ml and¿ZL¿
81 can be easily located.

As an appending note to (i) above,

.the search for the starting depth con-
tour at the commencement of chartinq
a ray is almost identical to procedure
(iii) above, with the only exception
beíng that all depth contours are
examined rather than only seven of them.

Other tasks performed by VüAVRAy in-
clude calculaÈing the widt,h of the
vrave rây, its refraction function lK2l,
its phase velocity, group velocity and
it,s angle of intersection with depth
contours. The information is re-
layed back to the calling subprogram
SHALOhT.

(v)

(vi)

D.6. 8 Subprogram SHALOVü

This subprogram
lotting assignments to

is mainly responsible
VÍAVRAY and compiling

for al-
the results



received. It'also computes
of fetch, the mean depth of
number during the travel:of
refraction function close Lo

D.6.9 Other Subprogram

There are also a number of other subroutines
and function .subprograms attending.to the tasks of
finding tfigonometric'values r. rotating co-ordinates,
locations of intersection and so on.

D-15

for a ray: the length
the fetch, the mean \,vave

the wave ray, and the
the shoreline.

Subroutines ANGLE1

evaluates in whích "quadrant" of the trigo-
nometric plane ¿i line lies.

Subroutines TRIGl, TRIG2

Funct,ions XRpT, YRøT, XXRøT, YVRøT

rotates the co-ordinate systqm.

Function ASLøP

depth contour

Fuhctiôn XTR.I

ANGLE2

locates the point of intersection of a wave ray
with a depth contour in the rotated cartesian
system.

D.6.10 Restrictíons

If the program is to be used as it is written
(that isr, ruithout altering any part of the object deck),
the following restrictionsmust: be applied.

(a) The co-ordinate system must be in units
of one mile.



(b) The number of contour lines allowed is
no more than 20, with no more than 150

points on each line.
(c) The data input for dëpth contour as

per (iv) above, must be arranged in
such a way'that a set of data for one

depth contour is to be placed next to
that for an adjacent contour

(d) The first contour should preferably be

the one closest to the shore. In
general, not much accuracy is lost by
either approximating the S-foot-depth
contour as the shoreline.

(e) No section of any contour is to have
'less than 10 points per 10 linear mi] es

in the X- or Y- direction.
(f) Outputs are in foot-pound-second units.

None of these restrictions applies, however,
with the except.ion of (c) and (d) if the following
parameters are adjusted.

coNVERjThisisaconversionfactorexpressing
the co-ordinate unit in either feet or
meters. The parameter GEE, which is
the gravitational constant 'g!, is to be

$IdIt-sec' units (í;e' 9'8I o-r in f-p-s
' , ' units (i.e. 32.2). The output wiil be

(a) and (f) are relaxed. In this study
CON\ZER = 5280; GEE : 32.2.

D-16



PSCOPI, PSCOP2, PSCOPD - These are parameters

units of length of the co-ordinate
system, specifying the length scale of
the "area of interest" in subprogram

LOCAT described above. In the present
study, PSCOP1 = 10, PSCOP2 = 10, PSCOPE =

40, for a co-ordinate sYstem that ís
approximates 40 units by 20 units.' By

adjusting these and ÏPSTEP belowr rês:
triction (e) may be relaxed.

TPSTEP In the subprogram LOCAT, this parameter
performs the function of specifyirrg at
hat interval of points the contour should

verses the "focus area".' For the present
application a válue IPSTEP = l0 is assigned.
A larger value may cause a depth contour
to "skip" the "focus area"., Too smal1

a value wilt incur excessive computation
time

By adjusÈing IPSTEP, PSCOP1' PSCOP2, and

PSCOPE, restriction (e) may be eased'

Finally, depending on the computer storage
available one may wish to store in more depth contour
informat.ion. This can be convenientty achieved by

respecifying the dimensions in COMMON/AREA 2. For
,instance, in X(1, j) defining the abscissa of each

point, "1" is the dimension for the number of con-

tour lines allowed., and j, the number of points per
contour

CLOSTNG REMÂ,RKS
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D'.7

project, the computer program despite its size, Ís by no



:

,

means a model of computer sophistication and efficiency.
It should be recalled that the primarlr objective is to
construct a wave refraction program.
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8.1 TNTRODUCTION

It is a commonly known fact that bqach materials are
d \ñIaves coming frommoved along the -shoielÍne by currents an

al certain ' predominant direction. Ne:ve'rtheless , the simu-

lation of such sand movement by a simple mathematícal model

is sti1l awaited. It. was not until recently that results'
accumulated from a large number of research studies, have

led to better understandings of the dynamics involved. In
this sect,íon a general discussion on the t'opic is presented;

details can be found.ín the'excellent texts by Ingle (Ref .

54, 1966) and Zenkovitch (nef. !4]-, 1967). fhe terminology
adopted in thís appendíx;ês well as in other parts of this
thesis is according to Ingle (19'66, PP'. L2, 13), 'whose

definitive diagrams are repriod'uced in F.ig. F,-2. In ad-

dition, the term "downdr.ift" impl|,es in the direction of
current (loàgshore) flow' "updrift", in the opposite d'ir-
ection.

MOVEMENT OF BEACH MATERIAL

APPENDIX

E-1

Er.¿

It was mentioned in an earlier appendix that in deep

water, water particles in wave motion travel in circular
locii. As the Wave train ,appr'o,ache,s',a'shorer in water of
depth.,less'than half of the wave length, these orbits be-

come ,,squashed,, into elliptical fonms, and the smaller the

depth the less circular these locii. Under such conditions'
the wave is said to have "felt the bottom" ': and the water

surface deformation starts to deviate from that of a perfect
sine \^tave. The bottom also, inÈerferes with the wave motion

through percolation and friction, (Bretschneider, 1955) .

THE HYDRODYNAI4T'CS OF WAVES, IX_ lH4lI,otr_!êTER

-
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However, until the elliptic orbits of water particles are
totally disrupted, the use of a sj-ne function for an ap-
proximate description of the dynamics involved is still
acceptable, and the effects of friction and percolation
for the present consideration, ât least before the waves
arrive at the breaking zone, can be assumed to be neg-

:
1i9ib1e in this study.

Given a sea surface disturbed by a single r,.¡ave train
(such as "significant rnrave"), the location v¡here this wave

will break is governed by the laws of hydrodynamj-cs, sub-
ject to boundafy condítions of the physical characteristícs
of the coast. The details of such an analysis can be found
in existÍng literáture on breaking wave conditions and will
not be described herein, but in general a wave breaks at a

depth approxímately 1.3 times the wave height, which on most
beaches (on Lake Winnipeg) corresponds to the order of hun-
dredsoffeetfromthewater]ine.Quiteoften,butnot
as a rule, the wave would break over the crest of an off-
shore bar.

When the wave breaks, the elliptic orbits of water
particles are disruptedr and turbulence occurs, making this
breaker zone a region of remarkably high energy dissipation
compared to other regions of the beach profile. After
bre,aking, if the inshore ís deep enough and long enough,
the disturbance at the breaker zone would be transmitted
forward as reformed waves and a secondary breaker rzone witl
occur furÈher inshore. If, however, the depth inshore of
the breaker line is sufficiently shallow, a bore would be

formed and would travel up the beach profile, with some

energy being dissipated in the process. The second zone :

of high energy dissipation, however, is the swash zone

where the final thrust of the bore is broken and dissipat-
ed due to bed friction and turbulent viscous dissipation.



An illustrative sketch of the distributíon of wave energy
9. E-3. (Combined

from rngle, 1966, pp. 63, 1Bl and zenkovitch, 1967. pp.327).
rt can be seen that the two high energy zones are located
at the break-line and the transition zone.

A wave aruiving at the breaker line at an angle can
be considered to contribute two (vector) energy components
to the coast: perpendicular or normal and, parallel to the
shoreline. The first component, the "on*shorei, component,
is responsible for creating much turburence and energy di,s-
sipation in the proximity of the breaker zone and. surf zone.
The effect is, of course, churning up of the bed materials,
and perhaps holding Èhem in suspensíon, thus allowing them
to be more readily removed once the llongshore energy is
present. The second energy component, more conveniently
referred to as the "longshore" component, generally under-
goes less energy dissipation as compared to that of the
"on-shore'q component. ït is respons'ible for the long-
shore transport of sediment. ït tends to generate a form
of current flow between the two high energy zones at the
breaker line and the transition zone. (rt is not clear
how this current travelst Ít is suggested that it per-
formà helical motion about its mean dir:ectíon of travel
(Zenkovitch, 1967) ¡ in any case, such detail is not of
significant, importance to this studlz. ). Near the offshore.
boundary of this current, sand motíon is that of a mixed
turbulence; . on the inshore side, water motion is more of
a zíg-zag onshore-offshore trace in accordance with the
thrust and recession of the breaking bores amid much tur-
bulence

8.3 RETURN FLOW

: As the waves move onshore from the
mean onshore transport of water mass.

offshore there is
This transport
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rate is very slow but it is important in its role on sedi-
ment movement. Because of,the transfer of mass, there
is a "pile-upl"of water close'to the shoreline, shoreward
of the breaker zone. This sets up a hydrauric aradient,
which in turn causes a seaward return flow which may as-
sqne either or both of the following modes of movement.

(i) Rip current - This. travels a.s a relatíve1y
fast and narrow jet current which cuts
across the foreshore and inshore, breaking
through any trave::,sing bars to return w,ater

rent partly accounts for the fact that
coar"" nuratcles are sometimes found in
relatively deep water.

: (ii) Seaward sheet flow - The wafer may travel
sea¡rard in a thin layer immediatêly ad-
jacent to the bed irrespective of the
motion of water immediately above it.
(Inglef 1966). Such motion may account
for the existence of ripples on the bed
and a portion of the sediment in trans-
port. In this manner the sheet of sea-
ward underflow is actually moving in a

direction opposite to that of the bores
above it,.

,, , Beside:s these two prinçipal mechanisms the water may

percolate into the beach floor and return.via diffusion
through soil grains. or if structures exist at the shore-
line such that hlave reflection becomes important, return
flow rnay even take the form of reflected. \^/ave mass trans-.
port. In any case, items (i) and (ii) generally play
the major role of return flow on natural beaches.
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E. 4 MovEMEN*,'o" BEACH ,tmrnirar,s

Movement of beach sediments is by no means easily
described. The following is a list of important in-
fluencing parameters:

(1) I¡trave conditions, (magnit,ude et cetera)
(2) Angle of wave attack
( 3 ) Exi s tincr beach s ll one
(4) Existing beach materials (commonly designated

by mean grain diameter)
(5) rvind direction

l-r--- I --,(6) Water Ievel
11\ r\ t ) Density of beach material
(8) Gravity------J

There has been consíderable Éime and effort spent in
the search for a general model for coastar sediment trans-
port. Nevertheless, before discussing the findings ob-
tained f,rom experimentations and measurements madê in field,
it is in order to describe the modes of sediment transport
of a coastline. These can generally be distinguished
primarily by two associated directions: onshore-offshore
and alongshore (parallel to shoreline). It is often con_
venient to associate the perpendicular wave energy component
with the first (onshore-offshore, or transverse) mode of'
sand movement and. the parallel u/ave energy component with
the second (alongshore) mode

8.5 THE EQUTLIBRTUM BEACH pROFrtE . ,

causes and effects of beach erosion or accretion is that of
the adjustment of a beach profíle to effect an energy dis-
tributi-on pattern which is characteristic of the energy
dissípated per unit area of beach floor, the beach material
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on the beach and the slope of the beach. The beach
profile that finally reaches equilibriur4 is theoreticalty
concave for gravel beaches, being more concave for shingle
and less concave for sand, if all grains on the beach are
of uniform size. (Zenkovitch, J,967r pp. 103, ff. ). The

equilibrium profile therefore is,a function of the rate of
energy dissipation of the waves (bores) and the "resistivíty
to move", or t the threshold velocity, of the sediment par-
ticles. Little is known of an exact formulat.ion of the
energy distribution on a beach, but provided in a prolonged
period of time the beach material and the wave condítion
remains the same, and that the beach materíal supply ís
constant, the beach ivill eventually ladjust to its equili-
brium profile. An applíca,tion of this concept ís given
i-n Chapter VTII regarding water level effects. In the
sections to follow the following characteristics of a theoret,-
ically equilibrium beach profile should be noted, all others
beíng equal

(i) The more wave energy arrives at a beach,
the more energy dissipation is required so that all the
energy is totally exhausted by the time the wave reaches
the waterline. Nature can accomplish this by the two 

:

subsequent ad.j ustments: -

thus decreasing energ)r to be dissipated. per unit area ¡ and./or

(iii) By removing the finer sediments and retaining
the coarser beach materials which tend. to-dissipate more

energy per a shorter transverse distance of the beach pro-
file

(iv) For a constant rate of energy supplied to Èhe

shore, (ii) and (iii) will interplay such that the energy
can be adequately díssipated by the beach material per unit
area



E. 6 TRANS\iERSE' MOVEMENT OF' BEACTT MATERTAL

(A) The rnodes of onshore and offshore transports
of beach material shoreward of breaker line have been

briefllz mentioned ín Section 8.3 on sea\^¡ard return flows.
Offshore of the breaker line, the interactíng dynamícs of
water and sediment movements may not:be as complicated as

that shoreward of it; notwithstanding this fact, there
i:s even less known about sediment movement in these deeper
waters. Ingle (Lg66) conducted. traeer sand. experiments
on the coast of California and found that sand seldom moves

offshore beyond the breaker 1ine. Although there may be

a high concentration of churned-up sand at the breaker zone,
ancl that. suspended materials' tend to "d.iffuse" into the off-
shore zone due to the unbalanced concentrations, the net
motion, because of the more íntense sand movement in the
lower depths, is usually onshore. This observation is
consistent with those of other researchers (Zenkovitch,
Lg67) . Therefore, for the case of Lake'Vüinnipeg, where
recently beach sands are suspected to have been lost from
the beaches to deeper water, it is likely that the sands
are lost, to the deeper offshore parts of the lake. Rather,
they are likety lying somewhere between the shoreline and the
breaker line close to, but probably downdrift of the locations
from where they are lost

(B) Shoreward of the breaker line, the tiansverse
movement of beach materials results in erosi-on and accretion
of the beaches, causing much annoyance to the beach users
and landowners at times, depending on the situation. Eros-
ion is usually a very fast process, in the ordàr of feet per
hour during a storm. Accretíon, on the other hand, is much

slower, in terms of days, weeks or even months. (Thomps.on

and Harlett, 1968, Ref. No. 145).

E-7
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The transverse movement of sediment is usually cor-
related with the steepness (Ho/Lo ratio) of the \^Iaves

prior to breaking. It has been suggested the steeper
\,\raves tend to move beach material of f shore, whereas the
more gênt1e waves will- restore the sand to the beach, the
critical condition being Ho/Lo = 0.025. (Thompson and

Ilarlett r 1968¡ Johnson I 1952). The v¡ave po\^rer is also
commonly used as a parameter, but then for the same beach,
steeper $7aves generally are associated with higher wave

porn,'êT; it is therefore not surprising that severe erosion
is also associated with higher wave potrer. That the waves

with more porrer also set up more turbulence, thus lorvering
the threshold velocity fo.r beach sand must not be overlooked.
Moreover, the offshore transport of beach material also ap-
pears to be a function of mass transport of water due to
hTave motion.

E. 7 LOI{GSI-IORE TRAI$SPORT (LITTOTvIL DRIFT)

The longshore transport. of beach mate::ia1 has since
times of old interested many coastal residents and coastal
engineers, and has always been suggested. as the culprit of
land loss. This moile of sand movement, as mentioned ear-
lier, is associated with the longshore component of \,vave

energy. It appears that the greater 'the longshore energy,
the more transport results.

T,ittoral drift is suspected to take on several dif-
ferent modes of transportation. The mechanism of'trans-
port can be suspension or saltation. The following lists
a number of the modes of movement:

(i) Ingle (1966) found that sand grains of a

certain size will occupy a certain belt of
the surf zone. It constantly moves ob-
liquely onshore and offshore within this
belt but the principal movement ís ín the
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direction of the littoral drift.
(ii) ït is found that most longshore sediment

transport takes place slightly shoreward
of the breaker line. Ingle also found
that over 50 percent of sediment t¡ansport
occurs rvithin 35-40 percent of this region
of the inshore-foreshore. The sand may

be greatly disturbed by the existing tur-
bulence in the region thus becoming more

ready to move alongshore when the appro-
nri nJ-e longshore energy is available.y& ¿q ee

(iii) Tn the srvash zone where turbulence is again
predominant, lo-ngshore transport of mat.eríal
is also important. Here, the particle
fol-J-orvs zig-zag paths.

(iv) Between the two hígher energy dissipation
zones, the v¡ater f lot^ls in a manner which
s suggested by some investigators, is

probably noL dissimilar to that of open

channel flow. Hence it is not surprising
at all to find some features of river-bed
regímes, such as transverse dunes, in the
surf zoner âs revealed by Russian studies.
(Zenkovitch, L967).

(v) Over bars and ridges, the water motion may

tend to be more turbulent, resulting in
higher rates of transport. In the runnels
and deeper ruts, the transport rate decreases.
(Ingle, 1966t Zenkovitch, l-967).

(ví) Per Bruun found that beach material also
travel-s in large mass (Zenkovítch, 1967') "
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Thus, sand may accumulate in the form of a

small bar which slor,u1y migrates downdrift.
. Relationships governing the movement is

gíven by Per Bruun (1968).

The discussions listed above are relevant Lo the con-
ditions in take Winnipeg, where beach materials are generally
of sand size gradation and the widths of the surf zones are
apprec-iable. Extremely exceptional cases are rare

To analytically quantify the sediment transport as

described by (í) to (vi) above, individually, and then to
.surn them up is an impossible task to date, although approxi-
mations to (iv) (Bijker, 1968, Ref. No. 146) and (vi) are
novi possilcle. A more convenient and simplified solut.ion
is to relate the total longshore mass transport to the total
longshore energy available. Although it is not knovvn how

this energy is partitioned between the di'fferent modes of
transport or rvhat is the variability of the proportions'
the correlations obtained from field and model measure-
ments show that longshore sediment transport is di-rectly
proportional to longshore wave energy

The first such relationship was given by Munch-

Peterson as early as Lg36 (in the form of M = KS2F VD cos o¿ ;

for detaíIs, see Zenkovitch, 1967). Since then, consider-
able field and model studies have been carried out. One

of the more rational- formulati ons ís as given by Saville
(1962) z

where E is the total energy of the wavei Et is the long-
shore energy component; o¿ is the angle of wave approach.
And Savage (1962), combining the observations of many re-.
searchers, (including Sauvage, Johnson, K::umbein and others)
suggested. that

Er = E cosø sino¿ (E-1)



\^there Q is the rate of longshore transport; .1 and c,
are constanLs"

Most researchersf however, have committed themselves
to the use of the significant wave: i.e., representing the
condition of a disturbed sea by a selected simple wave t.rain.
Such an approach fails to relate the true nature'of wave

action. In the light of spectral analysis (See Appendix
C), it ís felt that all coastal phenomena can now be more

accurately represented. Of the recent ínvestigators,
Thornton (1968), fnman and Komar (1968), adopt the spec-
t.ral approach. Their meâsurements show that

I, = KP,
J- t-

where It is the transport rate of t.he immersed r,veight of
sand per unit time and Pt is the longshore po\^Ier per unit
width. K is an empirical coefficíent and is found to be

0.7 , twice 'Ehe value found for the significant wave analy-
sis. The resultant relationshÍp of fnman and Komar is
reproduced in Fig" E-4" These researchers also sugges,t

that the relationship is valid regardless of sand size, but
this view appeaïs to be questionable

In the applications of the present thesis, fnman and

Komar's formulation is followed whíle spectral analysis is
used to obtain \^rave power. It is not suitable to use the
classical significant wave approach, especially in the pre-
sent case of the shallow Lal<e Vflínnipeg. (Inman and Komar,

1968). (See Appendix C for the comparisons between these
two approaches. )

ïn usj-ng Equation (E-3), howeverr one must be a\^/are

of the fact that it is governed by the following assump-

tions:

o - "lEr
c2

E-11

(E-2)



E_T2

(í) Beach material is generally of sand-size
gradation, or at most gravel. ïts application to clay
or large shingle beaches is doubtful

(ii) Locations where Equation (E-3) has been
teste<1 are generally long straight beaches with moderately
wide surf zones

(,ij-í) Equation (E-3) is applicable to a beach reach
where the quantity of sand transported by the incomtng long-
shore current at the updrift end and the out-going current
at the downdrift end have both reached the capacity of the
currents to transport sand (a condition rvhich will hereafter
be referred to as "saturation"). Tn other rn¡ords, if the
lÍttoral current is "saturated" at both the updrift and down-
drift ends of the beach reach, erosion will only occur if
the paralleI energy component at the downdrift end is great-
er than that at the updrift end.

For the case of Lake Winnipeg, conditions (i) and (íi)
are occasionally satisfied; whereas condition (iÍi) is likely
not satísfied for many locations. Even so, or even Íf none
of the three conditions are satisfied for any beach, the
amount of r^¡ave po\^/er (alongshore) received', is an indication
of the intensity of the "capaci-ty to erode".

A comment regarding (i) above is that sand is the
easiest to move. This conclusion follows from Tngle's
measurements, (1966).

Besides wave power, one of the other major parameters
ín littoral drift is known to be wave steepness. This fact
has been proven in model tests, in particular, by Johnson
(1952). Field measurementsr oïr the other hand, indicate
such correlation is not of major importance. It ís to be
admitted, however, that wave power or eneÍgfr perpendículãr
to the shore may serve as a secondary indicator of some sort,



since the more intense the perpendicular wave component'

the more turbulence there is and the more the sediment is
likety to be moved. In the present stud-y, v¡ave steep-
ness is neglected, but .the perpendicular \^7ave component

is plotted in the final results. (see Plates III(d) and

v(d) ).
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APPENDIX F

LTSTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Computer Programs
Chapters IV and VT

in this appendix.

(A) and (B) described ín
and Appendix D are listed
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c.1

To assis.t'computation, the two computer programs
described in Chapter IV - Computer Program (A) (I,{ave Re-

fraction) and Computer Program (B) (Spectrum of Shallow
Vüater Wind Wave) are utílj.zed. The procedures of obtain-
ing wave energy distribution along the shoreline of South-
ern Basín are described in the following paragraphs.

COMPUTATION OF WAVE ENERGY

APPENDTX G

PROCEDURE OF VüAVB ENERGY COMPUTATION

(i)

G-1

A Ìrathymetric chart of ,southern Basin is
needed for Computer Program (A). Since
no such map is avaitrable a d.etailed bathy-
metric araph is drawn up from the data of
Map #625L (Ref, No. I42) with contour inter-
vals of 1"0 foot where possible. Of these
contours, on.ly eiEht are selected f or fur-
ther use: 4', 10'. 19t. 24', 27', 31'n 34',
and 37' - v¡ith reference to a mean lake
elevation of 712"0 feet. The S-foot-con-
tour is taken to be the coastline as an

approximation" This bathymetríc map is
shown in Plate I.

A grid system is then laid down using a

unit distance of one mile rvith the origin
located at the southwestern corner of the
map; all locatíons of the Southern Basin
Iie withín the first quadrant so that only
positive co-ord,inate values are used, for
the convenience of numerical manipulation.
(Fis. 6-1).

(íi)



(iii) The contours of (i) above are then approxí-
mated by multiple linear segments. This is
done by defining the contour lines \,rith points.
The co-ordínates of these points are used as
input data for Computer program (A).

(iv) Cqmputer Program (A) still requires trvo more
input. items: the starting locations of the
wave rays and the mean wind direction. For
this purpose an "r shape" frame is used. such
that it closely approximates the genera-l shape

' of the Southern t3asin, but li-es insÍde the
water-covered. areas of the lake. This is
shown as the 8-sided polygon ABCDEFGHÂ in
Fig. 6-1. The use of this frame is such
that v¡hen generating refractions for west
vlind, the computer wil1 take the western
sides ABC and u-se the points lying on these
lines (ae and BC) as the starting points of
the wave rays. For a specifíed wave fre-
quency 220 wave rays are generated for each
wind direction, so that for the west v¡ind
110 rays with starting points equally spaced
are generated. from AB and. BC respectively
In the same manner, the most southerly side
CD is used for south wind so that CD serves
as the starting poínt of Z2O rays. The use
of the frame for the remaining directions is
tabulated as follows.

G-2



ind
ecti-on

F
L

thrvest
uh

bheast
L

:hea st
:h

:hwest

r the computer
example, v¡est
t is direction

R-ef erence*
Direction

1

2

3

4

5

o

7

I

Sides of
Frame

ABCDEI¡GHA
Used

ABC

BCD

CD

CDEF

DEFGH

EFGHA

HÄB

GABC

Total Number
of Rays
Generated

program the wind directions are denoted by numbers.
wind ís referred to as <lirection trl' and southwest
"2", and so forth.

\J-J

(v)

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

Number of
Rays

Per SidS.

110

110

220

73

55

55

110

73

Refraction is then performed for all eight
wind directions (W, SWi S, SE, E, NE, N, NW)

at 220 ral/s for ea.ch direction and for 10

values of rvave frequencies. (T = 6 . 3, 3.1,
2.L, 1.3, 0.7, .42, .2gt 0.19, 0.13, 0.10 sec.
For each ray the pertinent j-nformation such
as average depth and refraction function,
is computed and stored in a magnetic disc.

Computer Program (B) is then used to extract
the requj-red information from the above disc
and calculate the wave spectrum for a speci-
fic location of the coast - such as Patricia
Beach. Apart from information stored. on
disc, the only data input required by thÍs
program are the r.¡ind velocity and direction,
and location of the coast for which wave

energy is to be calculated. For instance,
for Patricia Beach (Station EOO2) only the
co-ordinates (17.0, 3.0), (ín miles) are
needed. The computer program would then

(vi)



c-4

calculate the wave spectrum, total energy
per unit width of wave front, the normal
and longshore energy per beach width and
the average angle of attack for all eight
directions and six values of wind vel-ocitv
(2.5, 5 | 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 meters,/sec. )

'as measured at 10 meters above ground.

tr{hen the station is not influenced by a

certaín wind direction, such as South r.vind on
Patricj.a Beach, the value of the spectrum,
and the wave energy rrrould of course be níl.
A schematic illustration of the programing
procedures is as shown in Fig. 6-2.

(vii) Finally, the results of (vi) are graphed
as functions of wind velocity for each wind
direction. A sample of these graphs, that
for Station WO27 (North of Winnipeg Beach),
is as shown in Fig. 6-3. The ordinate
measures the total energy per unit v/ave

front, normal wave energy component and

long-shore v/ave energy component per unít
beach front in energy per unít width per
unit time , (erg/cm-hr. ) .

Because of the la.rge number of stat,ions
used for computations, (60 stations), the
graphs for the remaining stations cannot
be conveniently presented herein.

It should be noticed that these graphs ïe-
present the fetch-limited energy character-
istics of wave at the respective coastal
location and their use simplifies the exact

. computing procedures.



(viii ) To obtain an annual wave energy for a par-
ticular wind velocity from a specified
direction for a coast location, the pro-
cedure is to multiply the energy per unit
widtf¡ per unit tíme from the energy-wind
velociLy graphs in step (vii) by the cor-
responding number of hours of the ye,ar the
wind has been bloqring in this direct.ion at
the velocity. Only the ice-free pe'riod is
relevant. The total energy due to wind
from this direction is the sum of the pro-
duct of the ordina.tes of the energy-wind
velocity graph and the wind velocity dis-
tribution graph. Tn Lhe present study the
íntegration is d-one by numerical calculation
using wind velocity j-ntervals of 2.5 mph.

A sample of this computation is shown j-n

Fig.6-4.

The Last step ís to add all the normal energy
components and the parallel energy components

together. This represents the total \^lave

energy at the beach location for the year.

G-5

(ix)

These series of steps were used to generate wave

energy characteristics for certain locations on the East

Coast and the West Coast. In most cases, these locations
are the Same as the stations that have been surveyed in the
summer of L970. (See Chapter III). They include Stations
EOO1 to EO21 and WOO1 to WO3B. However, d-ue to various
reasons, results for Stations EO10 and WO28 - WO3B could
not be obtained . The wind data used is as measured at
Gimli meteorologícal station for the period March 1. 1968

to November 31, 1968. An analysis of this wind infor-
matíon has been discussed in Chapter IV.



G"2 COMPUTUTON RESULTS

The wind lvave energy characteristics thus computed

for the year 1968 are plotted agaJ-nst station location on

the linear graphs of Plates II and rV, and are joined by

dotted lines unless where the full lines (representing

adjusted values) coincide with dotted lines in which

case they are joined by fuII lines. It is to be noticed

that although the va]ues of tv¡o adjacent stations are here-

in linked by a straj-ght line, the energy distribution gener-

ally is noL a linear function of distance. Straight line
portions are used on these graphs only for convenience.

G.3

There are a fer^r places in the computed results where

detaits are missing or incomplete. In the paragraphs to
follovr. attempts to remedy the completeness will be des-

críbed

(i) Because the frame ABCDEFGHA (see section 6-1)

does not extend far south enough' waves due to west wind

are not computed for stations Eool, Eoo2, EOO3, and EOO4.

Sínce for these stations, \^/aves coming from the west would

have travelled over water of approximately the same depth,

and fetch of approximately the same distance as for Station

EOO5, the total energy per unit width of wave front can be

assumed to be the same as that of Station EOO$. Knowing

the approximate angle lhe waves witl attack the shore âL,

these stations (Eool' Eoo2' Eoo3, and Eoo4), the longshore

and normal v¡ave energy components can be computed.

(ii) North and south wínds blowing over the narrow

stretch of water bounded by the coastline of West Coast on

the west, the síde AB of the polygon ABCDEFGHA on the east'
by Drunken Point on the north and by wíllolv Point on the

south certainly al-so produce htave energy, but this has not

G-6



been considered in the computer program. The $laves pro-
duced by the south wind rvil1 affect the coastline between

statíons I,ÍOOI and- WOO5. The north wind v¡ill affect the

north-facing shores of vlillov¡ Point, and Loni Beach

Here the wave characteristics produced by the north and

south winds are assumed to be similar to that generated

l:y west wind at St.ation EOO5 again. (Similar fetch and

similar depthl .: But since the ,str:i-p of rvater is adjacent

to tire coast'; the' actual spectrunr cänn*ot be a Lruly normal

one-dimensional spectrum; arbitraTilyn a discount factor
of 20 percent was used. For Loni Beach, thís discount
fact,or is 40 percenL becau-se the fetch considered is shor-

ter. The remaining steps 'are similar to that followed for
stations considered in (i) al¡ove'

(iii) Results for stati,or:s south of winnipeg Beach

are not available and are supplemented as belov¡

Throughout the r:each from Winnipeg Beach to Sans Souci,

wave energy due to the east wind changes little from one

locatíon to another and is generally perpendicular to t'he

shoreline. Therefore, for most stations it can be approxi-
mated by the wave energy due to the east wind at Station
VIO27, which is slightly north of lfinnipeg Beach.

The energy due to the northeast r,vind per unit \^/ave

front throughout the reach can also J¡e approxímated by that
for station I¡TO27, only tha.t the angle of attack decreases

southward - south of,.San ,Souci, iÈ is .practícally zero

Thus it can be assumed the parallel energy component de-

creases from Station WO27 u¡r*til it' reaches zero Sornewhere

ín the southern neighbourhood of San Souci

The effect of southeast wind also decreases from

Station WO27 to ni1 at Sans:Souci, due to the diminishing r

fetch.

c-7



From Fig. (6-6) it can l:e seen that the north wind

exhibits the most interesting case. From the results of

1arave refractj-on it is found that a bundle of wave rays of
\{ave number l< = .075 arrive at the neighbourhood of statj-on

WO27, hone arrive at Winnipeg Beach; and then reappear

again south of stephen's Poinf. A number of wave rays

of wave number, ( = .075 to k = 0.175, where the range in
which the peak spectral density most frequently occurs

strike at Vlinnipeg Beach, none appearing between Stephen's

Point and Ponemah. These reappear again south of Ponemah.

Thís means tha-t a bund.le of high energy \^laves arrive at
lVinnipeg Beach whenever the north wind is blovring whereas

the rea-ch between St.ephen's Point and Ponemah would' receive

much less energy. South of Ponemah the wave energy in-
creases abruptly again and remains relatively constant

thereafter. This phenomenon has a unique role in shaping

the coastlíne of this arear âs ivi1l be explained in Chapter

VTTT

For a rough estimate, the fulI spectrum due to north

wínd at Winnipeg Beach (from k = O to k = 1.5) is assumed

to be three times that of the part of the spectrum between

k = O and k = 0.075 for Station VüO27 (by inspection of Fig.
(6-¿) ). The normal and parallel components are then cal-
culated as before (assuming Winnipeg Beach is not an j-n-

dented coastline) . Between Stephen's Point and Ponemah

the values drop to those of Station WO27. The energy
I

gradually increases to that of winnípeg Beach south of
Ponemah.

' ït should be noticed howeve::, that the values at
V,ïinnipeg Beach are underestimates since wave rays are con-

centrated in this region. Moreover, the approximation

method is very rough. These results should noL be used

for ÍmporLant practical application without further justi-
fication

G-B
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Tcrnrinology associurcci \\ ith the bc'ach environnrent. M.L.L.Vr'. - Inean lorver low water.
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NEARSHORE CURRENT SYSTEM
INDIVIDUAL

Terminology of ¡rearshore current syslems.

Each individual systenl bcgins and terminatcs r\'ith a seaward fìowing rip current. Arrows indicate

direction of watcr nÌovctrent in plau and ¡rrofìle. Existence of the contiovcrsi¡l searvard retu[n

flow along the forcshore-inshorc bottoriq (profìlc A-A') has recently bcen ctr¡lfìrnred b5'.electro-

mechanical mêasurcrìlcnts in the surf zone Thcse mt-asurcntcnts

ndicated a searv¿lrd bottom llcrrv excceding 1.2 ft./sec often occurs at lhe"sante time surface fìow

¡s shoreward. The sr¡rf zone is herc dcfinecl as the area betrveen the seaward ed-qe of the srvash

zone and the brcaker-zone. S.W.L. : still water line'

tr'IGURE E-1. BEACH ¡.ND BEACFI EI'T1rJRONNIENT
1ERMI}I0IOGY. ( Af ter Ing1e , 1966. )



Character of the surf zo¡rc. Existence ancl wiclth of a surf zone is governed by beach

slope and tidal phase. Srcep-sloped beaches scldorn posscss a surf zone as relatively deep rvater

allorvs rvaves to break close to shore and tltus srvash zone meets the lrrcaker zone (,{). Gentle

beachcs posscss a surf zone u¡rder ahnost. all conditions as wavcs must break at sonre distance

fronr the searvard edge of the srvash zoue (B). Moderately sloping bcachcs conrmonly lack a surf
zone during high tide (C), but cxhibit onc during all other phases of the tidal cl'cle (D). SWL :
still rvater linc.

TTGURE E-2. BEN.CH TDR},ÍT]'{OTOGY .
(¡.fter rng1e, 1966" )
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APPENDTX H

List of Slzmbols

(subscript) - PropertY of air
a consLant; wave amPlitude
width of a wave ray
mean shear parameter
a constant
v¡ave (phase ) velocity
phase velocity of enforced wave

group velocity of waves

constants
d.epth of water
increase in lake level
energy
kinetic energy of wave

potential energy of v¡ave

longshore energy
frequency
modifying factor in Miles - Phillips' model

gravitation constant
velocity of light
transport rate of the immersed weight of sand

wave height
root mean square wave height'
a constantr wave number

von Karman's constant
constauts governing the rate of erosion and

deposition
constant
vrave refraction function
vertical scale of turbulence
a linear operato::

H-1



L

m

m

n

n

wave length
mass per unit area
(l/2) 4 k", in l{iles - Phillips' model

(gk + 'tl<3 /ùI/z as in Phillips' model

the ratio of group velocity to phase

velocit_r¡
number ,of wave crests
(suË'script) deep water 'condítion, initial
condition

probability
normal tension on water surface
\^/ave poh/e]:

parallel component of wave Po\^Ier

rate of longshor'e tra-nsPort
rate of energy loss due to viscosity
rate of energy tran,sfer to wave due to
tangential sti:ess

rate of energy transfer to wave due to
normal stress

spectral densitY
tr /þla'l\^t
(subscript) property of significant wavè

slope of inshore foreshore
slope of offshore
co-cumulative sPectrum

time
duration of storm
wave period
atmospheric temperature over land'

sediment transPort load
atmospheric temperature over water (lake)

wind velocity
convection velocity of wave component

N

o

p

pz

P

Pt
0
Ru
Þ

Ë
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s
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S

t
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T

T
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Uoþ
U z
uto
ur(

Uco

_-t

wind velocity outside boundary layer
wind velocity at height z

m.ean wind velocity at a height of 10 meters

shear velocity
free sLream wind velocitY
instantaneous velocity component in the
z direction

(subscript) - proPertY of rvater

wind velocity over land
wind velocity over water (lake)

x-co-ordinate defining lvave form
elevation of ruater surf,ace

heíght above gror-rnd or water surface
roughness layer thickness'
angle between \^¡ave component and wind dir-
ection; angle between wave ray and the
normal of shoreline; real part of complex

dimensionless coeffÍcient in Miles¡ modeli

angle betrveen direction of light and the

normal of an interface; a constant
a constant
imaginary part of the complex dimensionless

coefficient in Miles' model

boundary layer thickness
di splacement thickness
phase. in wave equation
resistance coefficient
damping ratio in ltfiles' model

dimensionless height
density
a constant
mean square surface elevation
constant in Miles-Phillips' model, has a

value of 4.0

\^/

I^le
W

x
V

ð
z

,o
o(
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þ
T
'fI

ø

ø

0

P
T
'(

l¡

0

viscosiÈY
atmospheric stream function
atmospheric Pressure spectrum

angle between wave ray and wind dÍrectíon
dimensionless atmospheric stream function

spectral densítY function
mass of v¡ater
inverse turbulent scale
time
mean shear
time scaler oï development time of pressure

fluctuation
response factor between lvave spectrum and

atmospheric pressure spectrum in Phillips t

equation
dimensionless atm-ospheric stream function
angular velocity; radian frequency in wave

equation

r

(r)
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